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The interfacial morphology and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)
have been investigated in thin films of perpendicularly-magnetised epitaxial
Pt(30 A˚)/Co(7 A˚)/Pt(10 A˚) and Pt(30 A˚)/Co(7, 9, 11 A˚)/Ir20Mn80(20, 50
A˚). In Pt/Co/Pt, altering the substrate temperature during deposition of
the top Co/Pt bilayer in the range of 100◦C to 300◦C formed a peak in
total interfacial disorder with deposition temperature of 3.3 A˚ at around
250◦C. The coercivity increased from 230±60 Oe to 400±60 Oe whilst the
anisotropy and saturation magnetisation stayed constant at 15.0±0.3 kOe
and 90±10 µemu, respectively, when the substrate temperature at deposition
was reduced in value. In contrast, the anisotropy increased with deposition
temperature if either the substrate temperature was increased, or the de-
position temperature of only the top Pt layer was varied, though not both
simultaneously.
The bubble domain expansion technique was used to measure domain
wall velocity with applied magnetic fields in various in-plane (IP) and out-
of-plane (OOP) configurations. Of the three prominent creep models used,
it was found that the most basic model fitted best. A moderate linear
correlation was seen between DMI and the difference in disorder between the
top and bottom Co interfaces, indicating that as the disorder in one interface
increases, its contribution to DMI decreases, allowing the relative interface
disorders to dictate the strength, and even sign, of the net DMI. The net
DMI increased with increasing deposition temperature, also, showing that
such a growth parameter can be used to fine-tune the DMI.
Using Pt/Co/Ir20Mn80 samples, the growth temperature and working
pressure were optimised for DMI measurements. Samples with 50 A˚ of
IrMn, with exchange bias strengths up to 1000 Oe, showed a high density
of small, rough domains forming during magnetisation reversal. Samples
with 20 A˚ of IrMn, so without exchange bias, produced well-formed bubble
domains for Co thicknesses below 9 A˚, with a Voronoi-like network seen in
an 11 A˚ sample. Bubble domain expansion showed severely skewed velocity
against IP field graphs, with behaviour at higher fields not predicted by
iv
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‘Space is big. Really big. You just won’t believe how vastly hugely, mind-
bogglingly big it is. I mean, you may think it’s a long way down the road to
the chemist, but that’s just peanuts to space.’[5]. Yet all of it, so far as we
know, is governed by the same set of laws and mechanisms. Thus, a scientific
discovery here on Earth can give us knowledge about the entire universe.
With such a vast array of possible topics, it is, then, necessary to specialise.
Some truly fascinating effects can be seen, for example, when matter is
brought together in close proximity, giving us the scientific discipline of
condensed matter physics. The plethora of different ways in which atoms
can combine and interact through such effects as spin-orbit coupling and the
exchange interaction allow novel magnetic phenomena to manifest. It is the
study of a subset of these phenomena, namely the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction and its connection to structural morphology and exchange bias
on which this thesis focuses. Out of the many material systems available
for study, Pt/Co systems have been used in this thesis, and in many other
studies, due to their propensity for high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy,
their high crystallinity and their relatively simple structure. To make this
structure close to a model system, a further specialisation is taken into
purely epitaxial samples.
Condensed matter physics is a discipline which has seen great advances in
recent decades, in part due to the technological revolution brought about by
1
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the computer. Emerging devices have increasingly used the phenomena stud-
ied in condensed matter physics to improve data processing speed, increase
density of data storage and create new functions. As a non-volatile means
of storing data, magnetism has been amongst the foremost topics studied.
First postulated in 1888 by Oberlin Smith[6] and brought to fruition by
Valdemar Poulsen[7], magnetic storage has been gradually improved to the
level of magnetic hard-drives with storage densities of 1 terabit per square
inch in 2012[8] and ones capable of storing 10 terabytes being released for
general sale last year[9]. With solid-state flash drives reaching that level of
storage, but with much faster access, new methods of magnetic storage are
being investigated which combine the speed and shock-resistance of flash
memory with the lifetimes of magnetic storage. One such method is that of
racetrack memory, in which magnetic domains are shifted along a strip of
material over a read/write head[10, 11].
For racetrack memory to become viable, the domain walls must be able
to be moved quickly in the same direction, without colliding or annihilating
each other. In order to move all domain walls in the same direction, regard-
less of their chirality, a current can be used with its associated spin transfer
torque: the reactive torque exerted by an electron on the wall as the wall
exerts a torque on the electron[12]. For stability purposes, perpendicular-to-
the-plane domains are preferred, forming Bloch walls in the absence of any
in-plane (IP) field[13]. For sufficiently strong IP field, however, the wall for-
mation changes to Ne´el walls[14], which are affected by spin-orbit torques,
i.e. those from electron migration due to the spin Hall effect, leading to much
faster and more efficient domain wall motion[15, 16]. With the discovery of
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) at the interface between a fer-
romagnet and a material with high spin-orbit coupling, the possibility arose
for Ne´el wall stabilisation without the need for an applied IP field[17, 16].
This is due to the intrinsic effective IP field at domain walls, effected by
the lowering of the energy of orthogonal spin states in the ferromagnet as a
consequence of the DMI. Thus, the study of the DMI is not only fascinating
from a pure physics perspective, but may also lead to the feasibility of such
devices as racetrack memory.
2
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The net interfacial DMI is a key ingredient in determining the equilib-
rium domain wall (DW) spin structure in thin films with perpendicular mag-
netic anisotropy and structural inversion asymmetry, such as Pt/Co/AlOx,
Pt/Co/Ir, Pt/[Co/Ni] etc. The DW spin structure in turn determines how
the DW responds to driving forces. In the presence of DMI, for example,
reverse domains expand asymmetrically in simultaneously applied in-plane
and out-of-plane fields[18, 2, 19, 15, 20], which provides one method of eval-
uation of the DMI and of the DW spin structure; the main method used in
this thesis. Alongside effects such as DW velocities of several hundred me-
tres per second from spin-orbit torque and Ne´el wall stabilisation, beyond a
critical value of DMI when the DW energy goes negative, skyrmions may be
stabilised [21] and could have a huge impact on magnetic memory [11, 10]
and logic devices[22, 23].
Previously it has been shown that even nominally symmetric Pt/Co/Pt
possesses a net DMI[18, 2, 24, 25], with room-temperature sputtered Pt/Co/
Pt on silicon exhibiting asymmetrically expanding domains under an applied
in-plane field. However, if grown epitaxially on sapphire, the domain expan-
sion can be symmetric, indicating no net DMI, or even exhibit reversed
asymmetry. This highlights the importance of structure and relative inter-
face morphology of the upper and lower Co interfaces in determining the
net DMI. Since DMI originates at the interfaces in these systems, the con-
tributions from each must differ in magnitude or sign to effect a net DMI,
and it is these that are investigated and discussed in this thesis.
1.1 Thesis overview
This thesis begins with a review of literature in four key areas related to
the subsequent chapters. These are: the growth and characterisation of
Pt/Co/Pt thin films; magnetic domain wall motion, specifically that in the
creep regime; the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction; and perpendicular ex-
change bias brought about at the interface between a ferromagnet and an
antiferromagnet. Theoretical work needed for the understanding of these
areas, techniques used and results seen is provided alongside the review
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and in the subsequent methods chapter, covering X-ray reflectometry, the
magneto-optical Kerr effect, magnetostatics, spin torques and domain wall
motion. A methods chapter follows the review outlining the procedures used
to grow samples, characterise them and extract the DMI field.
There are three experimental chapters constituting the bulk of the work
done in this project. The first is on results from the growth and characterisa-
tion of the Pt/Co/Pt samples, focusing on their interfacial structure and how
that relates to their magnetic properties. The second looks at the measured
DMI fields and how they correspond to the structural and magnetic data
found in the first experimental chapter. The third experimental chapter con-
cerns Pt/Co/IrMn samples, their characterisation and DMI measurement.
These samples differ from those in the previous two chapters, not only in
their far more pronounced structural inversion asymmetry, but also in their
manifestation of an exchange bias when the IrMn layer is thick enough. The




In this chapter, I discuss various key papers on topics pertinent to this
thesis, namely the growth of Pt/Co structures, domain wall creep, the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and perpendicular exchange bias. Each
section follows a topic from its rise to popularity in the field of condensed
matter through to the most recent understanding. In this review, it is seen
that much work has been carried out using Pt/Co structures. As well as
their fairly close lattice parameters, their tendency towards high perpendic-
ular magnetic anisotropy when the Pt has a (111) orientation is a highly
desirable feature for study and use in applications. The current understand-
ing is that this is due to hybridisation of the Pt 5d-Co 3d electron orbitals,
with its strength due in part to the high spin-orbit coupling of the Pt. High
quality polycrystalline stacks have been readily made by sputtering, display-
ing a (111) texture in the Pt, with the fcc structure of thin Co becoming hcp
at larger thicknesses. Epitaxial structures of Pt/Co have also been sputtered
at elevated, allowing study of systems closer to model than polycrystalline,
however they have been used in few studies thus far. Mathet et al.[26]
produced a study of epitaxial Pt/Co and how they vary structurally and
magnetically with Co thickness at two deposition temperatures. Besides the
surface of the Pt buffer layer, however, the disorder at the interfaces was
neglected. Also, whilst there is seen a difference in surface roughness be-
tween the two deposition temperatures used, this was not taken further to
5
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use deposition temperature as a means of affecting the interfacial disorder.
It is this gap that this thesis fills.
The motion of domain walls (DWs) under a driving force can be a most
useful tool for ascertaining structural and magnetic properties of a sample, as
well as a method for realising applications. Thus, it has been much studied
in various systems and is now fairly well understood for simple set-ups. The
driving force can either be from a magnetic field directly influencing the
magnetisation of the sample, or from a spin-polarised current. A current
travelling through a magnetic material experiences different resistances for
each spin component, causing it to become spin polarised. As the electrons
pass a DW, they are rotated to the orientation of the new domain, exerting
an equal moment on the magnetisation of the DW. Currents flowing through
a metal with high spin-orbit coupling obtain a transverse spin polarisation
from the spin Hall effect and the Rashba field. If next to a magnetic material,
a spin current can pass into it and rotate its magnetisation, causing DW
motion. Under a relatively high driving force, DWs will move at a speed
which varies linearly with force up until the Walker breakdown. At this
point, the driving force is sufficient to disturb the structure of the DW,
causing it to oscillate and so to lose speed. At higher driving forces, the speed
is once more linear with force, though at a lower gradient. At relatively low
driving forces, DW pinning comes into effect, transitioning from a flow to
a creep regime where the DW moves by thermally-activated jumps between
pinning sites. For small driving forces parallel with the domains, DW motion
has been very successfully modelled, and it is this model, though modified,
which shall be used to analyse the DW motion in this thesis.
The gaps in our knowledge of DW motion appear when a further mag-
netic field is added parallel to the direction of travel. This field modi-
fies the DW energy density, and so affects the speed at which the DWs
travel. It also breaks the symmetry of the system, allowing the effects of the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) to be seen. This interaction occurs
at the interface between a ferromagnet and a material with high spin orbit
coupling (SOC), such as Co/Pt. One atom in the ferromagnet interacts
with another via hybridisation of electron orbitals with the intermediary
6
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high-SOC atom. This has the effect of lowering the energy of the orthogo-
nal spin state of the two atoms in the ferromagnet which, at a DW between
perpendicular-to-the-plane domains, favours a rotation of the magnetisation
about an axis along the length of the DW. Due to the stray field produced
by such a configuration, a magnetic field along the DW width will either in-
crease or decrease the DW energy, modifying its velocity in an asymmetrical
fashion. Several models have been proposed to account for the behaviour
of DWs in the presence of an in-plane (IP) field and DMI, but as yet none
can fully account for all the features seen. Being close to the model system,
epitaxial samples are most likely to clarify the current understanding, and
so it is against the DW motion seen for such epitaxial Pt/Co in this thesis
that these models are tested. Furthermore, there has been some study into
the effect of structure upon the magnitude and sign of the DMI contribu-
tion. It has been seen that these depend upon the materials used and upon
the general disorder of the sample, however, no studies look directly at how
the disorder of the interface affects the DMI contribution. It is this void of
knowledge which this thesis focusses upon filling.
Finally, the exchange bias seen in structures of ferromagnet and antifer-
romagnet is looked at. This phenomenon is due to disorder in the structure
leaving some antiferromagnetic atoms uncompensated at the interface. Be-
low the blocking temperature, the magnetisation of these atoms can either
rotate with the ferromagnet, increasing coercivity, or is pinned in its direc-
tion leading to exchange biasing. Exchange biasing has been much studied
for its role as a symmetry breaker in magnetisation switching, allowing de-
terministic switching of the magnetisation of a ferromagnetic layer via the
application of current without an externally-applied magnetic field. Its links
to coercivity and anisotropy have also been explored, but thus far work is
lacking on its effect on the DMI. This thesis goes some way towards reme-
dying this.
7
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2.1 Pt/Co structures
Cobalt and platinum have been of interest to the magnetism community for
several decades, specifically as an alloy[27, 28, 29], but gained significant
popularity when, in 1988, Carcia et al.[30] found perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) in thin film multilayers of Pt/Co. This PMA had an
inverse dependence upon Co thickness and so their explanation of such is
one given by Ne´el in his 1954 paper[31] on interface anisotropies, although
the specifics are left uncertain. Once the potential for applications was sug-
gested by Zeper et al.[32], that of magneto-optical recording, research on
the system grew considerably. The system was a prime candidate for such
an application, not only due to the PMA, but also because of its enhanced
Kerr effect. In 1991, Lin et al. published some key work on superlat-
tices of Pt/Co, varying not only the layer thicknesses and repeats, but also
the crystal orientation[33], following on from den Broeder et al.’s work on
Co/Pd[34]. They showed that the anisotropy and coercivity of the samples
are more dependent upon the Co thickness than the Pt and, more crucially,
that the anisotropy was severely affected by the crystallographic orientation,
exhibiting PMA for Pt (111) and strong in-plane anisotropy for Pt (110).
This indicated that the anisotropy was magnetocrystalline in origin. The
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) scans shown in Fig. 2.1 emphasise
the benefits of a Pt seed layer, particularly for evaporation deposition, and
confirm the orientation of the crystals.
Around this time, Bruno[35] published a theoretical work on the connec-
tion between magnetocrystalline anisotropy and orbital moment in itinerant
ferromagnets. The method was perturbative and used assumptions that led
to quantitative estimates being accurate only to an order of magnitude, but
a close connection was still seen between the two quantities. It is this link
which is vital to the understanding of how PMA can exist in thin magnetic
layers.
One of the earliest papers on Pt/Co systems grown by DC-magnetron
sputtering, as they are in this thesis, was in 1993 by Carcia et al.[36]. Various
gases were used to sputter at several working pressures, and high resolution
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Figure 2.1: (a) Plane-view transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micro-
graph and diffraction pattern and (b) cross-section TEM micrograph of a
[Co(3.1 A˚)/Pt(10.2 A˚)]15 multilayer grown on 20 nm (111) textured Pt un-
derlayer. Taken from Lin et al.’s paper[33].
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electron microscopy carried out on them. It was seen that sputtering using
gases with higher masses, using a ZnO seed layer or sputter-etching the sub-
strate surface led to the promotion of a (111) texture, and so a higher PMA.
Since sputtering is a far more efficient method of deposition than those used
previously, this made the system a viable candidate for industrial applica-
tions. Sputtering on ZnO with a heavy gas or at a high pressure, however,
gave rise to a columnar growth, pinning domain walls and increasing the
coercivity[36], which is not desirable for applications where smooth domain
wall motion is needed.
Further key structural analysis was carried out in work by Ferrer et al.[37]
in 1997. In their paper, X-ray diffraction was employed during growth of
Pt/Co, with the Co layer ranging between 2 and 12 atomic layers onto Pt
(111). The Co was seen to grow layer by layer, though with the previous
two layers completing whilst the next is grown. The lateral spacing of the
Co atoms appeared to be that of bulk Co, but with an interplanar distance
expanded by 3%; and the overall structure is that of fcc up to about 12
atomic layers, after which hcp dominates. Thin (<12 atomic layers) Co
was made hcp by annealing at about 450K, with alloying at the interface
beginning at about 550K. Tuning to the L3 absorption edge of Pt showed it
to be magnetised mostly in the layer closest to the interface, with the next
layer exhibiting this proximity effect an order of magnitude smaller. The Pt
magnetisation was seen to increase 25% after transforming the Co to hcp,
though the explanation for such an effect was left for further study.
These results are complemented by Lundgren et al.[38] who used scan-
ning tunnelling microscopy to assess the growth of Co on Pt (111), shown
in Fig. 2.2. They found that the first layer of the Co grew on the lattice
sites of the Pt, with the resulting strain causing dislocations across the layer.
These were thought to assist the initial layer by layer growth by acting as
sites of interlayer diffusion, allowing atoms to fill the previous layer instead
of clumping together in more 3D structures. The second layer, however,
was able to grow with bulk Co lattice spacings, leading to the formation of
a hexagonal Moire´ structure with areas of hcp Co forming above the dislo-
cations, though the majority of the Co remained in fcc formation, agreeing
10
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Figure 2.2: STM images showing the development of the growth and mor-
phology of thin Co films on Pt(111). (a) STM image of a 3.5 ML thick Co
film. (b) STM image of a 5 ML thick Co film. The arrows indicates islands
with fcc and hcp Co stacking. (c) STM image of an 8 ML thick Co film. The
inset shows an STM image demonstrating the Moire´ structure observable in
the valleys between the islands. (d) STM image of a 10 ML thick Co film.
The arrows indicates the existence of fcc twins. (e) STM image of a 15 ML
thick Co film. Taken from Lundgren et al.’s paper[38].
with Ferrer et al.’s findings. The Moire´ structure continues up to five mono-
layers of Co, though at about 3.5 monolayers the Co starts grouping into
triangular-shaped islands. The formation of these islands is suggested to
detract from the smoothness of the upper Co/Pt interface and so lead to
decreased interfacial anisotropy, reducing the PMA. They also put forth the
suggestion that the Moire´ modulation of the interplanar spacings seen at low
Co coverage may contribute towards the change in PMA as well. Such work
allows the tuning of the crystal structure via Co thickness and annealing
temperature.
The later structural characterisation by Lundgren et al. follows an inves-
tigation in 1998 of the origin of PMA in Pt/Co by Nakajima et al.[39]. This
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study used magnetic circular X-ray dichroism (MCXD), allowing energy-
specific, and therefore element-orbital-specific, probing of the structure.
They found a persistence of Pt N6,7 and O2,3 edge signals, indicating Pt
5d-Co 3d hybridisation at all Co thicknesses studied. The intensities of
these signals decreased with a thicker Co layer, indicating that this hybridi-
sation is localised at the Pt/Co interface. The hybridisation has the effect
of enhancing the orbital magnetisation of the Co and effecting a magnetisa-
tion in the interfacial Pt, ultimately leading to PMA as explained using the
earlier, theoretical work by Bruno[35]. Nakajima et al.[39] saw the orbital
magnetisation enhancement diminish with Co layer thickness until about
6-8 monolayers, after which it increased again by a slight amount. The de-
crease is in line with the diminishing relative contribution of interface effects
with increased Co layer thickness. They ascribed the increase at thicker Co
layers to a structural change from fcc Co to hcp Co, a conclusion backed up
by a kink in the Kerr rotation angle with Co thickness data at about 6-8
monolayers. Finally, values of orbital magnetic moment for bulk Co in hcp
and fcc formations were measured, for the first time in the case of fcc Co.
Further key work on Pt/Co/Pt structures grown by Ar sputter deposi-
tion was carried out by Mathet et al.[26] in 2003. Structural investigation of
the Pt seed layer showed that 4 nm of growth on an Al2O3 (0001) substrate
below 650◦C gave a continuous layer with a smooth surface. Reflection
high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) showed such a layer to have an
epitaxial nature akin to those obtained through ultra-high vacuum growth.
A thickness of 4 nm was found to exhibit the smoothest surface, through
atomic force microscopy (AFM), with root-mean-square roughness, island
peak to valley roughness and lateral island width increasing with thickness,
thus 4 nm was used henceforth in the paper. Depositing Co/Pt on top of
the buffer layer, Mathet et al. found that spontaneous Co Pt intermixing
occurred at substrate temperatures exceeding 300◦C, and so all depositions
were carried out at or below that. At 300◦C, there is little change found
structurally between a structure with 0.5 nm and 1.8 nm of Co, with scan-
ning tunnelling microscopy (STM) images resembling the AFM images of 15
nm of Pt in terms of island size and roughness. The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
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data showed the substrate peak and a peak for Pt, modulated by Kiessig
fringes, yet without a Co peak, as expected due to the low X-ray scattering
of Co and amount of Co material. Grain size analysis showed the grains
to be as large as the layers are thick, indicating a continuous perpendicu-
lar grain. This structural characterisation shows that it is possible to grow
epitaxial samples of Pt/Co/Pt with well-ordered interfaces via sputtering
at elevated temperatures, a vital finding for the growth of samples in this
thesis.
Comparison between hysteresis loops of Mathet et al.’s Pt/Co/Pt sam-
ples with the Pt/Co grown at 150◦C and 300◦C showed a lower coercivity in
the former, Fig. 2.3 (c), which Mathet et al. attribute to a lower magneto-
crystalline anisotropy. A rounding of the loop was seen in the former, indi-
cating a higher density of pinning sites relevant to domain wall motion, and
a reduced remanence compared to saturation magnetisation which shows
there are some areas of the sample thick enough for the shape anisotropy to
diminish the PMA. These observations led Mathet et al. to focus on samples
grown at 300◦C. Varying the thickness of the Co layer, the easy axis is seen
in Fig. 2.3 to switch from out-of-plane (OOP) to in-plane (IP) as the thick-
ness increases between 1.8 nm and 2.2 nm, indicating that this is the point at
which the shape anisotropy of the sample overcomes the magneto-crystalline
contribution from the interfaces. As a comparison, they found that samples
grown at room temperature on an amorphous substrate have this critical
point at around 1.6 nm which they attribute to less ordered interfaces. De-
lays were seen via magneto-optical microscopy in magnetisation relaxation
curves which showed that the main mechanism for magnetisation switching
is through domain wall propagation. This technique also allowed analysis of
the Barkhausen activation length, which is seen to be much greater than the
grain sizes, showing strong exchange interaction between grains and that a
small fraction of grain boundaries contribute to domain wall pinning with
an applied field in the region of the propagation threshold. These findings
show how promising Pt/Co/Pt is as a structure in which to assess magneti-
sation dynamics and interactions, as well as a material system to be used
in applications due to the ease of applying such growth conditions on an
13
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of Pt/Co/Pt hysteresis loops with the Co layer thick-
ness. The Co growth temperature is 300◦C: (a) tCo<t∗ (the critical thickness
between in-plane and out-of-plane easy-axis magnetisation), the inset corre-
sponds to the Faraday ellipticity of a Pt/Co(5 A˚)/Pt structure measured at
2K; the coercive field is about 200 Oe, the Faraday ellipticity amplitude is
0.3◦ (b)tCo >t∗, the inset corresponds to the remanent magnetization ratio
with the Co layer thickness in the case of Pt/Co/Pt trilayers sputtered on
sapphire (solid line) or Si3N4 (dash line) substrates. (c) a comparison of two
temperatures of Co deposition, measured at room temperature. Taken from
Mathet et al.’s paper[26].
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Figure 2.4: (a) Theoretical variation of the velocity, v, of a 1D interface
(domain wall) in a 2D weakly disordered medium submitted to a driving
force, f (magnetic field, H), at zero and finite temperature, T. The creep,
depinning, and flow regimes are labelled. (b) Regimes of domain-wall flow
motion in an ideal ferromagnetic film without pinning. The steady and
precessional linear flow regimes are separated by an intermediate regime
which begins at the Walker field, HW. Taken from Metaxas et al.’s paper[40].
industrial scale.
2.2 Domain wall creep
2.2.1 Theory
Domain walls move with different mechanisms depending upon the driving
force applied. The creep regime is an area in velocity-space, shown in Fig.
2.4, in which domain walls move by jumping between pinning sites, giving
the overall appearance of creeping forward. This relies upon thermal fluc-
tuations to raise the wall’s energy beyond the pinning site’s. It requires a
lower applied magnetic field than the depinning regime where the walls are
far less affected by pinning, or the flow regime where continuous motion
is completely uninterrupted by pinning sites[40] and their velocity depends
linearly on the driving force. Creep motion is partially statistical and relies
upon thermal jumps between pinning sites, such as that shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: A graphic representation of the potential energy landscape in a
magnetic thin film. The red line represents the domain wall; the orange line,
that of the domain wall after it has overcome a pinning site. The pinning
potential, Uc, and the characteristic velocity, v0, are shown as yellow and
green arrows, respectively.
The velocity can therefore be modelled by[40]:
v = v0 exp[−(Tdepin/T )(Hdepin/H)µ] (2.1)
where Tdepin, the depinning temperature, is given by UC/kB with UC
being the height of the pinning energy barrier and kB being Boltzmann’s
constant. Hdepin is the depinning field, v0 is a numerical prefactor referred
to hereafter as the characteristic velocity and µ is a dynamical exponent
taken to be 1/4 for a 1D structure moving in a weakly disordered medium.
In the flow regime, if the driving field is increased beyond a critical
point, the Walker breakdown field, the domain wall no longer remains stable
but instead transitions into a precessional regime[40], as shown in Fig. 2.4
(b). Once fully in the precessional regime, the velocity once more increases
linearly with driving field, but at a lesser rate than in the steady state
regime.
Domain wall energy variation
To be able to successfully model our systems, we find that we must modify
the creep equation to take into account changing Tdepin and Hdepin. These
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changes can be linked to the changes in domain wall energy density, , like
so[18]:
v = v0 exp[ζ(µ0Hz)
−1/4], (2.2)
where the exponent scaling factor
ζ = ζ0[(Hx)/(0)]
1/4.
Here v0 is the characteristic velocity, ζ0 is a scaling constant, and for a
mixed Bloch-Ne´el wall configuration:








 = 0 + 2KDδ − piδµ0Ms|Hx +HDMI|, (2.4)
where the pure Bloch wall energy density 0 = 2pi
√
AK0 where A is
the exchange constant and K0 is the effective anisotropy, used as a fitting
parameter; δ =
√
A/K0 is the domain wall width; Ms is the saturation
magnetization; KD = (Nxµ0M
2
s )/2 where the demagnetizing factor Nx =
t ∗ ln(2)/(piδ) with t the thickness of the ferromagnetic film.
2.2.2 Spin torques theory
Whilst it is relatively simple to move a domain wall by applying an external
magnetic field to propagate one or other domain, it can be advantageous to
instead use electrical currents since these can be more easily directed, can
require less power and do not need a moving read/write head[10]. The first
means of moving a domain wall using a current came from spin transfer
torque (STT)[41], which involves an electron’s spin being rotated by the
domain wall as it passes through it. Since a torque is exerted on the electron,
an equal and opposite torque is exerted on the spins in the domain wall,
shifting them slightly. The combined effect is that the domain wall moves
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in the direction of the electron flow.
As heterostructures became more widely studied, particularly those with
ferromagnetic layers on top of heavy metals, other effects were seen due
to spin-orbit torques[42]. As the current flows through the heavy metal,
the high spin-orbit coupling induces the spin Hall effect (SHE), causing a
spin gradient across the layer. This causes electrons with a certain spin
direction to migrate into the ferromagnet and exert a torque on its spins.
At the domain wall, this effectively causes the wall to move. Similarly,
at the interface between the two layers, the Rashba field causes an out-of-
equilibrium spin polarisation which is misaligned from the magnetisation of
a Bloch wall, effecting a torque[43]. Due to the geometry, the migrating
spins from the SHE have no effect on Bloch walls perpendicular to the
current direction, so the wall must be either Bloch-Ne´el, or purely Ne´el to
be moved.
Hall effect
First discovered in 1879 by Edwin Hall[44], the Hall effect consists of the
transverse movement of electrons under a longitudinal flow. Depending on
the material and environment, this effect can have several driving forces
and can lead to either charge or spin separation in the transverse direction.
Charge separation can easily be detected by measuring the transverse voltage
whereas spin separation often relies on the inverse effect to measure.
Ordinary Hall effect The original Hall effect, now known as the ordinary
Hall effect, OHE, occurs in materials through which a current is flowing, un-
der an applied magnetic field[44]. It has the consequence of shifting electrons
to one side of the material, causing a charge imbalance and thus an elec-
tric field perpendicular to both the applied magnetic field and the current
direction. This occurs due to the Lorentz force acting upon the electrons:
as they move through a magnetic field, it is perceived as a perpendicular
electric field in the electrons’ rest frame, thus applying a transverse force to
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the electrons. The Lorentz force is
F = q[E + (ve ×B)] (2.5)
where q is the charge of the electron, E is the electric field, ve is the velocity
of the electrons and B is the magnetic field through which the electrons
move. In equilibrium, where the electric field from the charge imbalance
balances the applied magnetic field, the electrons feel no net force and so
Ey = −vexBz (2.6)
where further subscripts indicate the component of the vector along the x,
y or z axis. Taking Ey = VHall/w and the current Ix = qntwvex where w
is the width of the material through which the electron is moving, t is its
thickness and n is the charge carrier density, one finds the Hall voltage, VHall
to be given by:
VHall = IxBz/(nte) = IxBzRHall/t (2.7)
where RHall = 1/(ne) is the Hall coefficient. Thus the Hall voltage
depends linearly upon the applied current and magnetic field, as expected
from physical arguments, but also inversely upon the areal charge density
in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. This last relation can be
explained by a decrease in magnetic field density per charge as the areal
charge density increases, thus decreasing the Hall effect[45].
Extraordinary Hall effect Also known as the anomalous Hall effect, the
extraordinary Hall effect, EHE, is similar in outcome to the OHE, except
that it occurs within a magnetic material without the need for an external
magnetic field[46]. Its origins are not merely from the Lorentz force due to
the inherent magnetisation, rather they are from both extrinsic and intrinsic
sources. The extrinsic contribution comes from disorder in the material; as
electrons approach a defect, they are pushed to one side of it in a mechanism
known as skew scattering[47], emerging with a trajectory including a trans-
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verse component. If two defects are present in close proximity, the electron
can undergo side-jump scattering[48], wherein it is shifted towards one side
yet continues onwards without a transverse component of its trajectory. The
intrinsic source is that of Berry curvature from a changing Berry phase.
Spin Hall effect The spin Hall effect occurs in materials with high spin-
orbit coupling, typically heavy elements, and requires no external magnetic
field or internal magnetisation[49]. Its effects are to separate electrons of
differing spin, giving each a different transverse velocity. This leads to a
spin gradient in the directions perpendicular to the current.
Rashba field
Alongside the Hall effect, there is also a contribution to the spin current
from the Rashba field[43]. This is the effective field felt by moving electrons
due to the interfacial electric field. On a more detailed level, the structural
inversion asymmetry at the interface leads to this interfacial electric field, as
well as to a band gap between the orbital normal to the interface and those
parallel with it. By breaking the symmetry at the interface, hybridisation
may also occur between these orbitals, allowing itinerant electrons to hop
between them.
The Rashba field affects the electrons, analogous to the Magnus effect,
altering their trajectory depending on their spin orientation[43]. At the
interface between a heavy metal and a ferromagnet, the Rashba field gen-
erates a spin current out of the heavy metal, where the largest spin-orbit
interaction takes place, into the ferromagnetic layer, applying a torque on
the spins there and moving the domain wall. The outcome of this effect,
then, is similar to the spin Hall effect and so has caused much debate over
which contributes the most, though it seems that this depends much on the
system studied[50].
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2.2.3 Review
The theory behind creep motion, that of travel via jumping from pinning site
to pinning site, was expounded upon in a 2000 paper by Chauve et al.[51].
In their paper, they improved upon previous investigations of the functional-
renormalisation group approach to elastic systems in disordered media by
averaging around disorder instead of expanding around an unknown mean-
field solution, and thus improving accuracy, as well as taking an approach
which proves the scaling relations instead of assuming them. These allowed
accurate analysis of the dynamics and the derivation of the creep law, Eq.
2.1 shown in Section 2.2.1: a vital equation for the analysis of domain wall
motion in low applied driving forces. The law had been previously proposed
qualitatively, but not with the theory for deriving the prefactor and exponent
as is done in by Chauve et al.. Their paper was also the first to propose the
depinning regime as a regime between creep and flow. The theoretical work
done by Chauve et al. underpins much of the analysis used in subsequent
experimental papers and in this thesis.
Two years before Chauve et al.’s paper was released, Lemerle et al.[52]
produced experimental work on creep in polycrystalline Pt/Co/Pt, analysed
using a less rigorous derivation of the creep law akin to that of Blatter et
al.[53]. Lemerle et al.’s paper was a key contribution to the creep law as it
was the first direct measurement of the creep regime for a moving interface
in a disordered medium. The method used to accomplish this is through
polar magneto-optical Kerr effect microscopy, in which a nucleated domain
is propagated via a field pulse and its displacement measured to determine
its average velocity. Upon analysis of the velocity under various applied
field strengths, the scaling factor for the average energy barrier and the
exponent of the correlation function along the magnetic domain wall was
extracted. They found that the values obtained for these two parameters
agree well with those predicted by the theory they derived and theory from
other literature[54], respectively. This showed that, up to the 200 mT fields
they applied, domain wall motion in high quality Pt/Co/Pt is governed by
the creep law.
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This analysis was extended by Metaxas et al.[40] in 2007 to look at
magnetic domain wall behaviour in the transition between creep and flow
regimes, illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Again, polycrystalline Pt/Co/Pt was used,
grown at elevated substrate temperatures with various thicknesses of Co.
Measurements using the polar magneto-optical Kerr effect allowed the ex-
traction of domain wall velocity, as well as coercive field, saturation mag-
netisation and effective anisotropy through the varying of applied field, and
Curie temperature via the application of heat. Although the strength of
the applied field had the same range as for Lemerle et al.[52], Metaxas et
al. were able to see the full transition to the flow regime, possibly due to
the samples being grown at elevated temperatures with a thinner Pt seed
layer. This enabled extraction of the maximum field at which the creep law
was still valid and the wall mobility for high fields, and from this the damp-
ing parameter and Walker fields for the steady state and precessional state.
They discussed the lack of an observed Walker field and provided the expla-
nation that it occurs below the field needed for flow, meaning that all of the
flow is in the precessional regime. They also conceded some inaccuracies in
their extracted values, especially the damping parameter, which they found
could not be confirmed via ferromagnetic resonance due to excessively broad
linewidths. Nevertheless, this is a key paper in establishing the dynamics of
magnetic domain wall motion in its various regimes and provides evidence
in support of the theory of earlier work.
Work on Pt/Co/Pt domain wall dynamics slightly spatially closer to this
thesis appeared in 2013 in the form of a paper from the University of Leeds
Condensed Matter group, along with the University of Glasgow, by Mihai et
al.[55]. The samples used in this work were epitaxial Pt/Co/Pt grown in the
machines used in this project, and so this paper has been of great assistance
for guidance during the early stages of growth and characterisation. Beyond
the initial structural and magnetic characterisation, however, Mihai et al.
used Kerr microscopy to look at the depinning energy of magnetic domain
walls, and how it changed with substrate temperature during deposition.
They found that the trend of depinning energy with deposition temperature
follows well the trend of coercivity with deposition temperature, see Fig.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Wide-field Kerr microscope image of a DW displacement.
The black region denotes the area covered by the DW during the field pulse.
Displacements were measured at three locations (d1, d2, and d3) on each im-
age, averaged and plotted as a function of pulse duration to obtain the DW
velocity. (b) Natural logarithm of DW velocity, ln(v), as a function of applied
field H raised to the power -1/4, for Pt(3.0 nm)/[Co(0.5nm)/Pt(1.0nm)]2
with the upper Co/Pt layers deposited at various substrate temperatures.
(c) Pinning energy Uc as a function of the substrate temperature during
growth of the Co/Pt. (d) Coercivity Hc (filled squares) and effective per-
pendicular anisotropy constant Keff (open circles) of Pt(3.0 nm)/[Co(0.5
nm)/Pt(1.0 nm)]2. The upper Co/Pt layers were deposited at substrate
temperatures in the range of 100250◦C. Taken from Mihai et al.’s paper[55].
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2.6, and saw that for lower temperature growth there was faster magnetic
domain wall motion with fewer nucleation sites. This was attributed to more
ordered samples with sharper interfaces than at the higher temperatures. It
was also seen that velocities were 2-3 times larger than in polycrystalline
samples under the same driving force suggesting an improved domain wall
creep velocity in highly-ordered epitaxial samples.
Continuing with the theme of temperature dependence, Gorchon et al.
investigated how the temperature of the sample at the time of measurement
affected the creep and flow[56]. Polycrystalline Pt/Co/Pt was used with
the velocity being found in the same manner as with the previous papers.
Performing linear fits of the velocity, v, against applied field, H, for ln(v) vs
H1/4, ln(v) vs H and v vs H, as shown in Fig. 2.7, they were able to extract
fitting parameters for the creep, thermally assisted flux flow and depinning
(flow) regimes respectively. They found the logarithm of the characteris-
tic velocity in the creep regime to depend linearly upon temperature and
so deemed it to be composed of a combination of the disorder correlation
length and the attempt frequency at passing barriers. The disorder corre-
lation length was found to be approximately equal to the lateral size of Pt
crystals, indicating that most pinning occurs at crystal boundaries, taken to
be a temperature-independent mechanism. Using the extracted parameters,
they calculated the elastic energy density and pinning energy density of the
magnetic domain wall, finding the former to be more influenced by temper-
ature than the latter. Overall, by looking at the change with temperature of
the magnetic domain wall motion, the mechanisms behind the parameters
used in theory were better understood.
More recently, in 2016, Jeudy et al. published a paper describing an
empirically-derived creep law capable of describing a wide range of material
systems[57]. This new law differs from the standard creep law by an offset
of -1 to the (H/Hdep)
−µ term, where H is the applied field driving the
movement, Hdep is the field needed to depin the domain wall and µ is the
creep exponent taken to be 1/4. The inclusion of this offset causes the energy
barrier to tend towards zero when the applied field approaches the depinning
field, and towards the conventional creep law energy barrier term when the
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Figure 2.7: Field-dependent, H, domain wall velocity, v. (a) Plot of ln v vs
H1/4 to evidence the creep regime and its upper boundary HC−T (creep).
Inset: creep prefactor v0creep deduced from an extrapolation of the creep law
(straight line) to H1/4 = 0. (b) Plot of ln v vs H reveals the thermally
assisted flux flow (TAFF) regime and its two boundaries HC−T (TAFF) and
Hdep (TAFF). Taken from Gorchon et al.’s paper[56].
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Figure 2.8: Universal energy barrier of the creep regime. The variation of
the reduced energy barrier height E=Ed, with Ed = kBTd, where Td is the
depinning temperature and kB is Boltzmann’s constant, is reported as a
function of the reduced field H=Hd, where Hd is the depinning field, for
five different magnetic materials and for temperatures ranging from 10 K
to 315 K (25 curves are superimposed). The solid line is a plot of Jeudy
et al’s model. The black circles correspond to the predictions of Kolton et
al[58] whose energy scale was adjusted to experimental data. The dashed
line corresponds to the linear variation of the energy barrier close to the
depinning field (H = Hd). Inset: Universal barrier presented in semi-log
scale showing a good quantitative agreement with Jeudy et al’s model over
more than 3 orders of magnitude. Taken from Jeudy et al.’s paper[57].
applied field is much smaller. This was the behaviour seen in extracted
energy barrier terms for not only Pt/Co/Pt, but also for (Ga,Mn)(As,P),
TbFe, CoFeB and Au/Co/Au systems, as in Fig. 2.8. Thus, this adjusted
creep law can be used to describe all of the creep regime up to the depinning
transition.
2.3 Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
2.3.1 Magnetic energy theory
The magnetic configuration of a structure is dependent upon several fac-
tors, with the lowest energy state for each spin being determined by nearby
interaction with other spins via the exchange interaction, interaction with
longer-range order via anisotropies, including shape anisotropy, and inter-
action with other spins via intermediaries as in the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
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interaction. In the thin films studied here, the high interface to bulk ratio
means that interactions at the interface are very important.
Exchange interaction
The exchange interaction is the main way in which spins directly influence
each other and stems from energy differences resulting from electrons ex-
changing positions. Along with a high density of states at the fermi level, it
is responsible for ferromagnetism. A simplified explanation is that electrons
with parallel spins will have wave functions further apart due to the Pauli
exclusion principle, which leads to a lower Coulomb interaction between the
electrons and so a lower overall energy[59]. Likewise, if the exchange con-
stant is negative, the system can settle into an antiferromagnetic ordering.
The sign and magnitude of the exchange constant for two spins, “a” and
“b”, Jab, is dependent on the exchange integral, Jex, the Coulomb integral,
C and the overlap integral, B, as such: Jab = (Jex − CB2)/(1 − B4). The
Coulomb integral represents the energy due to the Coulomb repulsion of the
electrons, being of the same charge. The exchange integral has no physical
analogy, appearing only for identical particles, and represents the energy
difference were two electrons to exchange positions. The overlap integral is
a dimensionless term representing the degree to which the wave functions
of the electrons overlap. The exchange constant, in turn, determines the
energy associated with the spins of two electrons via the Heisenberg exchange
Hamiltonian: HHeis = −2Jab < ~sa · ~sb >.
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction theory
A particularly important effect in this project is the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction (DMI). This is an example of an interaction between spins that
relies upon an intermediary[60, 61]. Electrons from two ferromagnetic atoms
hybridise with electrons in an atom with high spin-orbit coupling. This has
the effect of lowering the energy of their orthogonal spin state[62]. For
homogeneous films, unless the effect is strong enough to overcome the other
energy terms and cause chiral magnetic structures, the contributions cancel
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Figure 2.9: Representation of DMI on a Bloch-Ne´el DW. The ferromagnetic
atoms (blue) interact via the atoms with high spin-orbit coupling (green).
The interaction is highlighted as pink with the effecting torque as a pink
arrow rotating the moments’ (red) projection (yellow) onto the plane of free
movement.
out and the net effect is zero. Therefore symmetry breaking is needed in the
form of, say, a domain wall. At such a wall, there is a magnetisation gradient,
breaking the symmetry and allowing rotation about the axis perpendicular
to the plane of the film (Fig. 2.9). Due to stray field minimisation, moments
tend to rotate about an axis parallel to the width of the DW, resulting in
so called Bloch walls (Fig. 2.10 A,B). However, if the DMI is strong enough
then the moments are rotated about an axis parallel to the DW length
resulting in Ne´el walls (Fig. 2.10 C,D). In such a configuration, the stray
field from the moments at the wall is not cancelled, leading to a net magnetic
field parallel with the DW width; thus the effect of the DMI can be seen as
a magnetic field aligning the spins in the DW, known as the effective DMI
field, with a magnitude given by: HDMI = D/(µ0Msδ) where D is the DMI
strength, Ms is the saturation magnetisation and δ is the DW width[2]. In
most systems, the DMI is not strong enough to entirely pull the moments
into alignment, and so a mixed Bloch-Ne´el wall results.
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Figure 2.10: Representation of Bloch (A, B) and Ne´el (C, D) domain wall
configurations. A and C are left-handed (anticlockwise); B and D are right-
handed (clockwise)[64]. A useful mnemonic is to see the moments in a Bloch
wall as blocking passage past them, and as those in a Ne´el wall as kneeling
towards one or other domain.
Chirality Depending upon the atoms involved, the DMI strength can have
differing magnitudes and signs. This leads to two possible chiralities asso-
ciated with DWs with sufficiently high DMI contributions[67, 64], shown
in Fig. 2.10. The two chiralities of a Bloch wall (Fig. 2.10 A and B) are
degenerate in energy, since both minimise the stray field along an axis of
symmetry. Ne´el walls that are due to DMI contributions with a positive
(negative) DMI strength, D, and hence a positive (negative) effective DMI
field have chiralities which are right-handed (left-handed)[63]. Since the
DMI manifests itself as an effective field, it is worth noting that an applied
field of sufficient strength can also set the DW chirality and configuration.
2.3.2 Review
One of the first papers to investigate experimentally the effects of the Dzyalo-
shinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), and the first on Pt/Co structures, is that
of Thiaville et al.[16] in 2012. Beginning with models of a static domain wall
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(DW) to show that the transition between Bloch and Ne´el walls is gradual,
they moved on to DW dynamics, a previously untouched area where DMI is
concerned. Their simulations showed DMI stabilising the Ne´el wall structure
against precession, and so increasing the Walker field, without changing the
magnetic DW mobility. Using a model with just two parameters, the DW
position and the DW magnetic moment angle, they derived an expression for
the DW energy density of a Ne´el wall and showed that the model agrees well
with numerical simulations. Looking at the experimental results of Miron et
al.[65] and Metaxas et al.[40], Thiaville et al. noted a domain wall velocity in
Pt/Co/AlOx five times that of Pt/Co/Pt. They attributed this to a net DMI
field at the domain walls, which is absent for Pt/Co/Pt, stabilising a Ne´el
wall and so increasing the Walker field. This means that at the applied fields
studied, the Pt/Co/AlOx was still in the flow regime whilst the Pt/Co/Pt
was in the slower precessional regime. They backed this up by applying an
in-plane (IP) field to work with or against the DMI field and subsequently
saw a shift in Walker field for the four IP fields applied. The authors also
used the Ne´el wall-stabilising effect of the DMI to explain the large domain
wall velocity under an applied current, allowing the DW to feel the effects of
the spin Hall effect. They finally pointed out the usefulness of the intrinsic
DMI field with regard to applications such as racetrack memory, due to the
chirality allowing all walls to move in the same direction under an applied
current. These findings were key to a lot of subsequent work and set the
basis upon which further investigations of DMI on domain walls stand.
Emori et al. focussed their investigation onto current-driven DW propag-
ation[17] with different seed layers. Initial comparisons to field-driven mo-
tion showed that the current assists field-driven motion in Ta/CoFe/MgO,
but hinders field-driven motion in Pt/CoFe/MgO, with the same dynamical
scaling shown by current- and field-driven motion across three decades of
velocities, after scaling the current by a constant. This indicated that both
methods of DW driving operate under the same mechanisms. By using a
Hall cross setup with an applied longitudinal magnetic field, Emori et al.
were able to extract the Slonczewski-like and field-like torques, attributed to
the spin Hall effect and Rashba field, respectively. They found the former to
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give values leading to spin Hall angles akin to literature in Pt/CoFe/MgO,
but twice as large as literature in Ta/CoFe/MgO. The field-like torque was
seen to be negligible in Pt/CoFe/MgO but larger than the Slonczewski-like
torque in Ta/CoFe/MgO, although they felt that further investigation into
such a large field-like torque was beyond the scope of their project. Fo-
cusing, thus, on Pt/CoFe/MgO, Emori et al. argued that observations of
DW motion against the direction of electron flow were consistent only with a
Ne´el wall structure, necessitating a stabilising DMI. They assessed the rigid-
ity and chirality of the DW by showing the effect of an applied longitudinal
and transverse field upon the DW velocity, finding resilience to change of the
DW magnetisation up to the maximum available field of 600 Oe. Comparing
their data to a 1D model, they found good qualitative agreement.
Current-induced domain wall motion was also investigated by Ryu et
al.[66], except in Pt/Co/Ni/Co/TaN structures. They showed the effects of
different applied fields on current-induced DW velocity. Out of plane (OOP)
fields offset the velocity slightly, favouring the propagation of the domain
aligned in the direction of the applied field, an effect which the authors noted
is absent in DW velocity when driven by spin-transfer torque. Fields applied
in the plane of the film modified the velocity considerably, with transverse
fields having an effect independent of the configuration of the wall (up-down
or down-up). By plotting the velocity against longitudinal applied field, as
in Fig. 2.11, they showed data which has become ubiquitous in subsequent
papers: crosses with the up-down and down-up configurations offset along
the applied field axis, corresponding to the strength of the effective DMI
field present at the DWs. The authors modelled this using an internal field
to represent the effective DMI, with its sign depending on the DW config-
uration to take chirality into account, and found the model to accurately
represent their data. To establish the contribution of the interfaces, Ryu
et al. changed the thickness of the Pt layer. An increased thickness of Pt
increased the offset of the data, which they termed the critical field, and the
anisotropy in much the same manner. The change of DW velocity with ap-
plied field decreased with Pt thickness, as predicted by their model. Taking
this further, the authors introduced a gold layer between the Pt and the Co
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Figure 2.11: a, b, c, d, One-dimensional model of domain-wall dynamics.
An analytical one-dimensional model was used by Ryu et al.[66] to calculate
the current-driven domain-wall velocity as a function of longitudinal fields
Hx in the presence of SHE-STT. a,b, Experimental results for opposite signs
of the spin Hall angle. Red and blue symbols represent ↑↓ (left side in e)
and ↓↑ (right side in e) domain walls, respectively. Triangles and circles
correspond to positive and negative currents. These results reproduce most
features of Ryu et al.’s experiments, with the major difference that domain
walls move along the electron flow in zero external field. c,d, To mimic
the experimental data, an internal longitudinal offset field of ±2.5 kOe is
included in the model to account for the DMI. This offset field has opposite
signs for ↑↓ and ↓↑ domain walls. The sign of the offset field is also reversed
when the sign of the spin Hall angle is reversed. These offset fields favour
Ne´el domain walls, that is, with their magnetization along the nanowires.
e, They also favour one chiral rotation direction for both ↑↓ and ↓↑ domain
walls, as shown schematically. The chiral nature of the two neighbouring
Ne´el domain walls shown is preserved by the change in direction of the
longitudinal moment (purple) within the domain walls. Taken from Ryu et
al.’s paper[66].
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to suppress the proximity-induced magnetic moment. As they predicted,
both the critical field and the anisotropy decreased rapidly, with the critical
field approaching zero. Finally, the authors replaced the TaN cap with a
thick Pt cap, and used a reduced thickness of the lower Pt layer in order to
induce the spin Hall effect predominantly from the top interface and thus
reverse its direction. As expected, the velocity switched sign with regard to
the current. By changing the thicknesses of the top and bottom Co layers,
the authors were also able to change the dominant source of the DMI, revers-
ing the critical field. These are vital contributions to understanding the role
of the interfaces upon DMI, with the critical field enabling a quantitative
extraction of the effective DMI field.
Another way of extracting the DMI field, without the need to pattern
samples, was introduced in a 2013 paper by Je et al.[18]. The authors
nucleated a magnetic bubble domain in polycrystalline Pt/Co/Pt using an
OOP field pulse, before expanding it under an applied IP field. The IP field
caused the bubble to expand asymmetrically as the field worked with or
against the DMI field in the DW, as illustrated by Fig. 2.12. From these
expansions, the velocity was measured and a contour plot was produced of
the DW velocity against applied IP field and OOP field pulse. Contours
on this plot showed clearly the asymmetry in velocity with IP field being
consistent under various OOP field strengths indicating a constant offset
to the IP field by the DMI field. The authors explained this through a
modification of the creep law, where the exponent is multiplied by a ratio
of DW energy densities, with and without an applied IP field. This was
done with two forms of the DW energy density, both including DMI field
contributions: one for a mixed Bloch-Ne´el wall; and one for a purely Ne´el
wall when the combined applied IP field and DMI field were sufficient to
stabilise a Ne´el wall. This model was seen to describe well the shape of the
bubble domains, as well as the velocity data (seen in Fig. 2.12 c), and was
used in many subsequent papers. The authors then proceeded to change
the Pt layer thicknesses in the structure, showing that the asymmetry was
reduced as the lower Pt layer thickness was increased, but stayed constant
for changes to the upper Pt layer. This began to highlight the sensitivity of
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Figure 2.12: Circular DW expansion driven by an out-of-plane magnetic
field Hz (3 mT), (a) without an in-plane magnetic field and (b) with an
in-plane magnetic field Hx (50 mT). Each image is obtained by adding four
sequential images with a fixed time step (0.4 s), which are captured using a
magneto-optical Kerr effect microscope. The white arrow and the symbols
indicate the directions of each magnetic field. The blue box in (b) designates
where the DW displacement is measured. The dashed red circles in (b) show
the calculation results based on Je et al.’s equation of domain wall energy
with an extension to arbitrary angles. (c) shows almost symmetric velocity
data with respect to Hx obtained from films with thick Pt layers. The black
dotted line is shown as a reference of the asymmetric DW motion. The
letters a, b and c in the key indicate the thicknesses of Ta buffer layer, lower
Pt layer, and upper Pt layer respectively. Taken from Je et al.’s paper[18].
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the DMI to structure, although the authors did not delve further into more
detailed explanations.
The same bubble expansion method was used by Hrabec et al. in our
paper the following year[2], except that the sample was tilted to enable the
use of one magnet for both IP and OOP fields. In this paper, the effect of
the interface on DMI was studied in more detail by inserting an Ir layer into
a polycrystalline Pt/Co/Ir(t nm)/Pt stack. By increasing the thickness of
the Ir from 0 nm to 2.6 nm, the interface could be gradually changed from
Co/Pt to Co/Ir. Even a small dusting of Ir decreased the coercivity, which
stayed near the subsequent value for thicker Ir layers. The anisotropy stayed
mostly constant, indicating that in these samples the lower Pt/Co inter-
face contributed the most to anisotropy, which was convenient for studying
changes of the top interface without concern for the anisotropy. Looking at
how the extracted DMI changes with Ir layer thickness, the sample with no
Ir showed a negative DMI field indicating a difference between the interfaces
even without Ir. After a dusting of Ir, the DMI fields fell to a much lower
value, less than that needed to stabilise Ne´el DWs. The addition of further
Ir switched the DMI field sign, reversing the chirality, which showed that Ir
has either a much lower or opposite DMI contribution to Pt. A similar trend
was found previously in work on epitaxial [Co/Ni]n/Ir(t nm)/Pt by Chen et
al.[67]. Since only one interface was providing the DMI in Chen et al.’s stack,
one could conclude that Ir had an opposite sign of DMI to Pt. Hrabec et al.
went on to compare their polycrystalline samples with an epitaxial sample
of Pt/Co/Pt which showed a near-negligible DMI, attributed to much more
uniform interfaces cancelling each other’s DMI contributions. This paper
was an important step in ascertaining the role of interfaces on DMI, and
helped make popular the bubble expansion technique of measuring DMI.
Franken et al. continued with the idea of tuning the DMI by changing
layer thickness, in this case for the top Pt[14]. They estimated the DMI
via current-induced DW motion, taking the slope of the depinning efficiency
with applied IP longitudinal field to be the sample’s anisotropy, whilst its
offset from the origin relates to the DMI field. A greater offset, and so DMI
field, was seen for a 1 nm Pt capping layer compared to a 2 nm capping
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layer, which the authors attributed to an increase of structural inversion
asymmetry increasing the net DMI, considering the Pt seed layer is 4 nm
thick. Replacing the Pt cap with one of AlOx increased the offset and
decreased the slope such that the offset was not visible within the range
of fields studied (±35 mT). This was similar to previous work; the novel
part of this paper came with the estimation of the DW configuration via
resistance measurements. By measuring the resistance of multiple DWs
under the influence of a range of IP longitudinal fields, a peak was seen at
the point when the DWs change from Bloch to Ne´el, since Ne´el walls have
an additional AMR resistance contribution compared to Bloch walls. No
peak was seen for the sample with an AlOx cap as the DMI was sufficiently
strong to stabilise Ne´el walls. This data was key evidence for the switching
of Bloch to Ne´el walls under a DMI field.
In 2015, Yang et al. clarified the origins of DMI in a computational
paper on Co/Pt bilayers[62]. First principles calculations were performed
in a procedure adapted for interfaces to find the total DMI strength and its
distribution between layers. They showed a decrease of DMI strength with
increased Co thickness for various Pt thicknesses, as shown in the previous
experimental papers, as well as a decrease by half of the DMI strength when
25% intermixing was included. Replacing the Pt with Au or Ir changed
the chirality of the DMI, also as seen experimentally. The individual layer
analysis, reproduced in Fig. 2.13, showed the highest DMI contribution
to originate in the interfacial Co layer, with smaller, opposite contributions
from subsequent Co layers and a very small contribution from the interfacial
Pt layer. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) energy was seen to be correspondingly
largest in the interfacial Pt from the Co layer, which the authors noted
is consistent with the Fert-Levy model describing a Co-Co-Pt triangular
interaction: a standard interpretation of DMI in subsequent papers. Upon
calculating the DMI as a function of proximity-induced magnetic moment
(PIM), Yang et al. found the DMI to decrease with increased PIM, the
opposite result to that previously asserted[68]. This was explained by the
competition between SOC and exchange splitting, which reduces the DMI.
Similarly, a larger DMI was calculated for Co/Pt than Co/Pd due to the
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Figure 2.13: Anatomy of DMI for the Co(3 ML)Pt(3 ML) structure. (a)
Layer resolved DMI coefficient dk vs layer k. (b) The corresponding lo-
calization of the associated spin-orbit coupling (SOC) energy source in the
atomic sites of all layers k′. For example, the large DMI coefficient dCo1 of
the spin pairs in the Co1 layer [blue bar in (a)] is associated with a large
variation 4ECo1,Pt1SOC of the SOC electronic energy in the Pt1 layer [blue bar
in (b)] induced by an inversion of the chirality in Co1. For comparison,
the distribution of SOC energy variations induced by an inversion of the
chirality of the total structure is shown (inset). Taken from Yang et al.’s
paper[62].
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higher SOC, a key part to explaining the differences in DMI between different
material systems.
Further work on the origin of DMI has been carried out by S. Kim et
al.[69] on Pt/Co/MgO. They used temperatures in the range of 100◦C to
300◦C to control the difference between IP and OOP hopping energies with-
out permanently affecting the physical structure or major electric state of
the trilayer. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) was used to probe
the spin and orbital magnetic moments of Co and Pt. The spin magnetic
moment was seen to change little with temperature, whereas the change
of intra-atomic magnetic dipole moment was significant, suggesting a strong
temperature dependence of IP and OOP d-orbitals. In terms of orbital mag-
netic moment, only the OOP orbital moment displayed temperature depen-
dence, which showed a close connection between the orbital anisotropy and
the DMI due to the similarity to the DMI temperature dependence. These
results suggested that the temperature dependence of the DMI is governed
by the change in asymmetric electron occupation in orbitals, which the au-
thors proceeded to discuss theoretically. Initially a tight-binding model was
used, including orbital anisotropy, which reproduced the temperature de-
pendence of the DMI and the orbital magnetic moment. Another model
based on calculations from first principles confirmed that the intra-atomic
magnetic dipole moment is governed by the strength of the interfacial hy-
bridisation and 3d orbital filling. It also showed that the DMI and orbital
anisotropy follow the same trend with temperature, with deviations between
them being ascribed to the aspect of orbital magnetic moment not associated
with structural inversion asymmetry.
Shortly before Yang et al.’s publication, Lavrijsen et al. produced a
paper looking at interface engineering in Pt/Co/Pt via alteration of the top
Pt layer deposition pressure[19]. Initial magnetic characterisation showed
the anisotropy, and subsequently the coercivity, to increase with deposition
pressure. A deviation from linear in a plot of anisotropy against deposition
Ar pressure−1 showed the transition pressure between layered and alloyed
growth. Using the bubble expansion method, the exponent scaling factor
was extracted for no applied IP field and found to scale with the anisotropy
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to the power of 5/8, as derived by Kim et al.[70]. The key finding of this
paper, however, came with application of an in-plane (IP) field during bubble
expansion. Instead of elliptical bubble expansions, teardrop shapes were
formed, as shown in Fig. 2.14. These domain shapes were seen to lead to
velocity vs IP field graphs which differed greatly from the parabolic curves
seen previously. Either a parabola with a peak at the centre was seen,
at lower deposition pressures, or a severely tilted parabola with a kink.
The minimum for these curves was also constant with each pressure- an
unexpected observation due to the previously-found sensitivity of the DMI
to both interfaces. To investigate these peculiarities further, the authors
found the creep law constants at each IP field, noting that the characteristic
velocity was proportional to the IP field and symmetric about zero IP field.
The exponent scaling factor, however, was seen to become highly asymmetric
with IP field at high deposition pressures in contrast to the inverted parabola
predicted by models thus far. The authors noted this, but aside from noting
a possible contribution from domain tilting, offered no solid explanation.
An explanation for the non-elliptical teardrop-shaped bubble domains
was delved into by Lau et al. in 2016[71]. Using Pt/[Co/Ni]2/Co/Ta/TaN
they saw the domain wall with DMI field antiparallel to the applied field
initially reach a minimum, displaying a flattened edge, before forming a
pointed shape which had a greater velocity than the wall with DMI field
parallel to the applied field. Taking wall energies into account, the authors
calculated the lowest energy DW shape using the Wulff construction[72].
This gave the teardrop shape seen at high IP fields, for sufficiently small
anisotropy, though it predicted it occurring when applied IP field and DMI
field were approximately equal in strength, contrary to the observed flatten-
ing near the velocity minimum. The authors thus adopted a pseudoequilib-
rium Wulff construction which takes into account wall sections with multiple
energy minima with magnetisation direction. This change reproduced the
flattening, although only for unrealistic DW anisotropy values. The authors
proposed instead that the formation of Bloch points could be the reason
for such shape changes at lower fields, but did not explain much further.
Nevertheless, the reproduction of the teardrop shape by their model went
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Figure 2.14: Comparsion of domain wall velocity against in-plane field
graphs, with their corresponding domain shapes. (a)-(d) are taken from
Lavrijsen et al.’s paper[19] and show deviation from the parabolic shapes
seen in this project, (e) and (f).
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a way towards further understanding the effect of DMI on bubble domain
walls.
The idea to include angular variation was taken further by Pellegren et
al. in a paper published in 2017[73]. In it, they replaced the absolute domain
wall energy density with a parameter taking the elasticity of the DW into
account, being a combination of DW energy density and the second spatial
derivative of DW energy density. Their analytical model was shown to agree
well with simulations. They also included more explicitly perturbations
from equilibrium by pinning sites, not only making the model more closely
represent a physical system, but also allowing the extraction of pinning site
density upon fitting to experimental data. The authors used a structure akin
to that used by Lau et al.[71] to test their model and found a good agreement,
extracting DMI field, pinning site density and effective anisotropy for their
system. The velocity vs IP field curves were of the same form as those of
Lavrijsen et al.[19] found for samples with the top Pt layer deposited at high
pressures, i.e. a tilted parabola with a kink. This model was thus key to
describing the DW dynamics in these sets of samples.
Following on from earlier attempts to explain asymmetries in velocity
data, D.-Y. Kim et al. have used current-induced domain wall motion in
Pt/Co/X/Pt wires, with X=Al, Pt, W or Ti, to shed light on the issue[74].
They used the shift in velocity vs OOP field lines for given driving currents
to ascertain the spin torque efficiency which showed clearly the Ne´el and
Bloch-Ne´el regimes when IP longitudinal field was varied. The pure Bloch
configuration point, however, was at a different field to the minimum ve-
locity in OOP field-driven propagation, prompting further analysis. The
velocity curves were thus decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric
parts (other contributions were seen to be negligible). The symmetric part
agreed well with the standard creep model without any fitting parameters.
The antisymmetric part was seen to saturate at roughly the same field as
that needed to stabilise pure Ne´el walls, with the shift in velocity minimum
being at a lower field. This gave the authors reason to claim that such a shift
will be inconsequential for samples with large DMI, and can be corrected
using the antisymmetric saturation field, the two of which are linearly re-
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lated, independent of material system, as shown by the insertion of a layer
of various materials under their Pt cap. Thus, despite concerns about the
basic model being inadequate for extracting DMI from samples exhibiting
large asymmetries, D.-Y. Kim et al. have shown that an accurate value can
still be found.
2.4 Perpendicular exchange bias
Exchange biasing, the emergence of a unidirectional magnetic anisotropy,
was originally discovered in 1956 by Meiklejohn and Bean[75], with an in-
terpretation which predicted exchange biases two orders of magnitude too
large. Several more accurate microscopic descriptions have been proposed
since, with perpendicular exchange bias only emerging in earnest this cen-
tury. A paper which went some way towards clarifying the mechanism be-
hind exchange bias is that from Ali et al. in 2003[76]. In it they used
Co/IrMn and Co/FeMn to dispute a common theory of planar domain walls
(that is, walls with their width parallel with the interface normal) being the
cause of exchange biasing by calculating the domain wall width in their sam-
ples and showing that exchange biasing is seen in antiferromagnet (AFM)
layers much thinner than such a width. Their data from samples of increas-
ing AFM layer thickness, Fig. 2.15, showed an enhancement in coercivity
before the onset of exchange biasing, indicating that exchange biasing is
not brought about by the AFM structure stabilising either. They noted
that perpendicular domain walls (those with their width in the plane of the
film), however, may exist and could be a cause of the exchange bias. Train-
ing effects in their samples’ hysteresis loops were used as evidence towards
such perpendicular domain walls.
Along with other collaborators, Ali et al. continued in another paper
to compare their data to a model of AFM DWs[77]. The model which
best describes the peaks in exchange bias at low AFM thicknesses is that
of Malozemoff[78], however, it is a zero-temperature model and so cannot
describe the suppression of the peak as the temperature increases. To take
account of this, Ali et al. employed the domain-state model, which includes
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Figure 2.15: IrMn thickness dependence of the exchange bias field Hex (a)
and coercivity Hc (b) for a number of temperatures. Lines between the
points are a guide to the eye. Taken from Ali et al.’s paper[76].
disorder in the system and uses the Monte Carlo method for calculating
finite temperature solutions. The model described well the various features
seen based upon the formation of perpendicular domain walls separating an
IP domain structure in the AFM layer. The authors explained the peak in
exchange bias with AFM thickness via DW stability: at low thicknesses, the
DW was not stable enough to form consistently, leading to no pinning of un-
compensated spins at the ferromagnet (FM)/AFM interface. Such unpinned
uncompensated spins, however, could be switched at sufficient IP field, in-
creasing the coercivity of the sample as seen experimentally. As the AFM
thickness increased, the walls stabilised leading to many pinned uncompen-
sated spins and a high exchange bias. At higher thicknesses, the energy cost
of a DW through the entire AFM layer increased and so fewer were formed
leading to a drop in exchange bias. As the temperature increased, the DWs
became more unstable, needing thicker AFM layers to support them but
also leading to fewer being formed; hence the shifting of the peak to higher
thicknesses, and its suppression. Such an intuitive model, able to describe
the complex behaviour seen, permeates through most subsequent papers.
Ali et al. used a spin valve structure so as to compare the exchange
biased and free layers; Sort et al., however, used more coupled [Pt/Co]
multilayers below IrMn so as to generate a perpendicular exchange bias,
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in their 2005 paper[79]. Using this stack, they varied the thickness of the
Co layers to assess trends in the magnetic properties. The squareness of
the magnetic hysteresis loops was seen to decrease to zero for thick Co(0.65
nm to 1.3 nm), as expected from the competition between PMA and shape
anisotropy, but also to decrease slightly for very thin layers (<0.6 nm).
This pattern was mirrored in the effective anisotropy and several possible
explanations were given, though the most likely seemed to be an increase of
intermixing at the interfaces for thin Co layers reducing the PMA. A similar
peak was observed for the coercivity and exchange bias, also around a Co
thickness of 0.65 nm. It was suggested that these effects were linked in some
part by the PMA pulling the interfacial spins into a more perpendicular
direction and aligning the spin projection, thus increasing the exchange bias
and coercivity. However, this effect was not the only factor affecting the
exchange bias, since the exchange bias was seen to be similar for samples
with very different anisotropies. The authors showed the effect of a change
of Curie temperature with Co thickness, noting that for thinner Co, the
Curie temperature could approach the blocking temperature of the AFM,
making the field-cooling far less effective. To extend the investigation of the
effect of the anisotropy, the authors inserted a very thin Pt layer in between
the top Co and IrMn layers. They saw a significant peak in exchange bias
with Pt spacer layer thickness for the thinnest Co layer (0.38 nm), but
steady decreases for Co layers thicker than 0.6 nm. A significant increase
of PMA as Pt spacer layer thickness was increased was seen in the thinnest
sample, however the enhancement of the exchange bias via the resulting spin
projection alignment would not account for the factor of three increase in
exchange bias. It was postulated that the remaining enhancement could be
from mechanisms similar to those suggested in reports that defects near the
interface increase the local anisotropy or AFM structure order, effectively
forming more DWs in the AFM and so increasing both exchange bias and
coercivity. For samples with thicker Co, the spacer layer’s enhancement of
PMA was small, so the largest effect was to decrease the Co-IrMn coupling
strength at the interface. From these results, a clear link was seen between
perpendicular exchange bias and PMA.
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From a more application-driven standpoint, van den Brink et al. made
use of an IP exchange bias to aid in the switching of perpendicular tunnel
junctions, the results of which they presented in a 2016 paper[80]. Using
Pt/Co/Pt(0.3 nm)/IrMn/TaN structures, field cooled in an IP field to set
the exchange bias and patterned into Hall crosses, as shown in Fig. 2.16,
they were able to see a reversal of the Co magnetisation under sufficient
applied current density with no external magnetic field. The lack of neces-
sity for such an applied magnetic field is key to making such PMA tunnel
junctions far more viable as non-volatile random-access memory and other
applications. By application of an external IP magnetic field, however, ei-
ther parallel or perpendicular to the exchange bias (with the current in
the same direction), the authors were able to assess the full effect of the
AFM layer. A field of about 5 mT antiparallel to the exchange bias was
sufficient to prevent magnetisation reversal under any current density and
corresponded to the translation along the applied magnetic field axis needed
to make the data for the two directions of the applied magnetic field agree.
Indeed, even for the highest current densities used, a field perpendicular to
the exchange bias had switching of at most 50% of the domains, indicating
random rather than deterministic magnetisation reversal. An explanation
of the behaviour was given in terms of AFM grains, each with their own
exchange bias direction. Field cooling caused each to align along their easy
axis in the direction closest to the applied field, though this could be offset
by a significant angle. Whilst each then contributed to the overall exchange
bias in the sample, the grains further from alignment required a higher cur-
rent density to switch the Co they are coupled to. When current flowed
perpendicular to the set direction, however, the angular offsets cancelled
out and no net exchange bias was seen. Whilst, then, this paper acted as
a proof of principle for applications, it also made clearer the formation of
AFM layers during sputtering.
Another paper showing a similar idea to van den Brink et al.’s paper, and
published a month before, is that of Fukami et al.[81]. The main difference
is that Fukami et al. used the AFM PtMn to provide both the IP exchange
bias and the SHE spin current in order to switch the magnetisation of Co/Ni
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Figure 2.16: Schematic sample layout. (a) Cross-section of the deposited
stack (labels indicate the deposited materials) used in van den Brink et al.’s
paper, showing the magnetic easy axis of the Co (white arrow), simplified
spin structure of the IrMn (thick black arrows), exchange bias (EB) field
HEB (orange arrow) and spin current generated from a charge current run-
ning through the Pt (circles). (b) Hall cross structure consisting of two
10×1 mm rectangles with a certain HEB (orange arrow) and measurement
scheme comprising a voltage pulse generator (Vpulse), a series resistor and
two voltmeters (V). Taken from van den Brink et al.’s paper[80].
with a perpendicular magnetic easy axis. They found that at least 7 nm of
PtMn was needed to bring about an exchange bias and hence deterministic
switching. Beyond this, their results were very similar to van den Brink
et al. with the most likely explanation also attributed to switching within
grains. One additional point was made, following on from the more detailed
investigation of the minor loops during switching, which was that since such
a system had a range of currents over which it partially switches it could be
used in memristor devices, where the resistance of the component depends
upon its current history.
The mechanism behind exchange biasing due to IrMn was investigated
by Kohn et al. in a 2013 paper on the structural effects of IrMn3[82]. Disor-
dered γ-IrMn3 was grown in Fe/IrMn/Cr structures, with the L12 ordering
achieved via heated deposition of Ir/IrMn/Fe/Cr. The structures were con-
firmed using TEM and the magnetic configuration of the two was found by
neutron diffraction. Figure 2.17 shows these spin configurations: the ordered
L12-IrMn3 showed a T1 magnetic structure (the magnetisation forming tri-
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Figure 2.17: Schematic representation of crystallographic and magnetic
structures of epitaxial bcc-Fe and IrMn3 thin films, which determine the
unidirectional anisotropy and hence the reversal mechanism of magnetic
moments in the exchange-biased Fe layer. Magnetic structures character-
ized in Kohn et al.’s research: T1, chemically-ordered L12-IrMn3(a), and
a newly characterized spin-density wave structure of chemically-disordered
γ-IrMn3(b). The significant influence of IrMn3 antiferromagnetic structure
on interface-coupling of the epitaxial Fe layer as manifested by magnetiza-
tion hysteresis loops of Fe exchange-biased to L12-IrMn3(c) and γ-IrMn3(d)
(magnetic field applied along Fe[100] unidirectional axis). Taken from Kohn
et al.’s paper[82].
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angles in the 111 planes), whereas the disordered γ-IrMn3 was fitted to a
model in which the most likely configuration was one with the spins aligned
in directions 45◦ away from the crystal diagonals towards the cube faces-
a result not previously considered. Upon vector analysis of the Fe mag-
netisation switching with an applied IP field perpendicular to the exchange
bias direction, it was seen that in disordered γ-IrMn3 a two-stage process
of 90◦ domain wall nucleation and propagation was responsible. In ordered
L12-IrMn3, however, a perpendicular component was detected, indicating a
rotational process, which followed from the triangular T1 configuration of
the AFM spins. From this paper, then, a much deeper understanding of the
spin configuration in both ordered and disordered IrMn3 was acquired.
Theories on the origin of exchange bias have thus far focussed on uncom-
pensated spins at the interface. Yanes et al., however, put forth a model in
their 2013 paper in which DMI is the cause of such an exchange bias[83].
A perfect L12-IrMn3/Co interface was modelled, with no uncompensated
spins, and it was found that the DMI led to a perpendicular effective DMI
field, its direction dependent upon the chirality of the T1 spin structure in
the IrMn3. Introducing a Co lattice relaxation of 17% perpendicular to the
interface maintained the DMI field direction, merely reducing its strength
by 15%. The coercivity was seen to increase when interfacial interaction
was allowed, partly from Co-Co two-site anisotropy, and partly from Mn-Co
interaction distorting the T1 AFM state and creating a net magnetisation in
the AFM. The authors also ran the simulations without various interactions.
It was seen that with purely the DMI at the interface, a large exchange bias
was seen, indicating that DMI is a primary cause; yet when all interfacial in-
teractions apart from DMI were allowed, the coercivity increased, but there
was also a smaller exchange bias in the opposite direction. This showed that
whilst in this model DMI was the primary cause of exchange bias, there were
other causes, although the authors did not expand upon that topic. It was
also noted that the values of exchange bias found in this model were 20 to
100 times larger than experimental values, the cause of which could have
been due to the model system not including defects or intermixing at the
interface, as well as being carried out at absolute zero temperature. Nev-
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ertheless, such a model made a considerable contribution to explaining the
cause of exchange bias in systems with no uncompensated spins.
To consolidate the various areas of research into exchange bias from
the start of this century, Zhang et al. published a review in 2016[84]. It
covers many systems, both polycrystalline and epitaxial, and assesses the
cause of the exchange bias in them along with other related effects, such as
the change in coercivity. In all these systems, if uncompensated interfacial
spins exist, it is their pinning which contributes the most towards exchange
bias, with effects such as anisotropy variation contributing even in com-
pensated interfaces. Uncompensated spins which are not pinned contribute
towards changes in coercivity, along with long-range spin-flop mechanisms.
The authors described the anisotropies associated with various systems be-
fore summarising two of the main models used to describe the magnetisation
dynamics: the effective field model and that of domain wall nucleation. The
effective field model averages the magnetic contributions into three fields,
giving a basic model of the magnetic switching. The domain wall nucle-
ation model considers the symmetries of the anisotropy contributions on the
formation of DWs and captures many more subtle features of the magnetisa-
tion dynamics, also allowing the film microstructures to be included. Finally,
some future applications of structures with exchange bias were looked at,
with regard to phenomena such as Hall effects and spin torques.
2.5 Conclusions
It is principally through these key papers that significant progress has been
made in understanding the mechanisms behind Pt/Co growth and magnetic
structure, DMI and exchange bias. Thus the groundwork has been laid for
the topics covered in this thesis, allowing a greater insight into their work-
ing and explanation. The overall aim of this project is to investigate how
the interface morphology affects the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. To
that end, the background in Pt/Co studies gives a great advantage in know-
ing the range of layer thicknesses, deposition temperatures and pressures
necessary to grow such structures epitaxially. It also gives a better idea of
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the mechanisms involved, thus helping with the interpretation of X-ray data.
The chosen method of DMI measurement involves propagating domain walls
in the creep regime, mostly due to the well-analysed motion therein. Such
analysis enables modelling of the domain wall velocity data and extraction
of DMI field values. Following on from this, the work done on the cause and
workings of the DMI are vital during the analysis of these extracted values,
enabling a clearer understanding of how the interface affects DMI in nomi-
nally symmetrical structures. Finally, the progress made in structures with
exchange bias allows greater control over the outcomes of growing structures
with a ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic interface. They allow us to better
understand the magnetic behaviour seen due to DMI and exchange biasing




This section discusses the methods used to grow and measure samples in this
project, including the limitations of the techniques and their advantages. It
covers: DC-magnetron sputtering; X-ray reflection and diffraction; ways to
measure the magnetisation including the extraordinary Hall effect, vibrating
sample magnetometry and the magneto-optical Kerr effect; and techniques
for measuring the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.
3.1 Sample deposition
The system used to sputter samples in this thesis was a bespoke, high-
vacuum, multi-sample chamber fitted with seven direct current magnetron
sputter guns and two radio-frequency guns (unused) with a throw distance
about 10 cm. Gun powers were limited to 50 W, but depositions for this
thesis were undertaken between 10 W and 24 W, with the aim to keep the
rate around 1 A˚ per second, as calibrated by X-ray reflectometry.
When sputter depositing, as with any type of growth, there are many
parameters to take into consideration; as such, several types of sample sets
were used so as to separate the contributions from each. All sample sets
had a Pt seed layer deposited at 550◦C onto a C-plane sapphire (Al2O3)
(0001) substrate, which had previously been annealed at 700◦C for four
hours to improve the surface quality[55]. The Co and top Pt layer were
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then sputtered with the substrate temperature held at a value within the
range 50 ◦C to 500 ◦C to aid epitaxy, focusing between 100 ◦C and 300 ◦C
where a high degree of crystallographic ordering was found previously. The
base pressure immediately prior to deposition ranged from 0.6×10−7 Torr
to 8.8×10−7 Torr, with most base pressures better than 3.5×10−7 Torr, and
a working Ar pressure between 2.6×10−3 Torr to 3.9×10−3 Torr was used.
The main type of sample set used had the Co/Pt bilayer grown at different
temperatures, beginning with the highest temperature and ending with the
lowest (Fig. 3.1 A). Sample sets in this thesis can be assumed to be set
type A unless stated otherwise. Due to the heating mechanism design in
the sputter system, all substrates were heated to the same degree. This
meant that a significant time period, usually around 25 minutes, elapsed
between growths for different temperatures as the system cooled. This had
two main effects, namely allowing more time for any impurities (mostly wa-
ter vapour) in the system to settle on the exposed surface of the Pt seed
layer of the lower temperature samples, but also reducing the base pressure
during growth as impurities were removed. Impurities were removed by the
chamber pumps at a rate diminishing with improved base pressure and also
by gettering, a process in which impurities react with material as it is being
sputtered and so are locked into the deposit. In an effort to differentiate
between the effect of temperature and base pressure, another set of samples
was grown in the opposite order, starting with the lowest deposition tem-
perature and ending with the highest (Fig. 3.1 B). Whilst this separated
the contributions of base pressure and temperature, it also added the com-
plication that all the lower-temperature samples were annealed during the
growth of the higher-temperature samples, meaning that, although the sam-
ples had different deposition temperatures, they all experienced annealing
at the temperature of the hottest sample grown in the set.
To separate the contribution from the two interfaces, two further types
of sample set were grown where the Co layer was deposited at the same
temperature for all samples and only the deposition of the top Pt layer was
varied. One of these sets was in the normal high to low temperature order
(Fig. 3.1 C) and the other in reverse order (Fig. 3.1 D). This was in an
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Figure 3.1: Definition of sample sets A, B, C and D according to which de-
position conditions vary (V) or stay constant (C) between samples, with re-
spect to the top and bottom Co interfaces in a Pt(3nm)/Co(0.7nm)/Pt(1nm)
stack. The deposition conditions indicated are the deposition temperature,
Tdep, and the annealing temperature, Tanneal. Tanneal is defined as the highest
temperature experienced by the completed stack.
effort to keep the deposition of the lower Co interface constant whilst varying
conditions for the upper. Again, in the reversed order the lower temperature
samples were all annealed as the higher ones were grown.
3.2 Sputtering
Sputtering is relatively quick and cost-effective and so has been used exten-
sively in the growth of thin film samples. Starting for Pt/Co in 1993[36, 85,
26], it was not until 2013 that the Pt/Co films were sputtered epitaxially[55].
The process remains the same and involves a non-reactive working gas, a tar-
get of the material to be deposited and a substrate on which to deposit the
material[86]. These are housed within a chamber capable of low pressures,
typically < 10−6 Torr. In our case, the chamber was evacuated initially via
a dry roughing pump (one without oil, thus avoiding hydrocarbon backflow,
where the oil can enter the chamber), and then via a cryogenic pump. The
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cryogenic pump operates by cooling a surface to very low temperatures (in
the region of 18K using liquid helium), upon which the gases in the chamber
condense and so are effectively removed from the chamber. This method of
cooling is less effective for lighter molecules, especially helium, however it
removes a sufficient amount to allow sputtering with few impurities. An-
other system used for removing impurities is the Meissner trap, which works
along the same lines as a cryogenic pump, except at higher temperatures (us-
ing liquid nitrogen) with a larger surface area, and is particularly effective
at removing water vapour. This typically decreased the base pressure in
the chamber by an order of magnitude. Water vapour can be a particular
problem when sputtering, unlike helium, due to its reactive nature and its
persistence in maintaining a presence on the walls of the chamber. An ef-
fective technique against such a presence is to perform a bake-out, where
the chamber is heated to evaporate the water vapour and allow it to be
trapped more permanently by the pumps. Before depositing on sapphire,
the substrates in this thesis were heated to allow reconstruction of the sur-
face and to evaporate any residue, improving the quality of the surface. The
entire chamber heated up during this stage and so it additionally acted as
a bake-out. By lowering the base pressure of the chamber in these ways,
one can reduce the number of impurities in the deposited films, especially
at the interfaces, which can remain exposed in the time before subsequent
layer depositions.
Once a sufficient base pressure has been achieved, a pure working gas
(argon in our case) is allowed into the chamber, typically to the pressure of
a few mTorr. A high voltage is applied in a gun between an anode and the
target material, see Fig. 3.2, which ionises the working gas molecules and
accelerates them towards the target. Upon collision, the ions displace atoms
of the target which then travel away, a number of them landing on the sub-
strate and gradually forming layers. In our case, where conductive targets
were used, a DC voltage on the order of 200 V was able to be used; if the
target is an insulator, however, an AC voltage is needed to avoid building
up an excess charge on the target which repels any further ions, although
this was not used on any samples from which data was used. To reduce the
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the sputtering set-up inside the chamber. The blue
and green arrows represent the magnetic and electric fields, respectively.
pressure of working gas needed to maintain a constant plasma, a magnetron
was used to direct the flow of ions into a toroidal racetrack, increasing their
local density. A lower working pressure increases the mean free path of the
displaced target atoms meaning their kinetic energy is not as diminished
from collisions when they reach the substrate, allowing more energetic ad-
sorptions, as well as decreasing the number of atoms which deviate away
from the substrate. If, for a given pressure, there is insufficient working
gas to maintain a steady plasma, the power of the gun can be increased;
this will increase the current, allowing more atoms to be ionised. It will
also increase the voltage, imparting more kinetic energy to the particles as
they are accelerated towards the target and knocking off more target atoms.
Combined with the increased number of ions colliding with the target, this
increases the sputter rate, forming layers on the substrate more quickly.
As the sputtered atoms arrive at the substrate, they settle into position,
diffusing towards areas of lower energy. This can either be seen as spreading
out or, alternatively, clumping together into groups. The former is usually
preferred for thin-film devices, but which behaviour occurs depends upon
the material and sputtering conditions. Likewise, the speed at which this
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happens depends mostly upon the material and the temperature of deposi-
tion. If the deposition is too fast, new layers form before the previous one
has fully relaxed and so defects are formed in the film. Conversely, if the
deposition is too slow then more contaminants in the chamber can settle on
the film, causing impurities as they are buried by subsequent layers. The
defects of the former can be mostly removed by annealing, where the high
temperatures overcome energy barriers, allowing atoms to fill vacancies and
realign slight crystal orientations. This also, however, promotes more inter-
mixing at the interface[87]. In the latter case, where impurities are buried in
the film, the effect of annealing will most probably depend upon the types
of impurity.
3.3 X-ray reflection and diffraction
The structure of thin film samples plays a very great role in its magnetisation
dynamics, so the ability to characterise certain aspects of it is vital. X-rays
allow one to extract properties of the internal structure of samples, such
as layer thickness, electron density, crystallographic ordering and interface
roughness and intermixing. The basic setup is shown in Fig. 3.3 and involves
an X-ray source irradiating the sample at an angle ω to the sample surface,
with a detector at angle 2θ to the incident X-rays, in the same plane as
ω. The main scan type used is a specular scan where ω is varied and 2θ
is changed to be twice ω. This is done at high angles (ω > 15◦) for the
analysis of crystallographic ordering or at low angles to enable the extraction
of layer thicknesses, electron density and interface roughness-intermixing.
Since the scan takes in a large portion of the film, any roughness is averaged
out and is indistinguishable from intermixing. Rocking curves can be used




Figure 3.3: The geometry of X-ray reflection with the axes of motion in one
of the X-ray machines, Ark, labelled.
3.3.1 X-ray theory
The X-rays in this project were generated by an X-ray tube, in which elec-
trons were rapidly accelerated towards a target, in this case copper. The
energy imparted by these incoming electrons raised electrons in the copper
from the K shell (2s orbital) to a higher one. This allowed electrons, partic-
ularly in the 2p orbital (L2 and L3 shells), to fall into the vacancies, emitting
X-ray photons in the process. Kα comes from the electron falling from the
2p orbital and since this involves two shells, two varieties of Kα photons
were emitted: Kα1 from the L3 shell and Kα2 from the L2 shell. In the
X-ray kits used here, all but Kα was removed, with the option of removing
Kα2 using a 4-bounce, where the beam is refracted between two crystals,
‘bouncing’ four times, such that just the Kα1 photons remain.
Here, roughness was defined as the collective deviation of atoms from
an atomically sharp interface, and intermixing as the deviation of individ-
ual atoms. A parameter combining the two, σ, was taken as the interface





Figure 3.4: An example high angle X-ray diffractometry scan of Pt/Co/Pt
with various features labelled.
Specular reflection
Specular scans vary ω, the angle between the X-ray source and the samples
surface, and 2θ, the angle between the X-ray source and the detector, such
that 2θ = 2×ω. In this project, X-ray scans were restricted to reflection, so
0◦ < ω < 90◦. Under these conditions, the reflected beam was modulated
by Bragg’s law, which states that reflections from parallel surfaces interfere
constructively when the path difference between beam paths is equal to an
integer number of wavelengths. Since the path difference is dependent upon
the angle of incidence and reflection, the Bragg condition can be found:
sinω = nλ/(2d) where d is the distance between layers, λ is the wavelength
of the beam, in this case 0.154 nm, and n is an integer.
Since the distance between atomic planes is comparable to the wave-
length, at high angles, peaks in detected X-ray intensity with angle ap-
peared, as shown in Fig. 3.4. From the angle at which these peaks appear
it is possible to establish the distance between atomic planes which, when
the material and its lattice spacing is known, can provide the crystallo-
graphic directions present in the sample. If only the peaks associated with
one crystallographic direction are seen then the sample can be established
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Figure 3.5: An example low angle X-ray reflectivity scan of Pt/Co/Pt with
various features labelled.
as epitaxial or nearly-epitaxial. One cannot be certain of perfect epitaxy
as peaks from a less common crystallographic direction may well exist, but
have intensities below the level of background noise. The widths of the peaks
can also be useful since they depend upon the thickness of the contribut-
ing layers and the spread of atomic plane distances from strain; although
instrument broadening must also be taken into account.
At lower angles the same effect can be seen but from interference be-
tween material layer interfaces, rather than crystal layers. However, since
the path differences are made from multiple wavelengths, the Bragg con-
dition is met more regularly as the angle changes and the peaks are seen
as fringes, illustrated by Fig. 3.5. The resulting diffraction pattern is a
convolution of fringes from each combination of interfaces[88]. By analysing
these fringes a number of sample properties can be deduced such as layer
thicknesses, electron densities, how parallel the layers are and the interfacial
disorder. The angular spacing of the fringes is inversely proportional to the
distance between the reflecting surfaces since the bigger the distance, the
smaller the angular change needed for a given path difference. The deep-
ness of the fringes when undergoing destructive interference indicates how
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parallel the reflecting interfaces are. This is because interfaces which are
not parallel will vary in distance between them at different points on the
film, meaning that there will not be a single angular value that undergoes
complete destructive interference. The rate at which the fringes lose inten-
sity with angle indicates roughness-intermixing, σ. The more disordered
the interface, the more off-specular scattering occurs and so the less intense
the specular reflection. The position of the critical edge allows estimation
of the electron densities. At very low angles one sees total reflection from
the sample. Above a critical angle dependent upon the refractive index,
and thus the electron densities, the beam begins to be transmitted into the
sample and so a drop off in intensity is seen- the critical edge. Using these
principles, one can use a model stack to simulate the convoluted pattern
and by fitting this to measured data one can extract values for the various
sample properties.
When fitting a model to data, a parameter known as goodness of fit,
GOF, is used to gauge how close the parameters are to being correct. This
is a measure of how far the simulated points are from the actual ones. Four
of the main ways to calculate this GOF are mean absolute error (MAE),
mean squared error (MSE) and the logarithms of each. These give different
weightings to different parts of the scan. MAE takes an average over the scan
of the absolute difference between the model and the measured values. MSE
does the same but with the squared difference and gives more weighting to
the points where the biggest difference is found. Thus MSE is most useful in
scans with very low noise. Since the scan data decreases rapidly in intensity
with angle, both MAE and MSE give far more weighting to the lower angles.
This is useful for fitting the critical edge and extracting electron densities.
The logarithms of MAE and MSE drastically reduce the contribution from
the lower angles allowing the entire scan to be fitted with more balanced
weighting. Thus for scans with appreciable noise, log(MAE) was most often
employed.
Due to the noise in the measured data, the fitted model can never be
perfect and so one must appreciate the reliability of various extracted values.
Due to the regular repeats of the fringes, the total thickness of the sample can
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Figure 3.6: A representation of X-ray reflection from a layer with significant
interface disorder, highlighting the range in angle over which constructive
interference can take place. The blurred interfaces are in blue, the X-rays
in white, their paths in red and the angle of specular scattering in green.
be found most reliably. The total σ can also be trusted from the overall drop
off of intensity with angle. The parameters of individual layers, however, are
less reliable as the contribution from one parameter can be skewed by the
others. Thus the reliability of the fitting of one parameter depends upon the
model being in a global minimum of GOF, not stuck in a local minimum.
Figure 3.6 shows how disorder at the interface leads to a range of re-
flection angles over which constructive interference can take place for X-ray
reflection off a layer. The large difference in angles seen in these extremes
smooths out the Kiessig fringes, disrupting the interference pattern. The
blurred interface model fits mostly with disorder from intermixing; however,
when averaged over a large area, interface roughness can also be approxi-
mated as such.
Rocking curves
Since most X-ray scans probe a large area compared to atomic distances any
interfacial or surface roughness is averaged out and is indistinguishable from
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Figure 3.7: An example X-ray rocking curve of Pt/Co/Pt taken at the first
Kiessig fringe. Here, ω has been shifted to have its zero-point at θ.
intermixing. To separate roughness and intermixing, examples of which are
shown in Fig. 3.8, off-specular reflections need to be detected where the
change in wave vector is not parallel to the surface normal. This is achieved
through rocking curves, where 2θ is held constant and ω is varied, as shown in
Fig. 3.7. Intermixing should not contribute to these off-specular reflections
since it merely spreads out the interface, leaving it perpendicular to the
sample normal, and so by assessing the relative intensities of the specular to
diffuse reflections, one may gain an indication as to the overall roughness.
One difficulty with this method is that the diffuse scattering can have an
intensity comparable to background noise; as such these rocking curves are
often performed at lower angles at the peak of a Kiessig fringe. The lower
angles, whilst increasing intensity, also decrease the sample horizon, where
ω = 0 or ω = 2θ such that the incoming or detected X-rays are parallel to
the sample surface and intensities at further angles cannot be taken. This
becomes a hindrance if the diffuse scattering extends to angles beyond the
sample horizon since then some diffuse intensity will not be accounted for
when comparing with specular, skewing the results.
A further peculiarity with these scans comes in the form of Yoneda wings.
These are peaks in intensity at either side of the specular peak, correspond-
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Figure 3.8: Representation of disorder in the fcc Pt (111)/Co/Pt stack.
Roughness (B) is taken to be the deviation of the interface from perfectly
smooth (A). Intermixing (C) is taken to be the deviation of individual atoms
away from the interface.
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ing to the critical angle of reflection. Their origin is mostly ascribed to
resonance peaks from double diffraction[89]. Another promising theory is
that at the critical angle of reflection, between total reflection and partial
transmission, the incoming beam is reflected parallel to the sample’s surface,
allowing for many scattering events to occur and so increasing the intensity
of the detected X-rays[90]. A similar process happens in reverse, when the
detector is at the critical angle.
The overall scan should then be a combination of a specular peak and
diffuse wings. The specular peak will be a delta function, broadened by
several processes. Instrument broadening occurs due to the beam at the
source and the detector being finite in width- this spreads the angles over
which the detector picks up specular reflections. The other main source
of peak broadening comes from interface disorder, where roughness slightly
shifts the angle for specular reflectivity and intermixing spreads the depth
over which reflections can occur, widening the possible angles for specular
reflectivity. The more serious roughness effectively removes intensity from
the specular peak and shifts its angle into the diffuse scatter.
3.3.2 X-ray techniques
All X-ray data in this project was obtained through the use of a Bruker D8
Discover (dubbed Arkengarthdale, or Ark) and an older, bespoke machine
(dubbed Wharfedale). The former is faster and affords a greater number of
axes of motion. The latter, however, generates more intense X-rays and so
was needed specifically for seeing features which would otherwise be lost to
noise, such as some rocking curve shoulders. To load Wharfedale the sample
must be placed on some Blu Tack on a plate and pushed against it with
another plate until its surface is in the plane formed by three pillars arising
from the plate. These pillars are aligned with the system and so this loading
technique eliminates the need to align the sample in the χ or Z directions (see
Fig. 3.3). The technique does, however, add the possibility of damage to the
sample surface from the pressing plate. To alleviate this, a tissue was used to
add a protective layer and no change was seen in magnetic behaviour before
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and after the loading procedure. The alignment of ω involves a rocking curve
with 2θ fixed at one degree, for alignment to the sample surface.
Arkengarthdale’s loading procedure consists of placing the sample onto
the sample holder and securing it through the use of suction on its reverse
side. This removes the possibility of damage to the sample surface, but
means that χ and Z are not automatically aligned, making the alignment
procedure more involved. The alignment of ω remains the same as with
Wharfedale, but afterwards Z-scans and χ-scans need to be carried out,
with rocking curve scans in between, until the change in alignment is negli-
gible. This is because as one axis is aligned, it moves the others slightly out
of alignment. The rocking curve was repeated most as alignment is most
sensitive to ω. At lower angles of 2θ, χ has a very small effect on alignment,
but grows larger as 2θ increases.
3.4 Magneto-optical Kerr effect
3.4.1 Magneto-optical Kerr effect theory
A key technique in assessing the magnetic behaviour of thin samples is that
of Kerr microscopy. This utilises the magneto-optical Kerr effect to track
magnetisation spatially. First observed by John Kerr in 1877[91], it describes
the rotation of the polarisation of light when reflecting off magnetic material,
similar to the Faraday effect[92] which concerns light passing through a
material. Since the rotation is proportional to the magnetisation, one can
measure relative magnetisation by, for example, using crossed-polarisers to
convert the rotation to intensity.
The effect is a consequence of the magnetisation introducing an asym-
metry into the permittivity of the material, seen as off-diagonal terms in the
dielectric tensor[93]. This causes the components of the light to have differ-
ent velocities when moving through the material, but also changes the phase
difference between them when they are reflected. There are three main con-
figurations of the magneto-optical Kerr effect, as shown in Fig. 3.9: polar
MOKE where the magnetisation is out of the plane of the film; longitudinal
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the various geometries employed using the
magneto-optical Kerr effect. The magnetisation of the samples, m, is in-
dicated by green arrows. The optical beam, red, has components of the
electrical field in the p, yellow, and s, purple, directions. The black arcs
show the angle of incidence.
MOKE where the magnetisation is parallel to both the film and the plane of
incidence; transverse MOKE where the magnetisation is parallel to the film,
but perpendicular to the plane of incidence. These configurations are probed
by light with electric components in the plane of incidence, Ep and/or per-
pendicular to the plane of incidence Es, either in phase leading to linearly
polarised light, or out of phase leading to elliptical or circularly-polarised
light. Polar MOKE leads to a small electric component, orthogonal to that
from the incident light, and so does not depend upon a particular incident
polarisation to have an effect. This is similar for longitudinal MOKE, ex-
cept that the angle of incidence must be non-zero, the MOKE signal growing
smaller the closer the incidence angle is to zero. Transverse MOKE differs
from polar and longitudinal as it adds a small electric component parallel or
antiparallel to the incident electric component when using p-polarised light,
thus changing the intensity, rather than rotating the polarisation. When
s-polarised light is used, there is no effect. With a mix of s- and p-polarised
light in a transverse setup, both the intensity and polarisation angle are
altered as the p-component’s intensity is adjusted. Transverse MOKE also
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requires the angle of incidence to be greater than zero.
3.4.2 Magneto-optical Kerr effect techniques
Laser MOKE was carried out in a darkroom using a Thorlab 10 mW 3B
HeNe laser of wavelength 632.8 nm (model HNL100L), with electromagnets
capable of applying up to 550 mT at the sample location controlled via
software. A Thorlab GTHM polariser, placed immediately after the laser,
polarised the beam horizontally (that is, p-polarised), with an equivalent
adjustable analyser placed just before the photodiode. Longitudinal mea-
surements with a magnetic field applied in the plane of the sample were
taken by direct reflection off the sample. Polar measurements with the
applied magnetic field perpendicular to the sample plane were taken by re-
flection off one mirror, through a half-reflecting mirror and through the pole
piece of one of the magnets, before reflecting off the sample, back through
the pole piece and reflecting off the half-reflecting mirror into the analyser.
Towards the latter part of this project, a lock-in amplifier was added to the
Laser MOKE setup. This used a modulator placed between the laser and
the polariser to modulate the beam. The detected beam was then demod-
ulated, removing some of the noise. The frequency of modulation was kept
at a high enough value (about 100 kHz) compared to the sampling rate that
there was no overlap between measurements. In both cases, the hysteresis
curves were constructed point-by-point, averaging over a period on the order
of 0.1 s.
Out of plane (OOP) measurements were first taken over the full range of
applied magnetic fields (±550mT) to ensure sample saturation with a coarse
increment. When the switching fields had been found, magnetic field sweeps
of increments sufficiently small to give several points during magnetisation
switching were taken, focused on the regions of switching. The magnetic
field range was insufficient for IP measurements for most samples due to
their high anisotropy (on the order of 1T) and, as such, were only taken for




The magnetic anisotropy, or symmetry breaking, in a material can greatly
affect its magnetostatics. In bulk samples, this manifests mostly as mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy from the symmetry breaking due to the crystal
structure. This causes orbitals to align preferentially along certain direc-
tions, making the magnetisation do likewise. Since actual samples are not
infinite in extent, shape anisotropy can come into effect. This involves the
magnetisation shifting to minimise stray fields at the interface and, if strong
enough, can cause the magnetisation to break up into multiple domains.
Furthermore, there are interface anisotropies from interactions with other
materials at the interface. This is particularly pronounced in the samples
in this project as the interaction between Co and the sandwiching Pt is
strong enough that, for thin layers of Co, the magnetisation prefers to be
orientated out of plane (OOP) in what is known as perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA). This comes from hybridisation between the Co 3d and
Pt 5d orbitals at the interface[39], drastically reducing the energy for the
perpendicular alignment of the Co spins. Since spins in subsequent Co layers
experience this PMA second-hand through the exchange interaction, inter-
facial anisotropy is proportional to the inverse of the layer thickness. This is
an example of uniaxial anisotropy, where all the spins prefer to align along
one axis.
An additional anisotropy effect is exchange biasing, in which an asym-
metry is induced in the magnetisation direction usually taking the form of
a unidirectional anisotropy. In this project the main source of exchange bi-
asing is from an antiferromagnetic layer on top of the ferromagnetic layer.
Antiferromagnetic materials contain layers of spin alternating in direction.
At the interface, there is usually some diffusion of atoms from the antiferro-
magnet, resulting in about a monolayer where some antiferromagnetic atoms
are uncompensated by their surrounding atoms, allowing them to couple
with the ferromagnetic atoms and change their magnetisation direction[78].
Of these, a few are pinned in their direction by the antiferromagnet and it is
these pinned uncompensated atoms which contribute an exchange bias[94].
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Figure 3.10: The geometry of anisotropy measurements showing the axis of
rotation (blue), applied magnetic field, H, (red) and average current path
(green).
The main method employed to measure anisotropy in thin films used
measurement of the AHE voltage to ascertain magnetisation, akin to the
measurements done by Moon et al.[95]. Four contact points were wire
bonded onto the sample at the centre of each edge, as close to the edge
as possible whilst maintaining good contact with the film, as seen in Fig.
3.10. The sample was placed on a rotatable stage with the axis of rotation
in the plane of the film and a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the
axis of rotation. A current was applied across the contacts at the sample
extremes along the axis of rotation; to get a true measurement of AHE, the
path between the contacts must be parallel with the axis of rotation, else
the effective strength of the applied field perpendicular to the average cur-
rent path would change with rotation angle. The voltage is measured across
the two contacts at the sides; again, these need to be perpendicular to the
average current path, else they’d pick up part of the applied voltage. Ideally
these measurements would be done on Hall crosses, thus ensuring perpen-
dicularity, but the method is durable enough to be accurate with sheet films
if care is taken in the bonding.
To perform the experiment, the magnetic field was applied at several
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small angles around the sample normal. The field magnitude was kept small
compared to the anisotropy field; this was such that the magnetisation shift
would be small and high order terms in the expansion of the angle cosine
could be neglected. The anisotropy field was estimated from in-plane (IP)
laser MOKE scans, though since the magnetic field was insufficient to satu-
rate most of the samples along their hard axes, the highest applied IP field
was taken as a minimum value for effective anisotropy field. At each field,
the current was applied in a positive and then negative direction four times
and the transverse voltage measured for each. The switching of current sign
cancels contribution from contact resistances and the repeats serve to reduce
uncertainty in the measurement. The voltage is brought about by the OHE,
from the applied magnetic field, and the AHE from the magnetisation of the
sample. Moon et al.[95] considered the OHE to be negligible compared to
the AHE in this configuration, but to confirm this, several applied magnetic
field strengths were used; since the OHE varies linearly with field strength,
it is then possible to differentiate between OHE and AHE. Since the AHE
is directly proportional to the sample magnetisation, the angle of magneti-
sation could be found for each applied field angle, yielding the anisotropy of
the sample.
3.6 Vibrating sample magnetometry
VSM is another technique used to measure a sample’s magnetisation for a
given applied field. The sample is placed in a uniform magnetic field to mag-
netise it and vibrated in a direction perpendicular to the field. Pickup coils
nearby detect the changing stray field from the moving sample, converting it
into an electrical signal. This signal is put through a lock-in amplifier, which
amplifies the components of the signal which are in phase with the reference
signal, in this case the frequency of sample vibration, which cuts out the
majority of random noise. The resulting signal is directly proportional to
the magnetisation of the sample, allowing its absolute magnetisation to be
found once the system is calibrated for samples in a defined position. The
system used here was encased in a vacuum jacket with a heater and flow of
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He to control the temperature. Liquid He was also used to cool the super-
conducting magnets, allowing high fields (up to 7 T) to be applied. This
was more than sufficient to saturate all of the samples used in this project
along their hard axis.
Whilst VSM is a powerful technique, it becomes less effective for OOP-
magnetised thin films. This is because for such a sample, the only reason the
stray field is not cancelled by the demagnetising field is because of the sam-
ple’s finite size, since for an infinite film the stray field is entirely cancelled.
Thus what stray field there is is quite small and so the measurements are
quite prone to noise. It is for this reason that, whilst the saturation mag-
netisation has been measured by this method, the hard-axis loops obtained
were for the most part insufficient to extract a reliable value for anisotropy.
3.7 Kerr microscopy
Whilst the laser MOKE magnetometer can measure the relative change in
magnetisation and VSM can measure the average magnetisation, both for
the entire film, for domain imaging, a Kerr microscope was employed. The
resolution, down to the order of µm in our system, is not as high as some
other techniques such as spin-polarised scanning electron microscopy or mag-
netic force microscopy, however, it does enable quick dynamic imaging of
magnetic domains. An Evico brand Kerr microscope was used employed in
this thesis, used in polar mode, mostly at 10x magnification. The mechanism
is the same as for the laser MOKE, except that instead of a laser, light from
a light emitting diode is polarised and focused onto an area of the sample
that is viewed under a microscope. The image, after being put through an
analyser, is either sent to an eyepiece or into a camera. A magnetic field can
be applied through the use of several magnets and coils: the most used se-
tups were the large OOP magnet for imaging domains in samples with high
coercivity; and an IP magnet with a sample holder which could be replaced
by a small, bespoke OOP coil, which was used for DMI measurements.
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3.7.1 Bubble domain expansion
The main method employed for measuring DMI is the bubble domain ex-
pansion technique[2]. This involves nucleating a domain in the film which,
for most of my samples, appears as a fairly round bubble when viewed by
Kerr microscopy. This bubble is then expanded through application of an
OOP field under various IP fields and a difference image captured, subtract-
ing the image before the pulse from the image after. The IP fields either
enhance or diminish the effective DMI field in the domain wall, depending
upon its orientation, and so an asymmetry is seen.
3.7.2 Python fitting software
In order to analyse the vast number of difference images produced by Kerr
microscopy, an automated system of extracting the distances moved by do-
main walls was needed. For this, Python was used to find a bubble domain
centre and search for contrast changes along horizontal lines in each direc-
tion parallel to the applied IP field, over a small band close to the bubble
centre. Area averaging and checks further along the path were employed to
increase reliability and decrease the chances of confusion by defects. Once
two changes in contrast had been found, the distance between them was
found and averaged over all the paths. If only one contrast change was seen
in a path, the domain wall was assumed to have expanded beyond the field
of view and the path discounted, and if this occurred for too many paths in
either direction in an image, that direction for that image was discounted.
Thus, for each image, a value of domain wall movement distance was ob-
tained in both directions parallel to the applied field. For each sample, for
each IP and OOP field configuration, at least three images were taken and
averaged, before being combined with the OOP field pulse duration to pro-




3.7.3 Domain wall annihilation
When the DMI is strong enough and Ne´el components are stabilised in
domain walls, as domain walls meet they do not immediately annihilate
but instead form Voronoi-like networks of domain wall pairs [96]. As the
domain walls in a pair have the same chirality, a large field is required
for them to annihilate with each other. This state is particular to walls
with a Ne´el component due to the magnetic charge build-up across the
wall, a feature lacking in pure Bloch walls except at the ends of the walls.
This build-up keeps the walls in a 360◦ domain wall configuration until the
structure of the domain wall can be reconfigured. This means that during
an OOP field sweep, if the maximum applied field is not sufficient to provide
such a force, then on the return sweep domains will expand from these pre-
existing domain walls, effectively lowering the coercivity. By measuring the
coercivity for a variety of maximum fields one can see a saturation point
when all walls have been annihilated. The field needed to annihilate these
walls is related to the Ne´el wall stability, and hence the DMI. To find this
relation, however, simulations must be carried out and, without detailed
information on the sample’s defect density, a smooth wall is used giving a
lower bound on the strength of the DMI.
3.7.4 Other DMI measurement techniques
Alongside these DMI measurement techniques, there are several other possi-
ble methods. Current-induced domain wall motion can be used to propagate
domains down thin wires under applied IP magnetic fields [97]. This has the
advantages that only one magnetic field direction need be applied, samples
with high coercivity can be studied more easily and multiple walls can be
measured simultaneously. It does require that the samples are patterned into
wires, however, and introduces complications when considering the effect of
an IP field on the operation of the SOT driving the DW motion.
A recently proposed method of measuring DMI is by using domain nu-
cleation in thin films patterned into triangles [98]. The coercivity is then
found under various applied IP fields, aligned along a symmetry axis of the
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triangles. The DMI in the sides perpendicular to the applied field will affect
the OOP field needed for nucleation in a different manner to those on the
slanted sides, shifting the switching field. This shift depends upon the DMI
in the samples. Since this method is based upon nucleation rather than
propagation, the possibility of chiral damping affecting the measurements is
removed; however, a lot of the difficulties of the bubble expansion technique





In this, the first of the experimental chapters, the link between the growth
and the structural and magnetic properties of Pt/Co/Pt is explored. X-
ray diffraction shows the samples to be epitaxial, whilst X-ray reflection
allows the interfacial disorder to be measured. In the range of substrate
temperatures during deposition from 300◦C to 100◦C, a peak is seen in total
interface disorder, at around 250◦C, due to competition between increasing
intermixing with increasing temperature and decreasing roughness at high
temperatures. The coercivity is seen to increase with deposition temperature
whilst the saturation magnetisation and anisotropy remain constant for the
standard deposition, varying the Co/Pt bilayer from hotter deposition to
colder. Varying only the top Pt layer or reversing the deposition temperature
order causes the anisotropy to increase with deposition temperature, an
effect removed if both are done simultaneously.
4.1 Introduction
Of all the multilayers that can exhibit magnetisation out of the plane of
the film, those with Pt/Co layers have been amongst the most studied[32,
33, 26, 99]. There are several reasons for this, as discussed in the literature
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review (section 2.1), including their close lattice constant agreement, their
high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and Pt’s high spin-orbit
coupling (SOC)[100, 101]. In recent years, these properties, particularly the
latter two, have led to studies focussed on the potential for narrow domain
walls and very fast current-induced domain wall motion[102, 70].
Their close lattice parameters (0.5% lattice mismatch[103, 104]) allow
epitaxial samples to be grown, particularly when using an Al2O3 substrate
(1% lattice mismatch[105]) to provide the initial crystallographic orienta-
tion. This means that atoms on each layer match with positions of those
on the layer beneath, providing a nearer-to-model system with fewer grain
boundaries than polycrystalline samples, hence they have been the main
focus in this project. Being a single element, Co also removes some of the
complications that an alloy ferromagnet can raise, such as a change in con-
centrations from diffusion.
The PMA in the bilayer is due to the Pt 5d electron orbitals hybridising
with the 3d orbitals of Co at the interface[39, 33, 106, 107], which brings the
magnetisation out of the plane of the sample for thin enough Co layers[108].
The resulting perpendicular domains have thinner domain walls than those
in the plane of the film and are in Bloch or Ne´el formations, or a super-
position of the two. In the last five years, Pt/Co has gained even more
importance with the realisation of the role that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction (DMI) plays at the interface between ferromagnets and materials
with high SOC[109], such as Pt/Co[110, 111, 25]. DMI can determine the
structure of the domain walls, as well as affecting how they behave under
driving forces, such as external magnetic fields and currents. The potential
for epitaxy enables these effects to be studied and linked to crystal structure
and interface morphology, as has been done here.
The epitaxial growth is building on work performed by Andrei Mihai [55]
but has been expanded to cover a larger set of samples and a wider deposition
temperature range. We add here a study of the interface morphology, and
in Chapter 5 measurements of the DMI in Pt/Co/Pt.
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4.2 Sputtering gun stability
It was found during this project that the stability of the plasma is linked to
the base pressure; an effect not much discussed in literature, if at all. As the
base pressure varied in the chamber between growth runs, the working gas
pressure or gun power needed to be adjusted to maintain a stable plasma.
In a growth with a lower base pressure, the plasma was less stable, needing
a higher working gas pressure, as seen in Fig. 4.1. The effect was almost
negligible at high base pressures, though this is likely due to the method that
a minimum working pressure was used and was changed (increased) only if
the plasma lost stability. At low base pressures, the effect became more
pronounced, though with considerable spread and a distinct outlier showing
that, as expected, more factors were affecting the plasma stability than just
the initial base pressure. The effect could be explained by the contaminants
in the chamber slightly decreasing the resistance of the Ar working gas to
ionisation. It was seen that, whilst the plasma’s stability during deposition
changed, the stability during the presputter remained almost constant. The
differences between these two scenarios were the elapsed run time at which
each occurred and the position of the shutter wheel. The shutter wheel
only had the sputtering aperture over the gun during deposition, giving
the plasma and sputtered atoms more freedom of movement, as well as
introducing an additional magnetic field which distorted the plasma. The
deposition also occurred after the presputtering, by which point the base
pressure had decreased beyond the initial value due to gettering. If chamber
temperature had an effect on the plasma, it was below noise in this study.
4.3 X-ray characterisation
In order to assess how varying the growth parameters affected the struc-
ture, a technique was required to probe the samples’ interiors. Ideally this
technique should be non-destructive such that the sample may be used for
further study. Since the growth parameters varied subtly between growths
(or not so subtly in the case of base pressure), and even within one vacuum
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Figure 4.1: The working pressure used for a stable plasma for a given initial
base pressure, both when depositing and when presputtering.
cycle nominally identical samples differed from each other, the characterisa-
tion had to be sample specific. A technique fulfilling these requirements is
the use of electromagnetic radiation in diffraction or reflection, as discussed
in the methodology (section 3.3), with radiation in a specific X-ray regime
being chosen due to its wavelength (λCuKα = 0.154 nm) being of a simi-
lar length scale to the lattice constants of the film. This similarity allowed
diffraction from the crystal at discernible angles. This is a technique widely
used in thin film characterisation[89, 112, 113], particularly in multilayers
where the interfaces are important.
4.3.1 High angle X-rays
Initially, high-angle scans were taken to assess the crystal orientation within
a sample from set type A, Pt/Co/Pt, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Two sharp,
very high-intensity peaks were seen at around 41.7◦ and 90.7◦ in 2θ which
were from the highly-ordered substrate. It could be seen that these had
double peaks, coming from the use of both CuKα1 and CuKα2 wavelengths.
In order to remove this effect, a 4-bounce monochromator may be employed
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Figure 4.2: High-angle X-ray diffraction scans of Pt(30 A˚)/Co(7 A˚)/Pt(10
A˚), deposited at 100◦C and 250◦C.
which bounces the emitted radiation between crystals four times, removing
one of the wavelengths (usually CuKα2) through destructive interference.
Such a monochromator was used in about half of the X-ray measurements
undertaken, but the difference seen in the samples used in this project was
minimal. One could also see the usually-forbidden (0009) peak from the
sapphire substrate at 2θ = 64.5◦ due to multiple reflections[114].
As expected from literature[115, 107], the Pt (111) and (222) peaks were
clearly visible near the substrate peaks. They were wider and less intense
than the substrate peaks due to the Pt layers being a lot thinner and pos-
sibly less ordered. Another consequence of multiple reflections are the Kato
fringes seen centred on the substrate peaks[116]. These are analogous to the
Kiessig fringes seen at low angles and are caused by reflections off the in-
terfaces between layers. The fringes on the lower-angle side of the Pt peaks
were seen to be of anomalously high intensity, especially for the (222) peak.
This was most likely due to a slight discrepancy in crystal axis matching
between the seed and top Pt layers, caused by the separation due to the Co
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layer. This could lead to a deviation from the standard lattice spacing of
226.5 pm[117], and so a different angle of diffraction. The higher-angled Pt
(222) peak came from a lattice spacing of 224.8 ± 0.4 pm and 226.1 ± 0.5
pm for the sample grown at 250◦C and 100◦C respectively. Similarly, the
lower-angled Pt (111) peak led to a spacing of 224.6 ± 0.4 pm and 225.5 ±
0.4 pm for the sample grown at 250◦C and 100◦C respectively. Thus both
samples had lattice spacings smaller than bulk Pt as they were conform-
ing to the sapphire lattice spacing, with more relaxation seen in the sample
grown at the higher temperature due to the enhanced atomic mobility. Due
to the Co layer disrupting the structure, if one takes the two prominent Pt
(222) peaks to be from the Pt layers on either side of the Co, there would
have been a 3% and 2% lattice mismatch for the 250◦C and 100◦C samples,
respectively, which is larger than the nominal mismatch between the Pt and
Al2O3 (1%) and the Pt and bulk Co (0.5%). However, these values were
skewed by the Kato fringes from the substrate and so were likely far closer to
the bulk lattice spacings. Without simulations to model this, more accurate
values were not available. It is possible that the Pt layers also contributed
Kato fringes, as seen in work by Hatwar et al.[118], though the samples
they used were polycrystalline superlattices of Co(0.3 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm) on
glass so had more interfaces to contribute to the effect. The strain from the
Co layers also explained why their (111) peak was shifted to slightly higher
angles, as demonstrated by Mihai et al.[55] on epitaxial samples.
The Co peaks themselves were of such low intensity compared to the
Pt[119], and at about the same angular position, that the Pt dominates
and the Co peaks cannot be seen. No peaks other than those expected for
epitaxial (111) Pt could be seen, however, leading to the conclusion that the
samples were, indeed, epitaxial in nature.
4.3.2 Low angle X-rays
At low angles, the focus is shifted from the crystal structure to the layer
structure of the thin film. The reflections from each interface interfere,
causing Kiessig fringes, from which one can extract the layer thicknesses,
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electron densities and interface disorder. This is done by fitting the data
with a model of the system, in this case using Bede REFS[120]. Figure 4.3 A
shows two typical examples of this fitting, in which there can be seen some
discrepancy between the model and the data. There are several possible
reasons for this discrepancy, one of which is that when fitting the data the
model fell into a local minimum. If the barrier in goodness of fit is too
large then the model stays in the local minimum and will not converge to a
more accurate set of parameters. However, due to the size of the deviations,
Bede REFS’ tendency to overcome such obstacles and the deviations being
of a similar nature for various scans, I felt this was unlikely. Furthermore,
changing the starting parameters resulted in very similar outcomes. Another
possibility is that the model itself, whilst reflecting the nominal structure
of the system, was missing a key component of the actual structure. This
is often due to an oxide layer forming or the disorder or alloying at the
interface being greater than can be accounted for by the layers’ interface
disorder parameter. Both of these necessitate an additional layer in the
model which brings more parameters into the fitting, allowing more degrees
of freedom and decreasing the reliability of the existing parameters. Since
addition of these layers into the model did little to improve the discrepancies,
it was felt that a model with just the bare minimum of layers would give
the most accurate interpretation. This then leaves the possibilities that the
fitting process is too simplistic and further terms were needed to account
for the discrepancy, or that there was an unforeseen extra layer which had
not been tested in the model.
There can also be seen a difference between the scans of the samples at
different deposition temperatures. The difference most easily seen is that
between the angular separations of the Kiessig fringes, which is due to a
slight change in overall thickness of the films between the samples. Whilst
the difference in the scan is clear, the actual thickness change was minimal
and, from looking at individual layer thicknesses, seemed to mostly come
from the Pt, where constant thickness was less crucial than the Co. When
looking at thickness changes across all samples, no trend could be found
with any other parameter, emphasising the stochastic nature of sputtering
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in such a chamber as used here.
Whilst it is theoretically possible to extract values of interface disorder,
hereafter termed σ, layer thicknesses and electron density for the individual
layers, in practice these values come with a high degree of uncertainty, espe-
cially with σ. This uncertainty can be reduced somewhat by considering the
overall interface disorder in the structure, simplistically by taking an aver-
age for the interface disorder of the Pt/Co/Pt trilayer. This was done for all
type A samples, and its variation with deposition temperature is shown in
Fig. 4.3 B. There is a fairly well-defined peak at 250◦C which was a result of
competing high-mobility mechanisms. Initially, the increased mobility led
to high intermixing of the layers at the interface, increasing the disorder. At
high deposition temperatures the mobility was sufficient to allow the atoms
to smooth out at the interface, decreasing the roughness sufficiently for the
overall disorder to decrease. Above 400◦C one can see a rapid increase in
interface disorder, which was thought to be due to either a phase change or
from intermixing becoming so severe that the thin Co layer tended towards
a CoPt alloy. The latter could have been the reason for the former and was
supported by analysis of the σ values for the individual layers. One sees a
general increase of interface disorder about the Co, whilst the top Pt surface
becomes more ordered, as seen in Fig. 4.3 (c). This would suggest that the
intermixing was the main contributor towards disorder, with the roughness
decreasing, since the top Pt surface was unaffected by intermixing. Since
the individual layer analysis in this case was from only three samples for
each temperature with sizeable spread of data it must be taken to be only
indicative.
Though there are few cases in literature dealing with the effect of sub-
strate temperature on Pt/Co growth (for example, Mathet et al.[26]), and
none looking specifically at the interface quality, Belien et al.[121] have in-
vestigated these effects in Fe/Cr superlattices grown by molecular beam
epitaxy. Interestingly, they report the opposite effect, with their minimum
disorder, when grown on a Cr seed layer, in the same temperature regime
as the maximum disorder found in this study. This minimum shifted if
no Cr seed layer was used, however, indicating that the coincidence of the
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Figure 4.3: (a) Low-angle X-ray reflection scans and (b) the corresponding
averaged disorder for set type A, Pt(30 A˚)/Co(7 A˚)/Pt(10 A˚) deposited from
high to low temperatures. The lines of best fit in (a) are from modelling
the samples in Bede REFS and the shaded area in (b) is the main region of
interest. (c) shows the sigma value for purely the top Pt surface. Error bars
are from statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.4: Low-angle X-ray reflection scans comparing set types A and B,
Pt(30 A˚)/Co(7 A˚)/Pt(10 A˚) deposited from high to low and low to high
temperatures, respectively.
maximum and minimum was just that, a coincidence. Due to the differ-
ing material system and growth technique used, however, it was difficult to
compare the two findings as the growth mechanics needed only to change
subtly to bring about the changes seen.
To separate the contributions of Tdep and time of deposition, a sample
batch of set type B was compared to those from A, Fig. 4.4. There was
considerable sample spread in type B, especially at low temperatures, either
from the stochastic nature of these growths or due to the fits being trapped
in local minima. Nevertheless, the overall trend was that of an increase in
average interface disorder with increased temperature, by a similar amount
as for set type A. The σ values being higher than their set type A companions
was believed to be due to the base pressure for that growth being towards
the higher end of the scale (3.5 × 10−7 mTorr), together with the interface
between the Pt seed layer and the Co being exposed for longer in the high
temperature samples. Towards the lower temperatures there appeared to be
a split, with some samples following the almost linear trend, whilst others
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tended towards higher σ values. The split could, again, have been from the
stochastic nature of the growth, with subtle variations in substrate temper-
ature, substrate cleanliness and growth environment, despite measures to
counter these changes. When assessed over all samples, however, there was
no noticeable trend above noise between the position of the sample in the
chamber and its structural properties.
4.3.3 Rocking curves
Besides analysis of the top Pt surface disorder, another more reliable method
of distinguishing between roughness and intermixing is the use of rocking
curves. By varying ω (the sample angle) whilst keeping 2θ (the detector
angle) fixed, the off-specular reflection can be seen, which is due to the
roughness without a contribution from the intermixing. The typical form of
this scan is a peak with shoulders as seen in Fig. 4.5 (a). If these data are
modelled, one is able to extract quantities such as the overall roughness, the
degree of roughness correlation between interfaces and the lateral roughness
correlation length[122, 89, 113]. Since a key aspect of these models is related
to the shoulders, they need to be well-defined to enable the extraction of
accurate values. The shoulders in the data from samples in this project,
however, were not sufficiently well-defined and so models were not adequate
to describe the system. Nevertheless, by analysing the shape of the curves,
overall values of roughness could be obtained.
Rocking curves were taken at the first and second Kiessig fringe maxima
so as to have sufficient intensity for the shoulders to be above noise level; it
was found that for the third fringe and higher no shoulders were seen or they
were too weak for analysis. Rocking curve data taken at the first and second
Kiessig fringe displayed pronounced Yoneda wings[123] as the angle of the
incident or reflected beam passed through the critical angle for total internal
reflection. It can be seen in Fig. 4.5 (b) that the full width half maximum
(FWHM) of the diffuse area under the curves stayed constant which one
would expect if the drop-off of the diffuse shoulders was dominated by the
Yoneda wings, where the half maximum in FWHM was defined by half the
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Figure 4.5: (a) Theta rocking curves on the first Kiessig fringe for set type A,
Pt(30 A˚)/Co(7 A˚)/Pt(10 A˚) deposited from high to low temperatures. (b)
The extracted average full width half maximum and (c) the ratio of diffuse to
peak area against deposition temperature, Tdep. The shaded section shows
the main region of interest.
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distance in the log scale between the plateau and the background. This was
due to the critical angle for total internal reflection being dependent solely
upon the refractive indices of the layers which should have remained fairly
constant with deposition temperature, given the high quality of the films in
the range studied[124]. The possible dip in FWHM at higher temperatures
could have been from excessive intermixing changing the refractive indices.
It is possible that the diffuse shoulders continued beyond the Yoneda wings
seen in Fig. 4.5 (a), but they could not be seen due to lack of intensity or due
to the sample horizon, which is where the sample rotates far enough that
the source or detector effectively goes behind it. The scans came close to
seeing beyond the wings at the first Kiessig fringe, but the intensity dropped
to noise before this point was reached.
Besides the FWHM, another feature of X-ray rocking curves is the ra-
tio of the area under the diffuse shoulders to that under the specular peak.
This gives an estimate as to how the overall roughness varies between sam-
ples since, as the samples become rougher, more intensity is lost from the
specular peak to the diffuse shoulders. Due to the lack of a fitting model, a
quantitative value of roughness could not be reliably obtained, but the trend
between samples was nevertheless quite clear, at least in the main region of
interest. As the deposition temperature was increased, the sputtered atoms
gained more mobility, allowing them to settle into smoother layers, decreas-
ing roughness and decreasing the ratio of diffuse to specular as observed in
Fig. 4.5 (c). Beyond the main region of interest, fewer samples were grown
so, due to sample spread, there was a higher uncertainty associated with
those data points. Consequently, whilst the trend appeared to change dra-
matically from that of the main region of interest, this could have been from
an anomalous sample or sample batch and not represent the overall trend;
especially since the jump at 350◦C was not seen in other sample properties.
4.4 Magnetic characterisation
To assess the samples’ magnetic properties, magnetic characterisation was
undertaken. Since the magnetic properties can be very sensitive to layer
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and interface morphology, they can be a practical tool to indirectly probe
the film structures around the magnetic Co layer, although interpretation
of results is often non-trivial.
4.4.1 Magneto-optical Kerr effect
A powerful technique for measuring magnetic properties of a sample utilises
the laser magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). This uses the change in po-
larisation of reflected laser light to assess changes in magnetisation over a
wide area of a sample. When measured during a sweep of a magnetic field
applied along the easy axis, magnetic hysteresis can be seen, from which
the coercivity and exchange bias can be extracted. Analysis of the transi-
tion widths of the hysteresis loop also gives insight into the method of the
magnetisation switching process.
The polar MOKE magnetic hysteresis loops in Fig. 4.6 were all centred
on zero applied field, showing there was no exchange bias. This result was
to be expected in a system with no break in symmetry for magnetisation in
the direction perpendicular to the plane. The transition width of the loops
normalised by the coercivity remained consistent within most of the region
of interest, showing that the switching mechanism did not alter significantly.
The loop for 250◦C displayed slightly sharper switching, with a normalised
transition width of 0.22 ± 0.05 compared with 0.4 ± 0.1 for the samples
deposited at other temperatures. This indicated subtly faster magnetisa-
tion reversal, possibly linked to it being at a deposition temperature at the
peak in interface disorder where annealing effects just started to dominate.
The rounded corners indicated initial switching by nucleation of reversed
domains, with the magnetisation gradually decreasing as the applied field
increased beyond that needed for nucleation of reverse domains at progres-
sively more nucleation sites. The steep sides of the loop indicated a rapid
transition to switching by domain wall propagation within fields one fifth
of the coercive field higher than are needed for nucleation. This was con-
firmed by wide-field Kerr microscopy as discussed later in Chapter 5. The
coercivity was seen to increase monotonically with deposition temperature
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Figure 4.6: Polar magneto-optical Kerr effect hysteresis loops of sample set
type A, Pt(30 A˚)/Co(7 A˚)/Pt(10 A˚) deposited from high to low tempera-
tures.
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in the main range of interest, continuing up to 400◦C. Above this point, the
trend was less well defined, dipping at 450◦C. These high-Tdep samples were
outside of the region of reliable structural characterisation and so assessing
how the trend was linked to changes in structure was beyond the scope of
this project, however insight gained from Fig. 4.3 (B) allows postulation
that such a trend was linked to the formation of a CoPt alloy. The trend
up to 400◦C could be understood by an increase in intermixing at the sam-
ple interfaces causing a higher number of pinning sites, but with nucleation
sites with low switching fields being lost from annealing. Thus a higher
field was needed to begin switching, and switching took place over a wider
applied field range as the domain wall propagation was hindered, leading to
an increased coercive field and more rounded corners.
If one compares these results to another method of structural alteration
found in literature, that of ion irradiation, one sees a decrease in coercivity
with interface disorder, as shown by Ferre´ et al.[125]. They considered the
disorder induced by ion irradiation to be predominantly from intermixing,
which would contradict the findings inferred in this project. One explanation
is that the samples used by Ferre´ et al. were polycrystalline with thinner Co,
which may well have changed the relative contributions of the different forms
of disorder. The results in this project are supported by those of Mathet et
al.[26], in which a higher growth temperature led to a higher coercivity in
epitaxial Pt/Co films.
MOKE measurements can also be used as a gauge of saturation magneti-
sation. Whilst an absolute value cannot be obtained, the relative values can
be extracted by looking at the change in Kerr intensity. This method relies
upon the angles of the polariser and analyser remaining unchanged, with the
polariser providing p-polarised light and the analyser typically between one
and two degrees different in this case, and the samples being equally well
aligned. Whilst these are reasonable assumptions when comparing samples
of the same batch (measured in the same session), one cannot compare be-
tween batches due to the variability of the analyser. It was found that even
within a batch, the overall Kerr intensity changed due to slight differences
in sample alignment. Taking this into account by taking the change in Kerr
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Figure 4.7: Variation between set type A samples with different deposi-
tion temperatures of the change in signal intensity using the laser magneto-
optical Kerr effect. The change in MOKE signal between saturation of the
magnetisation in each direction has been normalised by the average of the
two signals. The colours represent samples from deposition runs, and so
differed in base pressure.
intensity to vary proportionally with overall intensity, one sees in Fig. 4.7 an
indication of a relatively constant value of magnetisation within each batch.
4.4.2 Anisotropy measurements
There are several methods available for extracting the effective anisotropy
of thin-film magnetic samples. The simplest, perhaps, is to use the MOKE
magnetometer to measure how the magnetisation changes with a field ap-
plied along a hard axis of the sample. The magnetisation along the hard
axis should increase with field strength as the moments in the sample are
pulled into alignment. At some field value, all the moments will be fully in
alignment and the magnetisation will saturate. The field value at which this
occurs is the anisotropy field. This method, however, relies upon the field
being applied exactly parallel with a hard axis and of sufficient strength to
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Figure 4.8: Anisotropy field data obtained from the AHE analysis
method[95] for Pt/Co/Pt films with layers deposited at different temper-
atures, following the scheme outlined in Fig. 3.1.
exceed the anisotropy field. Most samples in this study were found to have
anisotropy fields greater than one tesla, higher than the field available with
the electromagnets used with our MOKE setup. An alternative is to use a
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) to measure the magnetisation, with
its superconducting magnets allowing much higher fields. However the low
volume of sample meant signal-to-noise ratios were insufficient to extract
reliable anisotropy field values. A third method is to use changes in the
anomalous Hall effect (AHE) as an applied field is rotated around a hard
axis[95]. Whilst this technique is indirect, it has the advantage that the
applied field can be considerably smaller than the anisotropy field, as de-
scribed in the methodology, section 3.5. The results of this are seen in Fig.
4.8.
For the majority of samples of type A (Co/Pt deposited as a function of
decreasing substrate temperature), the anisotropy field remained confined
within the range 14.7 to 15.2 kOe, as indicated by the shaded region in Fig.
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4.8. The spread of values showed no trend when plotted against structural
properties of the samples, showing that the cause of the spread was smaller
than the limits of uncertainty or was due to structural properties not yet
measured. Samples of type B (Co/Pt deposited as a function of increasing
substrate temperature), however, showed an increase of anisotropy with sub-
strate temperature, most likely due to a lower base pressure at deposition
improving the order of the interfaces. The anisotropy field also increased
with deposition temperature for samples of type C (top Pt layer deposited
as a function of decreasing temperature) which, since the lower Co interface
was nominally identical between samples of this type, showed that the top
Co interface had a higher anisotropy field contribution at higher substrate
temperatures. The final type, D (top Pt layer deposited as a function of
increasing temperature), showed little change of anisotropy with tempera-
ture, seemingly because the annealing the samples experience cancelled out
the improved order of the top Co interface. Thus these data showed that
both interfaces contributed to the anisotropy of the sample, with the contri-
butions being affected by both deposition temperature and annealing. The
lack of individual substrate temperature control meant that effects from the
deposition temperature could not be fully separated from effects due to the
changing growth environment with time without annealing the lower tem-
perature samples, however a new growth system is currently in development
at Leeds which could allow this to be done.
Comparing with literature, Kim et al.[126] found an increase of anisotropy
with interface roughness, though this was achieved via changing the deposi-
tion pressure in polycrystalline samples and the amount of roughness found
exceeded that found in this project by up to a factor of five. Bandiera et
al.[127] used annealing to affect all the interfaces in a polycrystalline Pt/Co
multilayer and found the anisotropy to change little up to 300◦C. Preventing
intermixing through the use of a thin Cu layer increased anisotropy, particu-
larly for thin Co layers, showing the effect of this type of interfacial disorder.
Since the Co layer was very thin in the samples of this thesis, the anneal-
ing it experienced in set types C and D could have been far more effective
at altering the interfacial anisotropy, possibly explaining the differences in
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Figure 4.9: Anisotropy field data for the batch AW240815, taken using the
AHE analysis method[95]. Samples in this batch were Pt/Co/Pt films grown
on a substrate wafer cut in the labs, as opposed to pre-cut by the suppliers.
behaviour of anisotropy with deposition temperature. Alternatively, factors
such as impurities could have been playing a significant role.
Sample batch AW240815, set type A, appears as an anomaly in this
project, see Fig. 4.9. Its growth differed from other batches due to the
substrate being cut from a wafer, rather than being received pre-cut from
the supplier. To protect the substrate surface in such an operation it was
covered in resist, and it is in the removal of such a layer that differences
arose. Despite being cleaned in acetone and then isopropanol in a sonicator,
it is likely that residual resist remained. This supposition is supported by
the disorder in the Pt seed layer being larger in these samples than for other
batches and led to trends in other properties that differ from the norm. Of
particular interest was the far higher anisotropy fields compared with other
set type A samples, which were likely as a result of greater intermixing at
the interfaces[128], and the significant change with Tdep indicating that such
interfaces were more sensitive to the growth temperature, possibly due to
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a lower base pressure removing some of the effects of contamination or a
smoothing out of interfaces by annealing of an initially highly disordered
state.
4.4.3 Vibrating sample magnetometry
Whilst IP VSM MH (magnetisation against applied magnetic field) loops
have proven too noisy for reliable extraction of sample anisotropy, OOP
loops were still able to provide a value for saturation magnetisation, Ms.
MOKE loops have shown that, within batches, Ms of samples varied little,
but VSM enabled comparison between batches. Figure 4.10 shows compari-
son between example batches grown at a variety of base pressures. There was
on the order of 10 µemu of noise and 30 µemu of drift associated with these
measurements, emphasising their difficulty. Overall, however, the measure-
ments tended towards the same value for saturation magnetisation (90± 10
µemu, or 2.6±0.3 MA/m in SI units), as expected for samples with nominally
identical thicknesses of Co. This value was about twice those found elsewhere
in literature for Co[2, 15, 129], however it did not take into account the in-
duced magnetisation in the Pt layer, which can be substantial[130, 131].
Thus even though these scans could not be used to reliably provide the ab-
solute saturation magnetisation of the samples, they still showed that the
relative saturation magnetisation between samples was constant.
4.5 Sustainability
Following a cut of 40% of China’s rare earth supply in 2010, the availability
and sustainability of materials has become a more significant factor in re-
search, especially where applications are the main concern. If supplies of a
vital element run low or increase in price, the cost of an emerging technol-
ogy could become prohibitive. Thus efforts have been made to ensure that
materials used are from reliable sources. Material from less stable regions of
the world not only has a higher chance of suddenly becoming scarce, but also
has ethical problems with unknown amounts of it coming from unregulated
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Figure 4.10: OOP MH loops of Pt/Co/Pt samples taken at 295 K using
VSM.
mines. These damage the environment and can use forced labour.
Analysing the elements used in this project, aluminium has a low supply
risk, coming mainly from Australia and Brazil, whereas cobalt, platinum and
iridium have riskier supply lines. Platinum and iridium are mainly mined in
South Africa and Russia, which are fairly stable, but are of low abundance.
Manganese is of high enough abundance that, whilst it comes mainly from
China and South Africa, it has a lower supply risk. The most concerning
element is Co, coming mainly from the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) and China, both known to have unregulated mines and with a very
low political stability in the DRC. The use of Co may cause future problems
unless an alternative source is found; however, for the properties needed,
there is very limited choice.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the growth and subsequent characterisation of epitaxial
Pt/Co/Pt samples were investigated, with the focus being on using sub-
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strate temperature during deposition to affect the samples’ interface disorder
and, hence, magnetic properties. Throughout the range of substrate tem-
peratures used, the sample was seen to remain epitaxial in nature, without
excessive alloying. The overall interface disorder was seen to change with
deposition temperature, peaking at 250◦C, with a significant rise in disor-
der for samples grown above 400◦C. When grown in reverse order, from the
colder to the hotter samples, an increase in disorder with temperature was
seen up to 300◦C, albeit with significant spread at the lower temperatures.
Using X-ray rocking curves of the standard-order samples, the roughness
was seen to be steady for lower temperatures, decreasing above 200◦C, indi-
cating that an increase in intermixing, followed by a decrease in roughness
was responsible for the peak in overall interface disorder.
In terms of magnetic characterisation, the coercivity steadily increased
with deposition temperature in the main temperature range of interest, akin
to the inferred behaviour of intermixing. The anisotropy, however, was seen
to remain roughly constant for the standard sample type, as well as for sam-
ples with only the top Pt layer deposition varied, in an order from colder to
hotter. For samples with either only the top Pt layer deposition temperature
varied in the standard order, or both Co and Pt layers varied in reversed
order, the anisotropy was seen to increase with deposition temperature; indi-
cating that both interfaces contributed to the anisotropy, but were affected
differently from the post-growth anneal to which the reversed-order samples
were subjected. Both MOKE measurements and VSM measurements indi-
cated that saturation magnetisation was constant between samples. Finally,
sustainability was looked into, with Co being found to be of concern due to




domain wall motion in
Pt/Co/Pt
This chapter builds on the characterisation work in Chapter 4 to assess
how the structural properties of the samples affect their net Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction (DMI). This was done by measuring the domain wall
velocity of expanding bubble domains under applied magnetic fields. The
resulting velocity data were analysed with respect to three possible mod-
els, with the most basic being sufficient to describe the standard parabolic
velocity-field graphs acquired. The extracted DMI field values were seen
to have moderate linear correlation with the relative disorder of the top
and bottom Co interfaces, indicating that the DMI contribution is highly
sensitive to the interfacial disorder. Upon increasing the deposition tem-
perature, one saw an increase in the DMI field which, when combined with
the link between deposition temperature and interface disorder found in the
previous chapter, indicated that the deposition temperature was affecting
the levels of disorder at either Co interface differently. A high base pressure
during deposition, however, was seen to reduce this effect dramatically. This
opens the possibility of being able to control the net DMI in this nominally-
symmetric structure by varying the deposition temperature, at low enough
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A consequence of growing epitaxially is that samples are inclined to have
few defects; that is, points in the film where the atoms do not conform to
the regular pattern, be it from strain, vacancy or impurity. This high level
of order allows domain walls in the thin magnetic layer, once nucleated, to
propagate smoothly, not hindered by severe grain boundaries. Defects and
dislocations still occur, however. The former can be useful, if sufficiently
dispersed and of sufficiently deep potential, as the disruption to the crystal
lattice can reduce interfacial coupling, and hence the anisotropy, and so act
as points of nucleation. The latter, though, defined as lines of disorder along
the sample plane, can become very disruptive if the dislocation density is
sufficiently large, since then severe pinning can occur[132, 133], acting as a
barrier to further propagation. Due to the nature of sputtering there will be
many smaller defects, causing wells in the potential landscape too shallow
to act as nucleation sites, but in which domain walls can be pinned. For a
low driving force, the wall moves by hopping from one site to the next, a
method of movement in the velocity range known as the creep regime[40].
It is this regime which was the focus of this analysis.
5.1.1 Domain wall velocity measurement
The main method for extracting domain wall (DW) velocity in these samples
was via bubble domain nucleation and propagation. The largest obstacle in
this method is finding a reliable nucleation point that satisfies several cri-
teria: it must consistently nucleate a bubble domain of an approximately
constant size given a magnetic field pulse of fixed strength and duration;
it must be in a homogenous environment, so should expand symmetrically
under a pure out-of-plane (OOP) field without hindrance from sites of weak
anisotropy, such as due to strain from substrate roughness or thickness vari-
ation; it must be far enough from other nucleation sites that the domain can
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expand without colliding into another reverse bubble domain. The first cri-
terion can be relaxed such that a reversed domain is nucleated at least half
the time, with the pulse varying in length to give the approximate size. The
second is more stringent, although some hindrance of the walls expanding
perpendicularly to the applied in-plane (IP) field was allowed so long as it
was far enough from the parallel-to-field expanding walls to not affect them.
This was because the majority of analysis was performed on the parallel-to-
field expanding walls. Similarly if the third criterion was not met for the
perpendicular-to-field expanding walls, then this too was allowed.
To enhance the reliability of image analysis, where possible the contrast
of the Kerr microscope was set such that the bubble domain saturated the
difference image. Thus, by searching for saturated (white or black pixels),
my python program was able to calculate how far the bubble domain had
expanded. For samples with IrMn atop the Co, as seen in Chapter 6, the
contrast change was lessened, leading to less clear definition of the distance
moved (see Fig. 5.1). Despite this, the extraction program was able to ac-
curately ascertain the contrast changes for most measurement lines, mostly
due to averaging of the surrounding area.
5.1.2 Magnet Design
In order to have both in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic fields applied to the
sample for the bubble domain expansion experiments, an additional magnet
needed to be added to the setup. Since a larger field was required in the
IP direction than OOP, the IP electromagnet that came with the kit was
retained and an OOP electromagnet was designed. The specifications were
that it needed to fit between the coils and pole pieces of the IP magnets,
provide a sufficiently large field to nucleate and propagate domains in the
sample and support the sample without affecting it. After moving the IP
pole pieces back such that they were flush to the IP coil housing, the OOP
coil could be at most 5 cm in diameter. A previous coil had been made
for such conditions, however whilst it fulfilled the first two conditions, at
the fields needed for the samples in this project it tended to overheat and
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Figure 5.1: An example of contrast in difference images from Kerrmit, the
Kerr microscope used in this project. A is from a standard Pt/Co(0.7
nm)/Pt(3 nm) sample where the contrast saturates the display range. B
is from Pt/Co(0.7 nm)/IrMn(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm) at optimal contrast. The
horizontal black lines represent the measurements of domain wall movement
made on the image by the extraction program, as described in Section 3.7.2.
there was a noticeable temperature change of the sample, seen by increased
domain wall velocities. Thus the design was replicated but with the inside
of the coil housing hollowed out and water-cooled, as displayed in Fig. 5.2.
Calculations performed on the heat generation and field strength allowed
optimisation of the wire width to the available power supply. After fabri-
cation, it was found that the water-cooling system was highly effective with
no change seen in temperature at the position of the sample, even at high
powers. At such powers, however, the heat from the outer coils could not
be adequately conducted inwards to the cooling system, despite the coating
of thermally-conductive varnish on each layer of wire coils. This meant that
running the coil at high power for a long duration could damage it and so the
maximum sustainable field that it could output was 300Oe, still sufficient
for most Pt/Co/Pt samples.
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Figure 5.2: (a) A cross-section of the water-cooled homebuilt out of plane
(WHOOP) coil. The red sections are the cross-sections of the wire coils.
(b) A schematic of the WHOOP coil and in-plane electromagnet positions
in relation to the sample and Kerr microscope.
5.2 Creep Regime Test
In order to use the creep regime model, first it must be confirmed that the
field used to propagate the domains is in the creep regime. This follows the
model set down earlier, Eq. 2.2, linking domain wall velocity, v with OOP
field, Hz, and domain wall energy density, . By taking measurements with
no IP field, ζ simplifies to ζ0 and provides a simple way to extract ζ0 and v0.




Figure 5.3 shows this linear relationship, and so confirms that the creep
regime held over a wide range of OOP fields, with parameter values similar
to those found by Lemerle et al.[52] in high-quality polycrystalline samples.
For most of the study, the OOP field pulse strength was kept constant for
each sample, at a value near the centre of the tested region. Since the IP
field would be varied in the measurements of DMI, the OOP field was also
varied with a constant IP field applied, and the logarithm of the velocity was
found to vary linearly with H
−1/4
z , as seen in Fig. 5.4, indicating that these
values of Hz are still in the creep regime. The extracted values of v0 and ζ
were found to be: 24.30± 0.06 m/s and (4.412± 0.007)× 10−20T1/4 for no
IP field; 24.24± 0.07 m/s and (4.354± 0.009)× 10−20T1/4 for an IP field of
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Figure 5.3: The relationship between domain wall velocity and OOP field
with zero applied IP field. The linear relationship seen is consistent with
motion in the creep regime.
300 Oe in the direction of DW propagation; and 23.2± 0.3 m/s and (4.17±
0.03) × 10−20T1/4 for 300 Oe antiparallel to the DW propagation. These
showed that, in the range of IP fields used, the characteristic velocity, v0,
stayed constant whereas the scaling constant, ζ, varied. This agreed with the
theory, since the ζ is dependent on Hx via the DW energy density, whereas
v0 is dependent upon the pinning site density and attempt frequency, neither
of which are explicitly linked to Hx. The characteristic velocity has been
shown to vary with IP field[134], but at field values higher than necessary to
find the DMI field. The difference in ζ with regard to the DW propagation
direction is an indicator of the asymmetry induced by the DMI, and the
overlap between data when the DW propagation direction and the applied
IP field direction were reversed shows that the system had been correctly
aligned.
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Figure 5.4: The relationship between domain wall velocity and OOP field
with varying IP fields.
5.3 In-plane field dependence of domain walls ve-
locity
Since the DMI appears as an asymmetry in the domain wall energy density,
in order to ascertain a value for it, the domain wall energy density must be
altered. The simplest way to do this is by applying an IP field to bring forth
the asymmetry in the domain wall structure. The effect on the velocity of
the domain walls due to an applied IP field is seen in Fig. 5.5. Under a
constant IP field, the distance covered by the domain walls when propagated
by an OOP field pulse can differ greatly between the left- and right-moving
domain walls, shown in Fig. 5.5 (a) to (d). When measured under a variety
of IP fields, the asymmetry became clear. The data in these graphs formed
uniform parabolas, as expected from Eq. 2.2. A slight kink in the gradient on
a logarithmic scale was seen at the applied IP field needed to fully stabilise
a Ne´el wall structure. An asymmetric shift of minima was seen for the
oppositely-moving DWs in samples deposited at high and low temperature,
with the shift being in opposite field directions.
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Figure 5.5: (a) to (d) Differential mode Kerr microscope images of bubble
domains used to determine domain wall displacements in a field of Hx =
-1000 Oe, for a set of Pt/Co/Pt films grown at low base pressure (1.1×10−7
Torr) and deposition temperatures indicated for each row. (e) to (h) DW
velocities fitted by Eq. 2.2, and (i) to (l) the logarithm of DW velocity,
as a function of Hx. Hz is the out-of-plane pulsed field used to expand
the domain. Black and red correspond to the left- or right-moving wall
of the domain, respectively, and the blue arrows indicate the domain wall
anisotropy field.
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5.4 Analysis models
DW velocity vs applied IP magnetic field data can vary drastically from the
symmetric parabolas most commonly seen in the absence of DMI, with some
extreme examples demonstrated particularly well by Lavrijsen et al.[19]. It
is for this reason that several models have been created to explain these
deviations. The basic model modifies the DW energy density based on its
configuration, the universal creep law model empirically unifies the creep-
depinning transition amongst all material systems and the rough wall model
deals with how variations in the DW direction affect its energy density.
5.4.1 Domain wall energy variation model
This model, as compiled by Je et al.[18], modifies the basic creep law by
including the effect of an IP field on the domain wall energy, as shown in
Section 2.2.1. Since the DW energy determines how easily a pinning site
can be passed, the depinning energy in the exponent is multiplied by a ratio
of the DW energy with an applied IP field to that without an applied IP
field. The domain wall energy is then modelled as a change from the pure
Bloch wall due to a perturbing IP field constituting the applied IP field and
the effective DMI field. With no DMI, the DW energy, and hence the DW
velocity, is symmetric about zero applied IP field. When a net effective DMI
field exists in the structure, the velocity curve is offset from zero applied IP
field, although the velocity is still symmetric about the minimum velocity.
This was seen to describe most data for Pt/Co/Pt samples very well, as
seen in Fig. 5.5 and in the appendices, Fig. A.1. Data from samples of
each deposition temperature subscribed to the basic parabola, indicating
that the majority of the physical mechanisms were being described by the
model. The shift in applied field value of the minimum was small for samples
grown at 150◦C and 200◦C, and larger for those at 100◦C and 300◦C, though
in opposite directions. This showed that as the deposition temperature
increased, the net DMI moved from a negative value, through negligibility,
to a positive value.
The agreement between the model and the data for Pt/Co/Pt was brought
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about with, for most fits, two free parameters, in Eq. 2.2. The saturation
magnetisation and exchange constant were taken from literature as 1.1×106
A/m and 16×10−12 J/m respectively[2, 40, 129]; and the characteristic veloc-
ity, v0, and the scaling constant, ζ0 were taken from fits of the DW velocity
against OOP field. This left just the effective anisotropy and the effec-
tive DMI field as fitting parameters. In this model, the effective anisotropy
controls the DW energy of a Bloch wall, as well as (inversely) the amount
to which the energy changes with IP field. The effective DMI field solely
controls the shift of the curve along the IP field axis- the only asymmetry
between oppositely moving DWs seen in the model.
There was, however, a discrepancy between the value obtained for the
effective anisotropy from fitting this data and the value obtained through
other measurements by up to a factor of seven, the measured being larger
than those from fits. There could have been several reasons for this dispar-
ity, the first being the region that was being measured. Most measurements
of the anisotropy of the sample were taken over the entire sample, whereas
the values from model fitting were taken at the domain wall via its move-
ment through the sample. If there was a significant variation in anisotropy
across the sample then it is likely that nucleation would have occurred more
readily at sites of lower anisotropy, biasing the anisotropy from the fits to-
wards lower values. A second reason could have been from a change in local
anisotropy from the formation of the domain wall itself, although the overall
effect should have been too small to make such a difference. Thirdly, the ap-
plied IP field could have had some small effect, although at its maximum its
magnitude was at most a quarter of that for the measured anisotropy field
and so any change from domain tilting should have been negligible. Finally,
there was some possible disagreement between saturation magnetisation val-
ues obtained from VSM to those expected from literature. This has been
attributed either to a neglect of the induced magnetisation in the Pt, or to
miscalibration of the VSM for samples such as those used here. The satu-
ration magnetisation was needed to convert the measured anisotropy field
to the anisotropy energy obtained from the fits. Even if the measured sat-
uration magnetisation value were accurate and used, it still could not have
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explained the decreased value of anisotropy from the fits, however, because
the saturation magnetisation values measured would have led to even lower
anisotropy field values.
Ultimately, since the anisotropy does not affect the asymmetry, the val-
ues obtained for the effective DMI field should still have been accurate within
the model. This did, however, throw doubt upon the validity of the model,
and could mean that the effective DMI field values may not simply be taken
from the minimum in DW velocity if there are other contributors to the
asymmetry.
5.4.2 Universal creep law model
Recently, a modification to the creep law has been proposed[57] which aims
to unify all creep motion to a universal model. As described in Section 2.2.3,
this involves changing the exponent such that at low fields it approximates
to the usual creep law, but at fields approaching the depinning field, Hd,
the energy term vanishes. The proposed model for DW velocity is thus
v(H,T ) = v0(Hd, T )exp[−∆E/(kBT )] (5.1)
with
∆E = kBTd[(H/Hd)
−µ − 1] (5.2)
whereH is the applied magnetic field, T is the temperature of the system,
v0 is the characteristic velocity, Hd is the depinning field, Td is the depinning
temperature and µ is the creep exponent, usually taken to be 1/4. It is the
addition of the -1 term in ∆E which separates this model from the basic
creep law; however, since that term does not depend on H it can be absorbed
into the characteristic velocity, giving a modified characteristic velocity of
v1 = v0 exp[E/(kBTH
1/4
d )]. (5.3)
Previously it has been seen that both the DW energy and characteristic
velocity change with high IP fields[134]. The DW energy is expected to
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Figure 5.6: The dependence of the modified characteristic velocity on the
exponent, from Eq. 5.3. The green line represents a line of best fit.
change, but not so for the characteristic velocity. With the modification of
this model, it is clear to see that the modified characteristic velocity depends
upon the DW energy and so should also change with IP field. To test this
relationship, one can plot the modified characteristic velocity against the
DW energy term, both extracted from experimental data, as shown in Fig.
5.6.
Figure 5.6 shows a linear dependence of v1 with E, though with bunching
of points towards the lower E values. Upon investigation, it appeared that
the bunching was from one direction of applied IP field which, from symme-
try arguments, led to the initial conclusion that, despite efforts otherwise,
there existed misalignment of the IP field with respect to the sample. This
would have the effect of introducing an addition to the OOP field, shifting
the value of v1, but not altering E. This shift would depend upon the IP
field, and so whilst it is feasible to think that the misalignment exactly can-
celled any change in v1, one would expect the value of E to change with IP
field as per normal, leading to a linear, flat dependence in Fig. 5.6. Thus,
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no explanation for the lack of E dependence on IP field for just one direction
of IP field was readily apparent.
Looking at the section of Fig. 5.6 with significant change in E, the
trend was linear in the semi-log scale, in keeping with the model. Thus by
taking the gradient of this line, 1/(kBTH
1/4
d ), one could find the depinning
field of the sample, Hd. In this case, Hd came out as 26 ± 4 Oe, which
was far too small, as one can see from Fig. 5.3 and 5.4. This could be
due to the model making assumptions which were not applicable for this
system, although none are apparent, except for those unknown factors that
are causing the bunching of points for one direction of IP field, or from Hd
changing with IP field, meaning that extraction of Hd from this method was
not possible. One way to test this was to increase the OOP field until the
DW velocity no longer subscribed to the creep regime at various IP fields,
however, even at the highest OOP fields attainable from the equipment, 300
Oe, the Pt/Co/Pt systems maintained their conformation to creep regime
behaviour. Comparing the Hd value from this project to that estimated
by Diaz Pardo et al.[135] for polycrystalline Pt/Co/Pt thin films at room
temperature, 57 mT, it was found to be about a factor of twenty smaller,
further indicating that in these samples, Hd could not be taken as a constant
with respect to applied IP field.
5.4.3 Rough wall model
It is clear from DW images that, in most cases, they are not entirely smooth.
Thus, even when taking a small arc of a bubble domain moving parallel to
the applied magnetic field, there will be a variation in DW angle. This
variation means that the effective DMI field (taken to be parallel to the
DW normal) will deviate in direction from parallel to the applied field. As
discussed in Section 2.3.2, Pellegren et al. [73] take this into account in their
modified creep law model. This model modifies the DW energy term in the
DW energy variation model as such:
σ = σbasic + σΘΘ − [σ2Θφ/σφφ]ζ(L/Lex) (5.4)
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Figure 5.7: The extent to which the Sokalski model (solid lines) describes
how the domain wall velocity varies with IP field (points).
where
σbasic = σ0−piDcos(φ−Θ)−piδµ0HxMscos(φ)+(ln(2)/pi)tµ0M2s cos2(φ−Θ)
(5.5)
and
ζ(l) = 1− (3/l3)(l − tanh(l)) (5.6)
in which parameter subscripts refer to derivations with respect to those
parameters, D is the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant, Θ and φ are the az-
imuthal angles of the DW normal and internal magnetisation, L is the length
of the DW segment and Lex = δ
√
σ0/σφφ .
As one can see in Fig. 5.7, the model fitted well for one sample at 300◦C,
but deviated significantly for a sample at 150◦C. This could have been down
to the fitting procedure getting stuck in a local minimum, or from the model
not representing the sample. To ascertain which, many more fittings were
needed, however, due to time constraints, this was not possible. This came
from the model needing to know the equilibrium magnetisation angle, which
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was found numerically, meaning that the domain wall energy must be found
for each angle of magnetisation direction, for each IP field, for each iteration
of the fitting method.
5.4.4 Model Summary
Each of the three models presented have their advantages and disadvantages.
The basic DW energy variation model is fairly intuitive, fast to fit and gave
a good description of my data for low IP field strengths. Its main downside
is the deviation of the data at high IP fields, showing that it did not entirely
capture the physics of the situation, with the missing term, or terms, giving
a larger contribution at higher IP fields.
The universal creep law, whilst encapsulating the behaviour of multiple
systems, is less intuitive, being phenomenologically derived. Along with
the basic DW energy variation, it is fairly easy to implement, although for
applied OOP fields much smaller than the depinning field, their results have
a negligible difference.
Since it builds on the other two models, adding more detail to the mech-
anisms, the rough wall model has the promise of describing the physics of
the situation to a much greater degree, especially at high IP field values,
and has already been successful at fitting some of the more peculiar velocity
behaviour. Its main downside, however, is the need to calculate the mag-
netisation direction within the DW for each IP field value at each iteration.
This made fitting slow and seemed to leave the software more vulnerable to
getting stuck in local minima. As such, due to the success of the basic DW
energy density model to fit the majority of my data, it was this basic model
which was used in subsequent analysis.
5.5 Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction measurement
Having extracted values for effective DMI field from samples grown at dif-
ferent deposition temperatures and base pressures, one can now see how the
DMI is affected by such. This was combined with the structural information
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taken for the samples to further the goal of understanding how the structure
of the sample affects the DMI strength.
Figure 5.8 shows HDMI for the sets of films grown at a range of base
pressures from (0.6-3.3)×10−7 Torr plotted against the normalized difference
in σ for the upper and lower Co interfaces. The difference in σ was a measure
of the difference in disorder of the upper and lower Co interfaces. Measuring
the net DMI field for several sets of samples permitted a correlation to
emerge, as the DMI is exquisitely sensitive to the difference in quality of
the upper and lower Co interfaces. The difference in σ was normalised by
the total σ to highlight any dependence on the interface quality difference,
independent of any changes in total σ, since a change in σ was likely to have
a greater effect on more ordered systems than more disordered ones.
Figure 5.8 shows that the net DMI in epitaxial Pt/Co/Pt increased from
zero to positive values when the quality of the top interface decreased rel-
ative to the bottom, and decreased from zero to negative values when the
quality of bottom interface decreased relative to the top. A linear fit to the
data yielded a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient of 0.52. This indicated a
moderate correlation[136] between net DMI and relative interface quality, in
spite of the scatter. This scatter could arise mainly from fluctuations in the
base pressure and deposition temperature when growing and from the un-
certainty in σ for individual interfaces. While the scatter meant we did not
have perfect control over the properties of a film using this method, there
was sufficient correlation that the majority of data points were fairly close
to the fitted line. Sensitive interface effects were particularly difficult to
control when, as here, there was more than one interface to consider. Given
this, the correlation gets a long way towards understanding and separating
the relative effects of the two interfaces.
Batch AW240815, with a base pressure of 0.6× 10−7 Torr, was included
here, despite the deviation in its substrate preparation, to illustrate that it
still followed the same trend, albeit with considerable scatter. This was to
be expected, since its substrate preparation should only have changed the σ
values and it was these values that were taken as the independent variable.
Thus the dependence of HDMI on ∆σ should have remained unchanged.
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Figure 5.8: Net HDMI as a function of ∆σ/σ, the difference between the
top Co interface σ and the bottom Co interface σ for epitaxial Pt/Co/Pt
deposited at temperatures in the range 100-300◦C, normalized by the total
σ. A positive (negative) ∆σ/σ corresponds to the lower (upper) Co interface
being a higher quality than the upper (lower). The errors associated with
∆σ/σ relate to the suitability of the σ values to the fitted X-ray reflectivity
models so act as a lower bound of uncertainty due to the deviations of the
fits. The solid line is a linear fit to the data.
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The conclusion that may be drawn from Fig. 5.8 is that the net DMI field
in epitaxial Pt/Co/Pt can change by up to 400 ± 100 Oe depending on the
deposition conditions. For less ordered, polycrystalline Pt/Co/Pt, therefore,
it is no surprise that larger DMI fields may be obtained, e.g. Franken et
al[14] obtained HDMI=370 ± 10 Oe in a polycrystalline stack with a thinner
Co layer (4 A˚) and Hrabec et al.[2] obtained HDMI∼-1000 Oe for films with
a similar Co thickness but polycrystalline and with a different Pt thickness.
Na¨ively mapping HDMI∼-1000 Oe onto Fig. 5.8 yielded a difference in ∆σ/σ
of -2.5, which would have meant that the difference in interface quality was
greater than the total interface quality, and suggested that there was another
factor at work here, possibly related to the polycrystallinity.
A further study in into DMI change with interface morphology used
ion irradiation of polycrystalline Pt/Co/Pt and was carried out by Balk
et al.[137]. They found that the DMI field could be changed and its sign
reversed depending on the level of irradiation it was subjected to. They
also found the coercivity decreased with increasing ion dose and attributed
these effects to the removal of the top interfacial Pt and an increase in
interface roughness, respectively. By increasing the disorder primarily of
the top Co/Pt interface, the DMI field was made positive in sign, as seen in
this project. They also, interestingly, showed velocity-field graphs with the
peculiar behaviour of pronounced kinks and peaks, which did not appear in
the epitaxial Pt/Co/Pt samples of this project.
For samples of type A where growth was initiated at base pressures
at the lower end of the range studied here, HDMI increased monotonically
as a function of Tdep in a roughly linear fashion, as shown in Fig. 5.9.
As the base pressure increased, the temperature had less influence on the
interface quality and thus the range of HDMI values decreased and became
less obviously linear in temperature. Using the prior finding that the lower
Co interface contributes a positive HDMI[2], and the conclusion that a higher
quality (smaller σ) interface contributes a larger HDMI, the increase of HDMI
with Tdep may be interpreted as follows. As Tdep increased, the quality
of both interfaces, but particularly the upper, decreased until annealing
dominated and their quality improved. This difference in interface quality
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Figure 5.9: Net HDMI as a function of Tdep for epitaxial Pt/Co/Pt where
growth was initiated at various base pressures. The solid lines are linear fits
to the data. The error bars are the larger of either statistical standard error
or error in velocity vs Hx fits.
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introduced structural inversion asymmetry, necessary for a net DMI field
to occur, increasing as the contribution from the top interface was reduced,
as seen in Fig. 5.9. As the Co interfaces became of a similar quality, the
DMI contributions from the top and bottom cancelled, causing no net DMI.
If the bottom interface was of a lower quality than the top, the dominant
contribution switched and the effective DMI field became negative. This
showed that if the base pressure is at the lower end of the range studied
here, substrate temperature may be used to linearly adjust the DMI.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the experimental challenges and solutions to measuring
magnetically-induced magnetic domain wall motion have been presented,
with the limitations of the bubble expansion technique being made clear.
This technique has been used to show that, for the range of magnetic driv-
ing fields used, the DW motion was in the creep regime, and remained in
the creep regime even with the application of an IP field. The exponential
scaling factor was seen to change, even with small IP fields (∼300 Oe), due
to the change of DW energy density.
Three of the most common models were then investigated by fitting them
against the acquired velocity against IP field data. The basic creep law with
varying domain wall energy density fitted the data well, for the low IP field
strengths, with deviations at higher fields for but a few samples. Upon
using the universal creep law with the exponential scaling factor modified in
a similar way to previously, no difference was seen between the fits produced
and those of the basic model. This could be explained by the applied OOP
field being well below the depinning field, in which case the universal creep
law model tends towards the basic creep law. A model incorporating rough
domain walls was also investigated, though due to the increased complexity,
the fits were often considerably worse than the basic model. Since the data
used here had none of the peculiarities which the rough wall model was
developed to address, the basic model was deemed most appropriate in this
case.
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The DMI field extracted from fitting the DW velocity against IP field was
plotted against structural data, namely the difference in interface disorder
between the top and bottom Co interfaces. Though significant spread was
seen, a linear correlation could be deduced with a correlation coefficient of
0.52, indicating moderate correlation. This link showed how important the
disorder at the interface is for DMI strength, allowing the net DMI to vary
considerably and even change sign in these nominally symmetric stacks.
Since the interface disorder was linked to the deposition temperature in
Chapter 4, the DMI field was also plotted against deposition temperature,
showing a rise in positive DMI field strength with deposition temperature.
This rise was seen to be more pronounced in sample batches where the base





domain wall motion in
exchange biased systems
This third experimental chapter focuses on Pt/Co/Ir20Mn80 stacks with and
without an exchange bias. Antiferromagnetism has received a lot of inter-
est in recent years, from exchange biasing systems[138] to eliminating stray
fields in synthetic setups[139], as well as boosting SOT efficiencies in ferro-
magnet (FM)/antiferromagnet (AFM) bilayers[140]. Thus, if the combined
efficiency of enhanced SOT and Ne´el walls from the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction (DMI) is to be used, it is necessary to know how an AFM af-
fects the DMI in a magnetic multilayer. This chapter begins to explore this,
optimising the growth parameters to produce samples with coercivities low
enough to be measured in our experimental setup. Two thicknesses of IrMn
were used, samples with the thicker exhibiting an exchange bias, ones with
the thinner not providing one. Kerr microscopy showed the samples with an
exchange bias to reverse their magnetisation via mass nucleation of small,
rough domains, unsuitable for DMI measurement using the bubble expan-
sion technique. The thinner samples showed highly skewed velocity-field
graphs which are not well described at high in-plane fields by any model yet
encountered.
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6.1 Deposition
The basic set of samples were grown as Pt (3 nm, 550◦C)/Co (0.7 nm,
100◦C)/ Ir20Mn80 (t nm, 100◦C)/Pt (5 nm, 100◦C). The deposition tem-
perature and pressure were optimised for low coercivity from a temperature
range of 100◦C to 300◦C and a pressure range of 3.9 mTorr to 6.5 mTorr.
The Pt cap was increased in thickness from the 1 nm thick capping layer of
Pt/Co/Pt as it was found that the magnetic properties of the earlier sam-
ples had changed since they were last measured. This could be from the
capping layer being insufficient, allowing the Co layer to become oxidised
if the coverage was not 100%, or it could be from room-temperature inter-
diffusion between the Pt and the Co. To rule out the former, the Pt cap
was subsequently increased in the IrMn samples. Comparing samples with
different cap thicknesses showed no change in magnetic properties. Since
the Pt/Co/Pt samples showed no change over the course of the couple of
months each was initially measured after growth, instead changing signifi-
cantly over the course of two to three years, it is unlikely that any change
will be seen in the IrMn samples, even if the cause was room-temperature
interdiffusion, since they were measured within four months of being grown.
Since the critical temperature for an exchange bias to appear in IrMn,
its blocking temperature, is related to its thickness[141], two thicknesses
were grown: 2 nm of IrMn needs temperatures far below room temperature
to see exchange biasing, and so was taken as the control set; 5 nm shows
exchange biasing far above room temperature and so was used to assess the
effect of exchange bias on the system. The general rule of thumb is that
the blocking temperature in degrees Kelvin is roughly equal to the layer
thickness in nm multiplied by 100[141]. The spin structure of the disordered
γ-Ir20Mn80 grown in the (001) direction is shown in Fig. 6.1. The spins
are orientated 45◦ away from the crystal diagonals[82], which leads to a
break in cubic symmetry, despite there being no net magnetisation when
averaged over several unit cells. When grown on Co with a magnetisation
perpendicular to the film plane, it is likely, then, that the spins will take the
configuration which is most parallel to the film normal at the interface.
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Figure 6.1: Theoretical spin structure of Ir20Mn80 in a disordered state
according to Kohn et al.[82]. Each atom (blue spheres) has an 80% chance
of being Mn, with a magnetisation as shown (red arrows).
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Figure 6.2: X-ray diffraction of Pt/Co/Ir20Mn80/Ta with the Co/Ir20Mn80
grown at a high deposition temperature (Tdep).
6.2 Characterisation
Characterisation of these samples was carried out akin to the Pt/Co/Pt
samples, mainly using X-ray reflectometry and laser MOKE.
6.2.1 Structural
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) data was taken for
samples of the basic IrMn stack, though with the deposition temperature of
the Co and IrMn varied between 100◦C and 300◦C, similar to the Pt/Co/Pt
stacks of Chapter 4.
As seen in Fig. 6.2, XRD scans showed peaks only where expected for
Pt and IrMn (the Co being of too low an intensity to be clearly seen).
Thus, these samples were epitaxial up to the sensitivity of these scans. The
inclusion of IrMn complicated the scan compared to the purely Pt/Co/Pt
stacks, introducing a (111) peak at 41.6◦. The Pt (111) peak seen in the
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sample grown at 300◦C was of a lower intensity than for the 100◦C sample,
suggesting a lower degree of ordering. Whether this disorder was from the
Pt or from the surface of the substrate, leading to lower Kato fringes off the
Al2O3 (006) peak, was uncertain.
Similar X-ray analysis was undertaken for structures with the Co and
IrMn layers grown at 100◦C, but at varying thicknesses. The extracted σ
values are shown in Fig. 6.3 against the extracted Co thicknesses. Due to the
necessity for many variables when fitting the X-ray data, the uncertainty on
individual values could, in some cases, approach a similar magnitude to the
value. This was seen in a particularly striking manner in the Co thicknesses,
in which the extracted value could differ significantly from the nominal,
though the nominal is always within uncertainty. Since the thickness of a
layer was fairly controllable during growth, it is likely that the values were
in actuality fairly close to the nominal and, for clarity, samples shall be
referred to by their nominal thicknesses.
Figure 6.3 (A) and (B) show representative fits to the data for thin and
thick IrMn layers, respectively. This was carried out in Bede REFS[120]
using the logarithm of the mean absolute error as the goodness of fit param-
eter. One saw relatively good fits, encompassing most of the major features
of the scan, only with some deviation in intensity at some of the peaks and
troughs of the fringes. Not all fits were so successful, particularly for the
sample with 5 nm IrMn, 1.1 nm Co which deviated considerably in some
of the trough intensities, hence the large error bars in (C). Figure 6.3 (C)
shows that, for the samples with 2 nm of IrMn, the average interface dis-
order stayed fairly constant, within uncertainty. The 5 nm IrMn samples,
however, tended to decrease in average σ as the Co layer became thicker.
Due to the sensitivity of the DMI to interface roughness of Pt/Co/Pt seen
in Chapter 5, it was thought that a similar effect would be seen in these
Pt/Co/IrMn samples. However, there were too few samples of Pt/Co/IrMn
to extract statistically significant values from such uncertain quantities as
individual interface disorder values.
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Figure 6.3: Fits and extracted interface disorder of X-ray reflection data of
Pt/Co/Ir20Mn80/Pt with the Co and IrMn grown at different thicknesses.
(A) and (B) show the fits to the data obtain via Bede REFS[120]. (C) is an
average over σ from all relevant interfaces.
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6.2.2 Magnetic
Laser MOKE was the main technique used for characterising the magnetic
behaviour of the samples. One key aspect of the magnetic behaviour I was
looking at was the coercivity. This was because the magnets employed in the
confines of the Kerr microscope to carry out the bubble domain expansion
method for measuring DMI had a limited strength and so the samples’ co-
ercivities needed to be below around 30 mT. To achieve this, sets of samples
were grown initially, varying different growth parameters, to optimise the
low coercivity.
Similar to Pt/Co/Pt, the deposition temperature can be used as a con-
trolling parameter for the magnetic properties of samples. This is shown
in Fig. 6.4 (A) by the change of the MOKE loops with varying deposition
temperature- the coercivity and exchange bias changed, but the shape of the
loop remained constant with a fairly rapid change of magnetisation direction
with applied field, showing that switching by domain wall propagation was
dominant.
Figure 6.4 (B) presents the coercive field and exchange bias from the
samples shown in (A). There was a fair amount of spread due to the nat-
ural variability of sample deposition in the growth environment used, but
a clear trend was seen in the coercivity. The coercivity increased with de-
position temperature with a Pearson’s r correlation value of 0.73, showing
strong linear correlation[136]. Since the fast switching in the MOKE loops
was indicative of magnetisation reversal by domain wall propagation, the
increase of coercivity indicated a general increase in interface disorder as
the number of pinning sites increased. This was in line with the change of
interface disorder seen in Pt/Co/Pt films in Chapter 4.
The correlation between the exchange bias and deposition temperature
had a much greater spread compared to the coercivity, reflected in the lower
Pearson’s r correlation value of -0.60. This r value also showed that the
correlation was of an inverse variety, indicating that the structural changes
were more akin to those from working pressure variation than Co thick-
ness variation seen later in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, respectively. Numerical
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Figure 6.4: (A) Representative MOKE graphs for samples of Pt/Co(0.7
nm)/IrMn(5 nm)/Pt with varying deposition temperatures of Co/IrMn, all
grown at a working Ar pressure of 3.9 mTorr. (B) Extracted values of
coercivity and exchange bias against the substrate temperature at which
they were deposited. The lines show linear fits.
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simulations in literature[142] have shown that exchange bias is reduced with
increased interfacial disorder, indicating that the Co/IrMn interface becomes
more disordered with increased deposition temperature. This, too, agreed
with the trend in Pt/Co/Pt. Since the lowest coercivity was seen in the
samples grown at 100◦C, subsequent samples were grown at this substrate
temperature.
The working pressure at which the Co/IrMn layers were deposited also
played a large role in determining the magnetic behaviour of the sample.
This is seen in Fig. 6.5 for three pressures in the range of 3.9 mTorr to
6.5 mTorr, again for samples with 2 nm and 5 nm of IrMn. In the sam-
ples with 2 nm of IrMn, Fig. 6.5 (A), and so no noticeable exchange bias,
there was a clear change in coercive field with deposition working pressure.
The coercivity slightly increased with pressure between 3.9 mTorr and 5.2
mTorr by 9%, before decreasing by 75% as the pressure further increased to
6.5 mTorr. The large decrease for the higher pressure was likely due to a
decrease in kinetic energy of the sputtered atoms, causing less disruption to
the existing structure. This trend, however, was in opposition to the findings
of He et al.[143] in polycrystalline superlattices of [Co(3 nm)/Pt(15 nm)]17,
sputtered at room temperature, where the coercivity was seen to mono-
tonically increase with deposition pressure. This contradiction was not too
surprising, considering the sensitivity of the coercivity to structure, as the
behaviour was likely to differ considerably between the hot-grown epitaxial
samples of this project and polycrystalline structures. Not only that, but
the thinness of the Co layer led to any intermixing at the interface having
a much larger effect on the overall structure. Finally, He et al. neglected
to say what gun power or throw distance they used, making meaningful
comparison of results unreliable. To test the reliability of these scans and
their tendency towards training, a scan was run on the 5.2 mTorr sample
consisting of several sweeps. The result is seen in Fig. 6.5 and showed no
significant change between sweeps, indicating negligible training. Since the
sample grown at the higher pressure of 6.5 mTorr showed a coercivity low
enough to be studied in the bubble domain expansion method, subsequent
samples were grown near to 6.5 mTorr.
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Figure 6.5: MOKE graphs for samples of Pt/Co(0.7 nm)/IrMn/Pt grown
at three working Ar pressures. (A) shows samples with 2 nm of IrMn. (B)
shows samples with 5 nm of IrMn. The 5.2 mTorr loop in (B) is composed
of multiple loops to show repeatability.
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A similar pattern is seen in the samples with 5 nm of IrMn, Fig. 6.5
(B), except that the samples grown at 3.9 mTorr and at 6.5 mTorr had
equivalent coercivities. The exchange biases seen in these samples followed
the inverse of coercivity, with the 5.2 mTorr sample having the lowest. This
trend indicated that the interfaces were likely to be less disordered for the
higher pressure sample, particularly the Co/IrMn interface responsible for
effecting the exchange bias. To keep the comparison between the 2 nm and
5 nm IrMn samples as controlled as possible, both were grown at the same
working pressure. For this to be the case, due to the high exchange bias in
the high pressure 5 nm IrMn sample, even with a slightly reduced exchange
bias, one side of the sweep would always be out of range of the intrinsic Kerr
microscope WHOOP coil, and so another means of switching would need to
be employed.
Figure 6.6 shows the variation of MOKE loops for Pt/Co/IrMn/Pt with
Co thickness. In samples both with 2 nm and 5 nm of IrMn, it was clear
that the largest coercivity, Hc, was seen in samples with 0.9 nm of Co, with a
slight decrease of about 11% and 15%, respectively, for 0.7 nm and a larger
decrease of 58% and 49%, respectively, for 1.1 nm. This peak was seen
elsewhere in literature, such as in work by Sort et al.[79], who ascribed it
to a change in perpendicular anisotropy. This link between coercivity and
anisotropy was strengthened by results seen in this thesis in Fig. 6.7: a
peak at 0.9 nm of Co, with a lower value for 1.1 nm than 0.7 nm. In Sort
et al.’s paper, the peak in anisotropy was at a slightly lower Co thickness
of about 0.7 nm, though with a higher number of data points. The peak
was seen in other material systems as well, for instance in Pt/Co/FeMn
by Ji et al.[144] where it manifested around 0.9 nm of Co; or in Co on
Cu grown by MBE[145] where the coercivity was seen to increase linearly
with Co thickness up to 6 monolayers (ML), before falling as the inverse of
thickness. The explanation they gave was based upon the increase of the
Curie temperature with Co thickness, as seen by Diaz-Ortiz et al.[146]: up
to 6 ML, the Co had a reduced Curie temperature and was behaving with
reduced dimensionality, leading to a higher domain wall mobility and a lower
coercivity. The rise was seen in other Pt/Co systems, for instance in work
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Figure 6.6: MOKE graphs for samples of Pt/Co/IrMn/Pt with three thick-
nesses of Co, all grown at a working Ar pressure of 6.6 mTorr. (A) shows
samples with 2 nm of IrMn. (B) shows samples with 5 nm of IrMn. (C)
shows extracted coercivity and exchange bias data.
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by Nie et al.[99]. The drop off in coercivity at thicker Co thicknesses was
only seen in well-ordered layers, as in the MBE-grown Pd/Co samples of
Kingetsu[147],with an increase or levelling off seen in the rougher samples
of Weller et al.[148] and Jiang et al.[149].
The change in exchange bias is also seen clearly in Fig. 6.6. With
a blocking temperature below room temperature, and so no exchange bias,
MOKE loops for the samples with 2 nm of IrMn were seen to be symmetrical
about zero applied field. In the samples with thicker IrMn, exchange bias was
seen, and changed in a more standard fashion with the highest exchange bias
of 71 mT in the sample with 0.7 nm of Co. Exchange biases of 57 mT and
43 mT were seen in the 0.9 nm and 1.1 nm Co samples, respectively, which
fitted with the contribution of the interfacial exchange bias diminishing with
Co thickness. These results were similar to the findings by Chen et al.[150],
looking at IrMn on and under Co coupled to a [Pt/Co]3 multilayer, except
they found peaks in exchange bias and coercivity occurring at lower Co
thicknesses. They attributed the initial increase of exchange bias to an
increased interfacial anisotropy due to the formation of a continuous film.
To see how the effective anisotropy changes, one can refer to Fig. 6.7, in
which one sees the OOP anisotropy changing akin to the coercivity, though
differently to the exchange bias, being non-monotonic in its evolution with
Co thickness. The trend being similar to the coercivity suggest that the
change in coercivity and anisotropy have the same underlying controlling
parameters. One would expect the anisotropy to decrease with thicker Co
layers as the interface plays less of a role, as seen between samples with
0.9 nm and 1.1 nm of Co. Were the study to have continued to thicker Co
samples, one should have seen the effective OOP anisotropy field become
negative as the shape anisotropy overcame the interface anisotropy and the
sample’s easy axis aligned with the plane of the film. This should have
happened at a thickness of just over 1 nm[151], and the fact that even at
1.1 nm of Co, a strong PMA was still seen was most likely due to the actual
Co thickness being slightly less than the nominal one presented here.
A feature of Fig. 6.7 which is worthy of comment is the large magnitude
of the anisotropy values (1-9 T), which were several times larger than for
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Figure 6.7: The change in effective out-of-plane anisotropy field, HK
and ordinary Hall effect contribution with Co thickness for samples of
Pt/Co/IrMn/Pt with three thicknesses of Co, all grown at a working Ar
pressure of 6.6 mTorr. Black squares are samples with 2 nm of IrMn. Red
circles are samples with 5 nm of IrMn. Co thicknesses are displayed as their
nominal thicknesses.
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Pt/Co/Pt (1.5 T). This was unexpected as IrMn, when exhibiting exchange
bias, has been seen to counteract PMA[152] so should result in a lower ef-
fective anisotropy field. Values of effective anisotropy reported in literature
corresponded to much lower anisotropy fields[152, 153]. These large values
seen in this thesis could indicate some miscalibration in the method for ex-
tracting anisotropy values (if, for instance, the applied magnetic field was
smaller than recorded) or the method not being suitable for Co/IrMn sam-
ples. Despite this, the extraordinary Hall effect voltages measured were as
expected for the varying applied fields, so it is likely that the trend was re-
liable, even if there was doubt about the absolute values. The argument for
the negative effective OOP anisotropy field at the interface given by Dijken
et al.[152] on a basic level is that the antiferromagnetism tilts the Co spins
out of normal orientation. This could explain why the samples with 2 nm of
IrMn had higher anisotropy field values than those with 5 nm IrMn, since
the antiferromagnetism was not manifested.
6.3 Domain wall structures
In order to use domain wall motion methods for extraction of various sam-
ples properties, such as the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) or spin
torques, those samples must exhibit clear domain walls, ideally in the form
of bubbles from isolated nucleation points as set out in Section 5.1.1.
Figure 6.8 shows imaged domain structures of Pt/Co/IrMn/Pt samples
with Co thicknesses of 0.7 nm (A, D), 0.9 nm (B, E) and 1.1 nm (C, F) for
two thicknesses of IrMn: 2 nm (A,B,C) and 5 nm (D,E,F). In the samples
with 2 nm of IrMn, where the IrMn was too thin for exchange bias to be
manifested, the domain structure was similar to Pt/Co/Pt for 0.7 nm and
0.9 nm of Co, showing isolated bubble domains. The perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) was strong enough for the samples to be OOP, with Fig.
6.7 showing that the samples with no exchange bias had larger PMA than
those with exchange bias.
The sample with 1.1 nm of Co showed an interesting Voronoi-like network
of domains. This was due to a sufficiently high DMI to stabilize a Ne´el
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Figure 6.8: Kerr images of samples of Pt(3 nm)/Co(x nm)/IrMn(y nm)/Pt(5
nm) with varying thicknesses of Co and IrMn, all grown at 100◦C at a
working Ar pressure of 6.6 mTorr.
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component in the domain walls which, being homochiral, formed a 360◦
domain wall rather than annihilating, as discussed in 3.7.3. The appearance
of a Voronoi-like domain wall network in only this sample is unlikely to be
due to an increased net DMI strength, since the thicker Co layer led to less
of an interfacial contribution; instead the decreased interfacial PMA allowed
nucleation at lower applied fields than for samples with thinner Co. It is
most probable that the lack of a Voronoi-like network in the thinner Co
samples was because their nucleation fields were higher than those needed
to annihilate the 360◦ domain walls, meaning that such a network was never
seen. Thus, it is the interplay between the anisotropy and the DMI in the
sample that leads to such a phenomenon.
In the samples with 5 nm of IrMn, at least in the 0.7 nm and 1.1 nm Co
samples, the well-formed bubble domains of the thinner IrMn were lost to
be replaced with many small, rough domains. The IrMn layer, when in its
paramagnetic (2 nm) state, easily follows the Co magnetisation; however,
it becomes fixed when in its antiferromagnetic (5 nm) state, causing local
inhomogeneities in the Co as it couples to the uncompensated spins. It is
this coupling which is likely to have been the cause of the high nucleation and
pinning. A similar situation to the 0.7 nm Co sample was seen by Romanens
et al.[154] in the form of a higher nucleation density, but to a much lesser
degree since fairly smooth bubble domains were still seen and only in one
magnetic field sweep direction. They attributed this to local inhomogeneities
in the exchange bias field. Since the epitaxial samples used in this thesis
should have had a much decreased level of inhomogeneity, though, it is likely
that there were more factors at play to make the nucleation so pronounced.
The sample with 5 nm of IrMn and 0.9 nm of Co differed from the other 5
nm IrMn samples in that there were several places where nucleation occurred
at a much lower field, making it appear like the 2 nm IrMn sample. However,
upon propagation of these domains, distinct differences arose, as seen in Fig.
6.9. The domain wall velocity dropped rapidly with increasing distance
from the nucleation point despite having the same driving impulse. This
showed that the environment changed significantly close to the nucleation
point, either through a variation of the pinning site density or strength,
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Figure 6.9: Kerr images of the propagation of a sample of Pt(3 nm)/Co(0.9
nm)/IrMn(5 nm)/Pt(5 nm) grown at a working Ar pressure of 6.6 mTorr.
Images are time-evolved from left to right, with each image being taken after
an OOP field pulse of the same strength and duration.
affecting the characteristic velocity or exponent factor in the creep law,
respectively. It is unlikely that the domain wall energy was being modified
as the same behaviour was seen, in symmetric bubble domains, when there
was no applied in-plane (IP) field.
6.4 DMI
Since the domain walls of the sample with 1.1 nm Co and 2 nm IrMn formed
360◦ domain walls, the annihilation method could be used on them, see sec-
tion 3.7.3; the results of which are shown in Fig. 6.10. The trend seen was
that which was expected, with a constant coercivity for high values of maxi-
mum applied field, Hmax, that dropped suddenly as Hmax decreased below a
certain value. Below this value, the applied field was enough to reverse the
magnetisation in the majority of the film, but was unable to annihilate all
of the 360◦ domain walls, leaving a proportion of them to act as nucleation
centres when switching the magnetisation in the opposite direction and thus
lowering the coercivity. The value was 15±5 mT, which had to be converted
into DMI strength through modelling the DW in simulations done by Benitez
et al. [96], and led to a value 0.15± 0.05 mJ/m2. Since, however, the model
used by Benitez et al.[96] assumes a defect-free structure at a temperature
of absolute zero, this served only as a minimum value. Comparing this value
to literature, it was found to be an order of magnitude smaller than other
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Figure 6.10: The variation of coercive field, Hc, with the maximum applied
OOP field, Hmax, from laser MOKE scans for samples of Pt(3 nm)/Co(1.1
nm)/IrMn(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm) grown at a working Ar pressure of 6.6 mTorr.
The red line corresponds to a linear fit of the data.
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DMI values taken for Co in various systems by various other methods[98],
though none for Pt/Co/IrMn. It was about a factor of two smaller than for
the Pt/Co/AlOx used in the annihilation method by Benitez et al., show-
ing consistency within the method. This small value, compared to other
methods, fitted with the notion that this value was a lower bound and, as
highlighted by Benitez et al., could have been considerably higher.
Due to the lack of bubble domains within suitable environments in most
of the samples, only samples with 2 nm of IrMn and 0.7 nm and 0.9 nm of
Co could be analysed using the bubble expansion technique. The recorded
domain wall velocities are shown in Fig. 6.11, with the fits to them us-
ing the basic domain wall energy varying creep model from Section 2.2.1 at
various OOP field strengths and positions. The model fitted well to most
of the data, however there was a distinct difference between these samples
and those of Pt/Co/Pt, which was that a minimum velocity was not seen:
as the applied IP field increased in strength, one of the domain walls in-
creased in velocity as expected, whereas the other tended to a point where
its movements were imperceptible. This could have been due to the effective
DMI field being larger than the range of the applied IP magnetic field. If
the absolute magnitudes of the anisotropy values taken earlier were, indeed,
correct, the effective DMI field could have been larger than the 2800 Oe
maximum IP field, even with a DMI constant, D, consistent in magnitude
with other values in literature.
Despite the basic model fitting well to the data, there were inconsisten-
cies, as seen particularly in the 0.9 nm Co sample at 90 mT and -90 mT
OOP field, in the form of bumps around Hx = 750 Oe (emphasised by blue
arrows in Fig. 6.11 (C) and (D)). This is a feature not permitted by the
basic DW energy variation model; however, it was seen in a model proposed
by Pellegren et al.[73]. Figure 6.11 also shows that the OOP field strength
did not affect the form of the velocity curve, merely changing the magnitude
of the velocities, and that the samples were homogenous on a large scale as
moving to a different position produced the same results. Comparing data
from the two samples showed that, again the form was the same, but the
sample with the thinner Co layer showed slightly faster DW motion for a
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Figure 6.11: The variation of domain wall velocity with applied in-plane
field, Hx, propagated with a given out-of-plane field, Hz, from Kerr mi-
croscope images for samples of Pt(3 nm)/Co(t nm)/IrMn(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm)
grown at a working Ar pressure of 6.6 mTorr. The lines correspond to fits of
the data using the basic domain wall energy varying creep model. (C) and
(D) were taken at a different part of the sample to (E) and (F). The blue
arrows in (C) and (D) emphasise bumps, deviating from the model.
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given driving field.
In order to ascertain the effect of crystallographic direction on the do-
main wall expansion, the sample was rotated about its normal, in both di-
rections by 45◦. The result is seen in Fig. 6.12 and shows negligible change
to the form of the curves, indicating little or no effect of crystallographic
direction. One aspect highlighted by Fig. 6.12 (B) is the deviation of the
model from the data at high IP fields (|Hx|>1500 Oe). One possible ex-
planation is that of domain tilting suppressing DW velocity, though if the
anisotropy fields were as high as measured, this is likely to have been negli-
gible at such relatively low fields. It is possible that the DMI field was larger
than the applied field and as the effective IP field neared zero, roughness
in the sample dominated and severely slowed down the domain wall. This
would not, however, explain the deviation from the model in walls with the
DMI field in the same direction as the applied IP field, as the increase in
their velocity became roughly linear with applied IP field.
Figure 6.13 shows the extracted values for DMI using the basic DW
energy varying creep model. Discounting outliers, which have been seen
to be from bad fits, there was spread of about a factor of two, showing
the difficulty in reliably fitting data with no clear minimum. There was
no clear trend in these samples and no difference in average HDMI value
above uncertainty between the 0.9 nm Co and 0.7 nm Co samples. This
was not unexpected as since the anisotropy values for these samples, which
should be affected by the same factors as the DMI as discussed in Section
6.3, were fairly similar, any change in DMI would be small and could well
have been hidden in the spread. One key feature of Fig. 6.13 is the large
DMI constant, D, which attained values between -0.6 mJ/m2 and -1 mJ/m2.
This is comparable, but of a different sign, to the D value found for Pt/Co/Ir
by Hrabec et al.[2] (1.2 mJ/m2) and a factor of two or more smaller, and
a different sign, to Pt/Co/Ir multilayers measured by Moreau-Luchaire et
al.[155] (2 mJ/m2). The magnitude of the D value is promising, as it is close
to that needed to stabilise skyrmions[155], and so be used in skyrmion-based
applications. However, the contradiction in sign was not expected. Whilst
the magnitude of the DMI contribution from each Co interface can vary, its
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Figure 6.12: The variation of domain wall velocity with applied in-plane
field, Hx, propagated with a given out-of-plane field, Hz, from Kerr micro-
scope images for a sample of Pt(3 nm)/Co(0.9 nm)/IrMn(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm)
grown at a working Ar pressure of 6.6 mTorr. The lines correspond to fits
of the data using the basic domain wall energy varying creep model. θ
corresponds to the angle of the sample with respect to the IP field.
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Figure 6.13: The variation of fitted effective DMI field, HDMI, and DMI con-
stant, D, with applied out-of-plane field, Hz, for samples of Pt(3 nm)/Co(t
nm)/IrMn(2 nm)/Pt(5 nm) grown at a working Ar pressure of 6.6 mTorr.
The data was taken from both left- and right-moving domain walls and fitted
using the basic domain wall energy varying creep model.
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sign is generally well-characterised and is not known to change. There is
a lack of literature dealing with the sign of DMI at a Co/IrMn interface;
however, since IrMn has a much lower spin-orbit coupling than Pt[156], its
DMI contribution should be insufficient to reverse the sign of the net DMI,
especially when considering the large magnitude. A recent arXiv paper by
Ma et al.[157] looked at the DMI at an IrMn/CoFeB interface and found a
contribution of up to 0.13 mJ/m2, confirming the low strength and opposite
sign. This all showed that there is more to understand about the nature of
DMI in these structures and could form a promising avenue of research.
6.5 Conclusions
It has been shown that sputter deposited films of Pt/Co/Ir2Mn8/Pt, grown
at elevated substrate temperatures, were epitaxial in structure across a range
of substrate temperatures, similar to Pt/Co/Pt films seen in Chapter 4.
At room temperature, samples with 5 nm of IrMn showed perpendicular
exchange bias greater than their coercivity for several thicknesses of Co
and when grown at several different working pressures. As the deposition
temperature was raised from 100◦C to 300◦C the exchange bias and the
coercivity became of a similar magnitude.
The anisotropy was seen to be very high for samples with Co thinner
than 1.1 nm, though the reliability of the absolute values was in question.
The unusual relative trend of anisotropy values showed that disorder at the
interface must change with Co thickness.
The mechanics of magnetisation switching were seen to vary significantly
for different layer thicknesses. For 2 nm of IrMn with Co thinner than 1.1
nm, bubble domain nucleation and expansion was seen. The basic domain
wall energy variation creep law model described the velocity vs IP field data
taken at low applied fields, but deviated significantly above about 1500 Oe
in a fashion not described by any model yet proposed. The extracted DMI
constant values found ranged between -0.6 and -1.0 mJ/m2. There was,
however, little difference between the values of effective DMI field when
values for each sample were averaged over the different driving fields. In
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1.1 nm of Co, a Voronoi-like network of 360◦ domain walls were observed,
indicating an effective DMI field high enough to stabilise a Ne´el component
in the domain walls, with an extracted lower bound for the DMI constant
in line with literature.
In 5 nm IrMn samples, with exchange bias, there was seen to be a switch-
ing by many rough domains, making effective DMI field extraction imprac-
tical using the standard bubble domain expansion technique. Brillouin light
scattering would be a viable method for these samples, although that tech-
nique was beyond the scope of this project. In the 0.9 nm Co sample, points
of low anisotropy were seen, leading to the nucleation of bubble domains
which decreased greatly in velocity as they expanded away from the point





This thesis began with an overview of some important topics in condensed
matter physics, their history and how this project fits into the general sci-
entific narrative. Key theory was provided, necessary for the understanding
of results and measurement techniques and those techniques were described.
The growth and characterisation of Pt/Co/Pt samples was then delved into,
showing how various structural and magnetic properties of the films changed
with deposition temperature. It was seen that the samples were epitaxial,
with the degree of their overall interfacial disorder depending on the deposi-
tion temperature of the top Co/Pt bilayer. By changing the deposition order
and which layers varied in deposition temperature, both Co interfaces were
found to contribute to the anisotropy of the system. The Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction (DMI) was measured for these samples and the results
correlated with the finding of structure. The magnitude and sign of the
net DMI was found to depend on the relative degrees of disorder at the Co
interfaces. These degrees of disorder were seen to correlate with the depo-
sition temperature such that as the deposition temperature increased, the
DMI became more positive. Investigation into stacks of Pt/Co/Ir20Mn80
concluded the experimental part of this thesis, seeing how an antiferromag-
netic layer affected the magnetisation dynamics, including DMI. Using a
basic model for DW motion, DMI values far higher than in Pt/Co/Pt were
found, although none of the models which were popular in literature could
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fully describe the domain wall behaviour. Finally, a summary of key results
is currently being provided here.
In this thesis, Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that thin films of Pt/Co/Pt
can be grown epitaxially on Al2O3 (0001). By heated deposition of the Pt
seed layer, a smooth interface was formed, onto which the Co/Pt bilayer
could be deposited at temperatures in the range of 100◦C to 300◦C. Due to
the nature of the sputtering system, there was a variation in base pressures
between depositions, and it was seen that for lower base pressure growths,
a higher working pressure was needed to stabilise the plasma. Over the
range of deposition temperatures and base pressures, the samples were seen
to be epitaxial to such an extent that no X-ray diffraction peaks were seen
above noise apart from those expected from a structure with Pt (111). Us-
ing the fitting of low-angle X-ray reflection data to a model, the disorder
at the interfaces was taken and an average of disorder for the trilayer was
found to form a peak with deposition temperature around 250◦C. Roughness
data taken from X-ray rocking curves about the first Kiessig fringe showed
a decrease in interface roughness with deposition temperature, indicating
that the peak in total disorder was due to competition between increasing
intermixing and decreasing roughness with temperature. The magnetic be-
haviour of the samples was studied, mostly using the magneto-optical Kerr
effect (MOKE), and the coercive field was seen to increase steadily with
deposition temperature within the region of interest. Outside of the region
of interest, the trends were less clear and, due to fewer samples being stud-
ied, had less statistical significance. Laser MOKE intensities and vibrating
sample magnetometry (VSM) data showed the saturation magnetisation to
remain constant within and between batches, respectively. When studying
the effective anisotropy, several types of batches were used so as to give
more information about the contributions of the various interfaces. The
anisotropy stayed constant within error for the standard sample set, as it
did for samples where only the deposition temperature of the top Pt layer
was varied in reverse temperature order (colder to hotter). However, if both
the Co and top Pt layers were grown in reverse temperature order, or just the
top Pt layer’s deposition temperature was varied in the standard order, the
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anisotropy changed significantly with deposition temperature. This showed
that not only did both interfaces contribute to the effective anisotropy, but
they were also affected by annealing. By using a different substrate prepa-
ration technique, the anisotropy was also seen to change, even with the
standard growth technique, emphasising the sensitivity of the anisotropy to
initial growth parameters.
In order to take readings of the domain wall (DW) velocity, a new
magnetic coil was designed to provide a sufficient out-of-plane (OOP) field
strength to nucleate and propagate domains in the Pt/Co/Pt samples. The
DW velocities were measured by expanding bubble domains, and extracted
via bespoke python fitting software, as described in Section 3.7.2. Varying
the OOP field strength, the velocities were seen to conform to the creep
regime for all field strengths used. This extended to expansions under an
in-plane (IP) field up to at least 300 Oe, where the characteristic velocity
was seen to remain constant but the exponential scaling constant varied as
expected due to its dependence upon the DW energy density. An asymme-
try was seen between DW velocity with and against the applied IP field,
displaying an effect of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). Out
of the three most popular creep models (basic DW energy variation, uni-
versal creep law and rough wall model), the basic model was chosen to be
used subsequently due to its intuitive nature and the success at fitting the
data compared to the rough wall model. Assessing how the extracted DMI
changes with structure, the difference between interface disorders taken from
X-ray fitting was seen to greatly affect the DMI, even changing its sign. This
indicated that the disorder diminishes the DMI, with the relative disorders
creating sufficient structural inversion asymmetry to effect a net DMI. This
correlated with temperature, the higher temperatures leading to higher DMI
values. The base pressure at which the samples were grown, however, also
had an effect, with higher base pressures leading to less change with depo-
sition temperature.
Stacks of Pt/Co/Ir20Mn80 have been grown in a similar fashion to Pt/Co/
Pt and also displayed an epitaxial nature, seen via X-ray diffraction. To
bring the coercivities into a suitable range for DMI measurements, several
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growth parameters were investigated. Varying deposition temperature, the
coercivity was seen to rise steadily with temperature, with the exchange bias
decreasing, reaching a similar value around 300◦C. Thus the lowest temper-
ature of 100◦C was used to minimise coercivity and utilise the high quality
of the interfacial structure responsible for the large exchange bias. Of the
working pressures used, the highest was found to give the lowest coercivity
in both samples with thick (5 nm) and thin (2 nm) IrMn, with and without
exchange bias, respectively. Investigations were then carried out on samples
grown at 100◦C, with high working pressure, and with varying Co thickness.
A peak was seen of coercivity and anisotropy with Co thickness about 0.9
nm which agreed with studies in literature covering a wider range of Co
thicknesses. Using Kerr microscopy, a high density of small, rough domains
were seen in samples with exchange bias, making them unable to be mea-
sured using the bubble expansion technique. Bubble domains were seen in
the 0.9 nm sample, although in very inhomogeneous environments that could
not be repeated when regrown. Bubble domains were seen, however, in the
2 nm IrMn samples with 0.7 nm and 0.9 nm of Co, though in the 1.1 nm
sample a Voronoi-like network of domains was seen indicating sufficient DMI
to stabilise a Ne´el component in the domain walls. Using the domain wall
annihilation technique, a minimum bound for DMI constant in the 1.1 nm
Co sample was found to be 0.15±0.05 mJ/m2, in line with the order of mag-
nitude difference seen between this and other techniques for Pt/Co/AlOx.
Using the basic creep model to fit those samples in which bubble expansion
was feasible, the fits worked well at low IP field, but deviated considerably
at higher fields. The velocity behaviour differed from Pt/Co/Pt in that at
high fields when the velocity was against the applied field, the velocity in-
creased almost linearly with IP field strength, and when it was aligned, the
velocity tended to zero with no sign of reaching a minimum. Taking DMI
values from the fits, there appeared no difference between the 0.7 nm and




Though progress into understanding the intricacies of the DMI has been
made in this project, there is still, as always, a vast amount more to be
gleaned. Given a more powerful and reliable method for extracting inter-
face disorder, combined with a growth system allowing more controllable
growth, the link between interface morphology and DMI can be more firmly
established. Looking further afield, the findings of this thesis could be used
in magneto-resistive devices to optimise the net DMI, providing an intrinsic
in-plane field; a vital feature for several applications to become viable. Epi-
taxial samples of Pt/Co/Ir20Mn80 were grown and found to have high DMI
strengths in an absence of exchange bias (-0.6 to -1.0 mJ/m2). The sign
on the net DMI being opposite to Pt/Co/Ir samples was previously undoc-
umented, and so this thesis opens up the possibility of further study into
what causes this effect, and could assist in further understanding the mech-
anism of DMI. Whilst the bubble expansion technique proved unsuitable for
samples with exchange bias, other techniques may still be applicable, such
as via Brillouin light scattering, which would aid in reaching the goal of
comparing DMI strengths in samples with and without exchange biasing.
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Appendix A
Domain wall velocity fits
For the purposes of being translucent, further fits of the basic domain wall
energy density variation creep law model to domain wall velocity against
applied in-plane field data from Pt/Co/Pt samples are provided.
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APPENDIX A. DOMAIN WALL VELOCITY FITS
Figure A.1: Examples of fits to DW velocity vs IP field data using the basic
DW energy variation model. Data from samples of set type A at different
deposition temperatures are presented.
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